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MES Board Will

Compare Both
Billing Systems
The Murray Electric Plant board
will compare the cost of the present
billing system with estimated costs of
combining MES bills with other city
utilities before making a decision on a
central billing proposal.
The proposal was presented to the
board Wednesday by City Councilman
C. C. Lowry, who indicated his strong
support for such a measure in outlining the idea.
Presently, MES bills are separate
from other city utilities. Murray
Water & Sewer, Natural Gas and
Sanitation bills are handled by Murray Municipal Utilities on a single,
mailing to consumers. Customers are
---allowoci----to—pay
-14F-S—asid
Municipal utility bills with one check
at either the MES office or the MMU
office.
Lowry told the board that he feels
additional revenue could be saved by
all city utilities by merging the two
billing operations as well as the
meter-reading chores of the departments.
"I know that there are a number of
problems that the Murray Electric
System and the City of Murray would
have to work out for the (proposal) to
become a reiddr," Lowry said.
"However, the benefits to be derived
from combined meter reading 'and
combined billing are,obvious — less
employees, less vethcle usage and
less postage." •
Board member Rob Ray said the
only advantage he could see in the
.4 proposal was a "possible savings of
money''and addedlhat he would have

Gallery Of
The Arts .
April 16, 7 p.m., joint voice
recital," Nathan Middleton, Murray, and Phyllis Love, Brandenburg, Farrell Recital Hall, second floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, open to the public, no admission charge.
8:15 p.m., junior piano recital,
Rebecca Jones,. Danville, Ill.,
Recital Hall Annex, 1U, Price'
Doyle Fine Arts Center, open to
the public, no admission charge.
Children's Recorder Concert,
children grades 3-6, Calloway
County High School.
April 16 and 17, Latin American
....Fiesta, Carter Elementary
School.
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to see some estimates of what that
• savings might be before he could endorse the plan.
It was also pointed out that a
similar proposal had been studied
about five years ago and at that time
the board eetermined the advantages
did not outweigh the disadvantages.
"Unless the benefits have greatly
changed I can't see much advantage
to it," Nat Ryan Hughes, board attorney and secretary said.
Board chairman Mary Jane
Jackson appointed a cominittee to investigate the experiences of other
municipal power systems that have
combined billing with other utilites
well.as talieterTnine The currentOst_
of the billing.operations at MES and
MMU. The board is expected to make
its decision on the matter after the
study is completed.
MES superintendent Ron Underwood reported to the board that
waivers have been asked to delay implementation of new TVA regulations
that would change the pay period and
penalty applied to customer bills.
Presently, bills are payable within
ten days and after ten days a 10 percent penalty is added. The new
federal regulations require a 15 day.
pay period with a five percent penalty
added.
By DAVID ESPO
A report on the proposed changes is
Associated Press Writer
expected to be given to the board at its
WA$H1NGTON ( AP) — President
May meeting.
Reagan, beginning to re-emerge as

DAIRY DAY — The American Dairy Association's Auxilary*omen's
Group'sponsored Dairy Day Wednesday at the Murray State University farm. Children attending the event toured the milk house and
were served ice cream, cheese and butter. Other activities included
(from top left photo, clockwise)a discussion by Ted Howard, county
extension agent, on the physique and internal structure of cows,
fantis they eat and_predominant milk breeds located in,the
Oren Hull allowed children of Berly Whaley's class to pet a jersey
bull. Melissa Stark and Beverly Shelton displayed several antique milk
products including churns, butter molds and glass containers. Betty
Tucker is chairman of the women's group. Mary Clark Hull and Lou
Stark are co-chairmen of the group.

Reagan Fights For Economic Program

Parker Appointed As
Scout District Chairman
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker has been appointed as district
chairman of the Chickasaw District
Boy Scouts of America.
"I am pleased to be able to make a
contribution to Scouting by serving as
district chairman for this year,"'said
Parker, who succeeds Paul Keisow in
the position. was a Scout myself for
several years,and this will give me an
opportunity to repay some of the people who helped me."
The Chickasaw District encompasses Calloway, Graves, Fulton,
Carlisle and Hickman counties in
western Kentucky and is responsible
for delivering Scouting services to approximately 1,000 Boy Scouts, Cub
Max Parker
Scouts,and Explorers in the District.
The District tries to direct and sup- in membership,finance, and program
plement the efforts of local Scouting activities,including camp, promotion
leaders in working with their in- and training of leaders in the Scouting
dividual troops, packs, and posts, as program. Parker, who was an Eagle Scout,
well as furnishing services to the area
and his wife, Gail, and sons, Conrad,
14, and Zachary, six months, live on a
farm in southwestern Calloway County. Parker is serving his first term as
Calloway County attorney.

thunderstorms

chief fighter for his economic program,insists that congressional alternatives to his embattled three-year
tax cut plan -are not the answer,they
are the problem."
"Taxes are much too high to deal in
half-measures," a convalescing president said in a written statement
issued Wednesday, the deadline for
filing personal income tax returns.
"I ask all Americans to join me in
changing our tax system so that next
April 15 we shall begin to celebrate
tax reductions instead of simply one
more predictable and painful tax increase," he said..
The one-page statenient Was'iSsued
as Reagan continued his recuperation
in the White House living quarters
from a bullet wound inflicted in an
assassination attempt March 30.
Other administration officials,
primarily Vice President George
Bush, have been substituting for
Reagan at appearances he might ordinarily be making to pitch for his
economic prograin.
Aides say Reagan almost certainly
will focus on his program when he
delivers his first broadcast message
since the assassination attempt.
A radio or television broadcast is
possible, perhaps as early as the end
of next week, the aides say. Another
possibility is a nationally televised appeal for his economic program on
April 27, a date that would coincide
with the end of a twoweek congressional recess.

Thunderstorms likely tonight ending Friday. Low tonight in the
mid to upper 50s. High Friday in
the low to mid 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Unseasonably warm witha chance
of showers each day.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

Reagan's written statement
Wednesday appeared designed to
prod Congress into approving his tax
cut plan, which has run into strong opposition in. the Democratic-controlled
House.
The Washington Post reported today that a new study by the Congressional Budget Office estimates the
president's proposed budget cuts in
four programs alone would mean less
after-tax income for 20 million to 24
million people.
Those four programs — welfare,
school lunches, public service jobs
and. food stamps — are targeted for
$5.3 billion in cuts by the administration. The budget office said it was
unable to estimate the effect of $10.1
billion in proposed cuts in Medicaid,
Social Security and other programs.
The 20 million to 24 million people

are 51 percent of an estimated 16.5
million families with incomes below
150 percent of the government's official poverty.line, $6,570 for a family
of three and $8,410 for a family of four.
Most would lose only a little, but 4 percent of the total would lose as much as
16 percent of their incomes, the report
said.
Reagan's statement took note of
other alternative tax proposals now
before the Congress but said that
"compared tour proposals, they will
result in higher taxes for the
American people."
Reagan is proposing a three-year
cut in income tax rates of 30 percent.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., chairman of the tax-writing House Ways
and Means Committee,recommended
a one-year tax cut that would not be as eostly as the president's plan.

Astronauts Conclude Firit
Phase Of Debriefings Today
SPACE CENTER, Houston iAP I —
With specialists firing questions and
tape recorders spinning, Columbia's
astronauts are going over all the
technical details of their historic
flight, hoping their answers will speed
the day when the shuttle can start
operations as a space-faring cargo
ship.
John Young and Robert Crippen
were to conclude the first phase of the
week-long debriefing today with
discussions on the performance of
Columbia's steering jets, electronics';
computers and other systems.
They returned to Earth on Tuesday
— a perfect landing on a desert runway at Edwards Air Force Base,

Calif. -- concluding a near-flawless
2'4-day flight of the 80-ton reusable
spaceship.
What the astronauts tell the experts
about the flight could help accelerate
Columbia's switd)from a test vehicle
to an operational space freighter, carrying satellites and experiments into
orbit for industry, scientists and the
Pentagon.
The present schedule calls for three
more Columbia test flights, each
longer and more detnanding on its
systems. Because of the success of the
maiden flight, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration officials
said they are considering cutting the
last one.
-
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Barrett Will Speak
At Chamber Banquet

358.20
358.20

441%4
:
:
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Association Plans Good
Friday, Easter Services
Community services are planned by
the
Murray-Calloway
County
Ministerial Association on Good Friday, April 16, and Easter Sunday,
April 19.
The Good Friday service will be
held from 12:10 to 12:40 p.m. at the
First Presbyterian Chureh, 1601 Main
Street. The public is invited to attend
this special service of remembering,
and an offering will be received for
the purpose of assisting people in the
community, a ministerial spokesman
said.
Participants in the Good Friday service include the Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor, and Miss Pam Dixon,
organist, Met church; the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White, pastor,'Memorial Baptist Church; the Rev. Darrell
Ramsey, pastor, First Assembly of
God; the Rev. Jimmy Stubbs,
minister of evangelism. First tInitid
Methrodist Church; the Rev.. Dean

Woodard, pastor, Bethel and Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Churches:
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, pastor,
First Christian Church.
The community-wide Easter
Sunrise Service will be held at 6 a.m.
at the Old Freight Depot at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
An offering-.will be received for the
Ministerial Association's ministry in
the surrounding community, a
spokesman said, as he invited the
public to attend.

Hotpital Board
To Meet Tonight
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board will hold its regular
atindhly meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in
the hospital board room.
Routine items are planned{on the
agenda, according to Stuart Poston,
administrator.

MSS PIGGY—Miss Piggy is shown as she and Kermit the frog entertain and inform second-grade students of the importance of
having your own library card and using it. Robbie Uddburg, library
volunteer, implemented the proiect called "Coming of Age" where
all second graders are being bussed to the library to get library cards
and a tour of library facilities. Mks Piggy and Kermit are featured on
the National Library Week Poster and will also appear in the
Children's.Area of the Gallery of the Arts Celebration downtown
from.3 p.m. to 3:30 Friday, April 17. Nita Baugh, library program
director, is coordinating Miss Piggy's appearance.

Bill Barrett, nationally recognized
authority on economic development,
will be the featured speaker at the annual banquet of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, Tuesday, April 21, 1981.
Dr. Bill Wilson, chairman of the
banquet said, "We feel fortunate in
obtaining a speaker with the
qualifications of Mr. Barrett. His
reputation as a motivator will help inspire our membership in the
Chamber's number one priority - industrial development."
Barrett has been ranked the most
outstanding lecturer at the Industrial
Development Institute at the University of Oklahoma each of the past 10
years. He is in demand throughout the
country as a speaker and lecturer at
banquets,institutes and symposia.
For the past 19 years he has served
as executive vice-president of the
North Mississippi Industrial Development Association. As such he directs
the area development activities of
over 100 communities in 29 counties.
Other experience has been as a local
Chamber of Commeree manager and
manager of Industrial Development
with the State of Mississippi A&I
'Board.

Bill Barrett
Bill' Teuton, 'executive vicepresident • of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce said,
"If I had to select one speaker from
the field of industrial .development
that stood out as the leader, it would
be Bill- Barrett. He is a true profes-sional that strives for perfection in not
only his daily work, but anytime he
appears before an audience.-
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Spring Formal To
Be On Saturday
By Sigma Phi

Easter Egg Hunt
At Murray Club

Whitford-Landoll Weddinp-0.!

w*-w w-111rw w-ffr-w

We are pleased to announce that Janice
Oakley, bride-elect of
Stefan Hutchens has
selected her china,
crystal, and accessories
from our complete bridal
registry.
Janice and Stefan will
be married May 15th.

1E6'

Mrs. Max Whitford,
Dudley Drive, Murray, announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her
daughter, Julie Gaye, to'
George Hart D. Landolt, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt, Wells Boulevard, MurThe banquet will be at 6 ray. Miss Whitford is the
p.m. and the dance will be daughter of the late Max
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. All Whitford.
Alumni are invited to attend,
The bride-ele7t, a
a spokesman said.
graduate of Murray High
Scb.041
ray State U
she warn Member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority. She is
the granddaughter of- Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey E. Sykes
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lee Whitford, all of
Dover,Tenn.
women in swimming, tennis, Miss Whitford is employed
golf, gymnastics, track, etc. at The Place and is co-owner
She named Babe Dedrickson of Happiness Place Gift
Zaharias as the outstanding Shop.
woman in all sport activity.
Mr. Landolt, a member of
In attendance other than Sigma Chi fraternity, was
those already named were graduated from Murray
Miss Ann Herron, Mrs. N. T. High School and Vanderbilt
Beal, Mrs. Olga Freeman, University, Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges, Mrs. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Mn
George S. Hart and the late
All friends and relatives
Henry McKenzie, Mrs. H. L. Mr. Hart of Murray, and of Church. A reception will
Oakley, Mrs. John W. Mrs. Harold Landolt and the follow at the Murray are invited to attend the, wedTwomey, Mrs. Harry M. late Mr. Landolt of Bonne Woman's Club House.
ding and the receptioe.
Sparks, Mrs. Paul W. Sturm, Terre, Mo.
tvlsirray
Mrs. Jack Vincent and Mrs.
The groom-elect is the
Ledger
& Times
Edward Nunnelee, the latter
owner of Landolt Ltd.
two being from Mayfield.
The next meeting will Manufacturing Firm.
The wedding is planned for
follow a luncheon in the
home of M.Robert-Bryon ,Satinalay, June 20, at 7 p.m.
at the First United Methodist
on April 18.
The Kentucky ' Epsilon
Chapter of Sigma 'Phi Epsilon fraternity will have its
annual spring formal on
Saturday, April 18,at the Exemitive Inn, Owensboro.

The Murray Country Club will have an Easter Egg Hunt
for all young children and grandchildren through the third
grade of the members on Saturday, April 18, at 10 a.m. on
the club house grounds.
The Easter Bunny will make an appearance and will be
available for photos with the tittle children. Entertainment and a light lunch has been planned in addition to the
Egg Hunt. Each one should bring a basket and a quilt or
blanket on which to sit.
Committee members in charge are Ann Uddberg,Cathy
Youni4, Cheryl Crouch, Martha Cook,and Carol Boaz.
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Mrs. La Follette-

Easter

Talks About Travels
Ck • 751.3314
Ends Tonitee .; Ices On
"This Is Elvis"(PG)
Starts Tomorrow
If you re molly be
eAswoetaiew

Vire Thur. 4/23
7 00 9 30 -7 ;t Sun
'•N••. ”. • so.,
• lur.
E it:SUMER

0

7:15,9:20

Chestnut St •753-3311
Cheri 2-11 30
•His .10,11f
t •r

ih '11741LN

Cheri 3-1140
Adult Entertainment
- 18 or over only-

In her home on Alan-adale
Drive, Mrs. John O'Brien
was hostess to Chapter M of
the P. E. 0. Sisterhood on
Monday evening, April 6.
Mrs. Gerald Hudder was the
assisting hostess for
refreshments served at the
close of the meeting.
Report was made of the
application for grant from
the Fund for Continuing
Education for a Murray
State Student by Mrs. L.J.
Hortin, chairman. Reports
were made of the Organization of a new Chapter, V. in
Richmond, Kentucky on
April 4. Four local members
attended that event.
La Follette gave
Mrs.
an account of the volcanic
eruption of Mt. St. Helens,
telling of a P. E. 0. member
in Washington, who with her
husband flew over the mountain, escaping the eruption
by seconds. Mrs. La Follette
also gave personal notes
after a visit to the northwest
last summer. Pictures taken
by several -photographers
were shown.
A second part of the program was presented by Mrs.
Lewis Bossing, carrying out
the program theme for the
year, Contribution of
Women. Mrs. Bossing spoke
of Women in Sports, describing the achievements of

Miss Julie Gaye Whitford
to wed George Landolt

Gift Ideas

Silk Flowers
Violets - Daisies
Geraniums - Tulips
A Variety Of Silk Potted Plants
Preserved Ferns
Ceramic Figurines
For Easter Baskets

/
1 3 off

_LLL-LL

Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Flut;?riaii Nu-

--s

• pre-easter

awes*

Fresh as Spring
Jacket--Dressing
/AI

19.99 to 22.99
Reg. to 50.00

it)URRAY
DRIVE
7tectite
IN

Join the Easter parade to
Behrs for timely savings on
the smartest, freshest look on
the fashion scene . . :jacket
dresses. Some with vests.

• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND

FASHION SHOW - Geri Johnson, left, and Charlotte
Hammack model clothes from the Cherry Branch that
will be featured along with fashions from other local
stores at the Coffee and Fashion Show of the Murray
State University Women's Society on Saturday, April
18, at 10 a.m. in the Coffeehouse of the New Student
Center, Murray State. Music will be provided by
Murray State students.
Photo by Inez GaAs

INCOMING
FRESHMEN
41114:.

,

0
0
•

• a.%06 •I•

DRIVE-IN
NIGHTS
ARE HERE
AGAIN

The Oaks Country Club will have an Easter Egg Hunt on
Sunday, April 19, at 1:30 p.m. at the club grounds. This is
for children, preschool to the sixth grade.
Each child should bring six boiled eggs to the hunt.
In charge of the arrangements will be Donna Whitfield,
chairman,Sharon Kelso,Sherry Ross, and Carol Turner.
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Oaks Egg Hunt
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You're Invited To Our

.
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Spring Preview ,,, _
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Special Features:
Pick One Or All

.4 aril
0‘
17:
44:
141
r
4 J;

to FREE -

Free pass to any
movie of your choice
%.f.•
at the Cine or Cheri
with the purchase of
re one pair of spring or
1 4k21:.
summer shoes at
regular
discount
pdye!

(3)
, Jordache.
ebi

..,11 •
)40
19
'
.

Jordache Pumps

Yellow, Spring Purple,
Special Price 1595
Regular 28.00

20% OFF

(2)

20%
additional
discount on selected
styles of spring/summer dress and casual
shoes!

(4)

FREE
Free stereo minialbum feating REO
Speedwagon, Randy
Meisner, GRAF, & the
Reddings with the purchase of one pair of
Candies

Your Spring Previews
Brought To
You By:
0
'
-•
irj&c." `doi4fox ,
Z
`';'•'WV

hack
-41
,

11W•Ir•

Jackets
37.99

Reg. 62.00

Blouses

• ..
err4
•••-'•-- "1 v&

Recent developments in
airplane technology include
a wing that pivots 60
degrees, promising a fuelefficient, speed-ofsound
Jetliner, whose sonic boom
. would dissipate before
reaching the ground.

13.99

Reg. 23.00 to 26.00

Pants

19.99

Reg. 32.00 to 34.00

Skirts
Reg. 31.00 to 33.00,,

19.99

These smart, sophisticated
designs by a very ;famous
junior maker are suited to the
season in fresh polyester,
rayon, linen weaves. In lively
bright pastel hues of ljlac,
blue, or pink.

Handbag Sale!

9.99
12.99 15.99
Reg. to

.99

Here's a beautiful collecti8n
of spring handbags in a wide
variety of styles. Choose your
shoulder bag or clutch bag in
delightful spring tones.

Easter Sale!
Spring Dresses
1/3 to

50% Off

Reg. 19.99 to 59.99
Choose from beautiful spring
dresses for juniors, misses
and half-sizes.

Save on Pants!--Reg. to 24.99.

•
'

Murray State University
faculty member, Kay Gardner Bates, will be a featured
soloist in the Easter Pageant
at Memorial Auditorium at 8
p.m., April 16 and 17, in
Louisville.
She will be performing
with the Walnut Street Baptist Church choir and orchestra. The musical presentation will include a staged
dramatization of the last
days of Christ.
Mrs. Bates, a. Murray
State faculty member since
1978, is an assistant professor of music.She has been
a soloist with a professional
)pera company. She received her master pf fine arts
degree in performance at
University of Georgia.
Mrs. Bates and her husband, Wayne L. Bates, live
in Murray with their two
daughters, Jennifer Lynn
and Catherine Anne.
She is a native of Kennett,
Mo.

hoe

el
„„•-friv-,
;• ••
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Kay Bates
Is Soloist
At Pageant

Celebrate Easter
in Crisp
Linen-Look
-Coordinates
Sale! 40%Off

8.99-

-A terrific speing pant sale! For
right now, right into summer,
pants to mix and match!

Central Shopping Center
10-9 Mon.-Sat. Closed Easier Sunday
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Janet Calderneyer—

.Wedding Planned

Has Been Listed In Book
Ms. M. Janet Caldemeyer
has recently been listed in
the 12th edition of the Marquis' WHO'S WHO OF
AMERICAN WOMEN for
1981-1982. Ms. Caldemeyer
has worked as an environmental
education
specialist for the Tennessee

Valley Authority in the Land
Between The Lakes since
1974.
She is a graduate of the
Evansville Day School, has a
B.S. in biology and
chemistry from St. -MarrsNotre Dame and a M.A.C.T.
from Murray State Universi-

Dr. Charles R. Duke—

Named By NCTE

ty.
Ms. Caldemeyer is the
daughter of the Daniel F.
Caldemeyer's of Evansville,
Ind. and is married to
Richard 0. Meier. Ms.
Caldemeyer and her'husband reside on Kentucky
Lake near Benton.

Dr. Charles R. Duke,
associate professor, of
Fnglich • at Murray State
University, has been appointed program chiarinan
for the 1982 spring convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English to be
held in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The convention will be the
first effort by,the council to.
bring-together three of its
principal membership
groups: teachers of English
and language arts at the
elementary and secondary
levels, and English education teachers involved in the

Calf With Suede

preservice preparation of
teachers for schools.
Duke is an active member
of the council, serving on
several of the organization's
committees. He also is the
president of the Kentucky
Council of Teachers of
English and .most recently
has served that organization
as program chairman for its
1981 spring conference.
--Haiti's annual rural income averages only $60, and
that figure includes the few
wealthy landowners who
make many times that
amount.
_

OPEN
24 HRS.
Free Coffee
11:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.
Groceries
Health &
Beauty Aids
Gus
Snack Items
C•Idwater Rd.
Merrily, Ky.

Blazing Excitement!
Wine Suede With
Calf Trim

Bone & Cork
White & Cork
Green & Cork

00
oc0
,,

Miss Debra Geurin
to wed Wesley T. Kyle
Mr. and Mrs. Bill, G.
Geurin of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Debra, to Wesley
T. Kyle, son of Mrs. Glenda
Kyle of Radcliff.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Murray High
School and is currently attending_ Murray State
University.
Mr. Kyle is a graduate of

North Hardin High School
and Murray State University. He is currently employed
by The Boy Scouts of
America.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 23,
at 2 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Murray. A reception will follow
at the Conununity Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.

Hunt At Oakhurst
An Easter Egg Hunt, sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity at Misray State University, will be held on
Saturday, April 18-,on the lawn at Oakhurst.
Prices will be awarded and 2,000 eggs will be hidden for
the event. The hunt for children, ages 6 to 8, will be at 10
a.m.,and for chiTdren, ages 2 to 5, will be at 11 a.m.
The public is invited to attend, a fraternity spokesman
said.

I treeshoe
Southside Manor

SIRMHTS

Things named after
George Washington include
one state, 7 mountains, 8
streams, 10 lakes, 33 counties, 9 colleges, and 121
towns and villages.

'25Blazer Clearance!
Springs Newest-Linen-Blazers,
Save Now on a Superb Collection!
Originally s49. PolyesterRayon Linen
Pastels Plus Navy. Red, Green. Sizes 5-13

Buy Now For Easter!
BEL AIR CENTER & OLYMPIC POtZA
Shop Daily 10-8, Sunday 1-5

°Pffs
ow.

44?

Ladies'

Panty
Hose

Men's
Short Sleeve

Shirts

$544

Bright's offers you monogramming from our own monogramming
studio. You can choose from lots of styles in seven letter types
and dozens of coordinating colors. What else can do so much to
make a gift so personal, even a gift to yourself.

Sizes For Everyone
Reg. to 6..99
Poly & Poly Cotton
Blends

Men's Orlon

Detergent

Crew Socks

990
porn

1 4.7 Oz. Family Size

Reg. $1.25 Assorted Colors

WE DO
OUTSIDE WORK

Ladies

Girls Dressy

Dresses

Patents
$3.5 7

1 &2

A

Reg. $1.09

Purex

$ 1288 Piece Styles
SINCE 1876

.e

box

SHOP FRIDAY HIGHTS*OPEN 'TIL 8:30

tude

87

$399

We Monogram To Make It Personal

• .•-•"''./

Here comes
The Suniuns®
You don't have to circle the wagons for this Indian
attack. This is the Feather from Boss, and it is
goingto come to yearfeat's rescuirjast like
Tonto. Spring and Summar is barefoot weather,
but these super comfortable sandals are
better than barefoot and prettier top
Lake Blue & Elk Tan, 30".

Reg. to $20.00

ceme„
•
Reg. $1.29

Suave
Shampoo

d'ir•.111LATILIT:::=.1
.
1
le 420

.P• el•di? ,

Large
Selection

16 Qz.

Easter

87

Candy

At
Reduced
Prices

P. N.HIRSCH & CO.®
on iNT

IRIQHrS

Reg. $4.57
Block or White

company

Olympic Plaza
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Coming Community EventsOfInterest Are

----------

g7010€f

Listed

•

13
%t,'6
Saturday, April 18
Sunday, April 19
Friday, Aprli 16
' Thursday,April 11
Thursday, April 16
Thursday, April 16
Mothers Morning Out will Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Murray State Racer
Sunrise service by Good
Murray Business and ProTwin Lakes Antique Car
-.011P
be
at
9
a.m.
at
baseball
team
will
First
play
meet
at
the
Shepherd
Mid-.
will
ChrisSisterhood
and Martin's
Women's-Club
will
7
p.m.
at
fessional
at
meet
will
Club
tian
Church.
die
Tennessee
State Univerhome of Mrs. Robert Bryan Chapel United Methodist
the Gateway Steak House, meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
sity at 3 p.m. at Reagan
with Mrs. Olga Freeman as Churches will be held at 6
Triangle Inn.
Driffenville.
Office of Murray-Calloway assistant hostess at 12 noon. a.m. at Good Shepherd,
Field, Murray.
County Senior Citizens will A luncheon will be served.
Ideated four miles southeast
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
International Film.... Friday,Apra 17
be closed today for Good Friof Murray on the New ConBeta Sigma Phi will meet
Festival presentation, "The
Good Friday Musical day. If transportation is Second day of gala street cord Road.
with Sue Brandon.
Garden of Finzi-Continis" "Church Triumphant" by needed for shopping,persons
festival_ by the. MurrayTemple Hill Chapter No. will be shown at 2 and 7 pin. combined choirs of may call the Murray- Callostay county Arts ComCommunity-wide Easter
Large Selection Of Easter Lillies,
411-Or4er-of the Easter Star in the University Center. Memorial Baptist Church Calloway Transit System, mittee will be held on the' Sunrise Serviqe, sponsored
State
Murray
Theatre,
and
Benton First Baptist 753-9725.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Gloxinia's, Hydrangea And
court square from 19 a.m. to by Murray-4lloway County
University. There is no ad- Church will be presented at 7
lodge hall.
2 p.m. in 'conjunction with Ministerial Asociation, will
Mixed Pots To Choose From
mission charge.
p.m. at the Memorial ChurSaturday„April 18
the natiowide Gallery of the be at 6 a.m, at the Freight
ch, Tenth and Main Streets, Annual spring formal of Arts celebration.
Murray Women of the
Depot in Murray-Calloway
Colloquium entitled 'EfMoose `will meet at 8 p.m. at
Park.The public is invited.
Chapter
of
Kentucky
Epsilon
fects of Television on
the lodge hall.
. Second night of the annual
Children" • will begin at 7
Annual Murray Ste Sigma Phi Epsilon faternity Kentucky Charity Horse
Easter sunrise service by
at
Exwill
at
6
p.m.
bite
Regional
Elm
Hazel Woman's Club 'hill p.m. in the Barkley Lecture University
Grove, Poplar Spring,
Sigma
by
sponsored
Show,
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.m.
ecutive Inn,Owensboro.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Hazel Room of the University MAthematics and Science
Department of Murray and Sugar Creek Baptist
600/
1
4 SOUTH 4TH
Center, Murray State Fair for high school
Community Center.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity Woman's Club and Murray Churches will be held at 6:30
MURRAY, KY 42071
University.
students, grades 9 to 12, will
have an Easter Egg .Rotary Club, will be at 7:30 a.m.at Elm Grove.
be from 8 amt. to 5 p.m. at will
Junior Babe Ruth baseba:I
ages6 to Bat 10 a.m. p.m. at the West Kentucky
Hunt
for
the West Kentucky
tryouts will be held at 4:30
Joint recital by Nathan Livestock and Exposition and ages.2 to Sat 11 a.m. at Livestock and Exposition
p.m. in the new City-County
Travis Middleton of Center. The public is invited Oakhurst lawn, Murray Center.
Park ballfield.
Paducah and Phyllis Ann to view the exhibits after 12 State University.
•
_
Undergraduate research
Love of Brandenburg will be noon and there,is no charge:
Xi Alpha. Delta Cha.iter of
sponsored by
colloquium
Easter
Egg
Hunt
for
Farrell
.at -7- p.m: in the
Beta Sigma plu_will-neel at
Biological Honor
-Beat
Tr
children
and
members'
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annual Kentucky Charity
7:30 p.M.iirthe Ellis Center.
Society will be held at 9 a.m.
Center, Murray State.
Horse Show, sponsored by grandchildren through third
in the Blackburn Science
a.m.
at
grade
will
be
at
10
Sigma Department of MurMen's Stag NigDt will be at
Building at Murray State
Country.
Club.
the
Murray
Rebecca
recital
by
Piano
Murand
ray Woman's Club
5:30 p.m. at the Murray'
University: This is open to
Ann Jones,0a-nville, Ill., will ray Rotary Club, will be held
Country Club with Bill Thurthe
public.
Coffee
and
Fashion
Show
8:15
p.m.
in
the
Recital
at
be
at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kenman. Pete Purdom, James
Arts tucky Livestock and Exposi- by Murray Slate University
Annex,
Fine,,
Hall
Sunday, April 19
M. Lassiter. and Eddie Clees
Women' Society will be at
Center, Murray State.
and Mrs. Frank
Mr.
Center.,
tion
in charge.
••• 10- a-.m.--nt-the New Student -filberts will be honored at a
reception in celebratiOn ,of
Annual jtuied exhibition of Center Coffeehouse.
their 50th wedding anniver-.
works by Mrray State
University art students will Film, -Galilean," will be sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
shown at 7 p.m. at the Locust Fellowship Hall of the First
be on display today through
Grove -Church 'of the Christian Church. The couGallery,
May 6 at the Eagle
Nazarene, located north of ple requests that guests not
Tshautr:
MSS.,
Center,
Arts
Fine
Kirksey off Highway 299. bring gifts.
Only
Douglas Centers This is free and open to the
nd Dou
Haze1 and
1-innt for
Fade's.' F
will heappn from 10am to 2 public.
preschool through_ .,sixth
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at Murray-Calloway Shrine grade will be held at 1:30
Hazel at 11:45'a.m, and at Clown Club will have an p.m. at the Oaks Country
"We Would like To Get Something
Easter Dance at the Jaycee Club. Each child should brDouglas at 12 noon. •
from
8
p.m.
to
midBuilding
On Every Lady Around,"
ing six boiled eggs.
•
for summer night with music by the
Some
Men & Children's Clothing
Sunrise service will lie
play in the Kirksey Baseball Caroysels. This is open to the
/The Catch
being $10 held at 6 a.m. at Mason's
Club should be turned in by- public with the cost
per
couple.
/Of The Week Is
Chapel United Methodist
today to Danny Belcher,
Church.
Darrel "Hopkins, or Aileen
Country Ham Breakfast at
Leslie.
$3 for all you can eat will be
for served started at 6 a.m. at
Registration
kindergarten will be at 9 the Masonic Hall. This is
Lodge
a.m. and for first grade at sponsored by Murray
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
No.
105
Free
and
Accepted
10:30 a.m. at East Calloway
In The Area
Masons.
Elementary School.

1111111114

Easter Corsages

•

Order Early

753_9514

DIS-C

NTESS

OPEN

Thursday April 16, 1981

EASTER SPECIAL
All Baskets

Ladies Apparel Of Famous
Name Brands At
DISCOUNT PRICES

2S% Off

P101'1 Imports

813 Coldwater Rd.

Murray, Ky.

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain

Gulf Red Snapper
$6.95
Breaded Oysters
$4.75

Scallops $6.25

Alaskin
King Crab
-$8.95
Clam Strips
$4.50
Flounder $6.25

Twin Lakers Good Sam
Vehicle
Recreational
Chapter--of West Kentucky
will have its campout at Columbus Belmonte State Park
with Bill and Norette Hill as
wagonmasters. -A ft:itluck
supper will be served at 5:30
p.m. on Saturday at the Hill
campsite.
_

Start With Our

Oyster
Bar

Peel drt Eat

Shrimp

Doz.$1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00
1.41

Lb. $2 75
Lb. $4 95

zi

1

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

ZOTAFEENNIN
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

Car Wash, sponsored 'by'
Kirksey United Methodist
Youth-, will be held from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. at 641 South
Super Shell. Cost will be 83
per car.
Cleaning of Long Creek
Cemetery near Golden Pond
in Land Between the Lakes
%Lathe held today,

Good Friday Service,
sponsored by the Murray- Annual reunion of the
Calloway
Ministerial Hazel School Alumni will be
Association, will be from held at the Hazel Community
12:10 to 12:40 p.m. at the Center at 7 p.m. Freed Curd
First Presbyterian Church. will be speaker and the meal
will be served by the Hazel
The-public is invited.
Woman's Club.
Clut; membership social
will be held at 5:30 p.m.- at Calloway County Middle.
School will sponsor a -Jump
the Murray Country Club.
Rope" for the American
Murray-Calloway County Heart Association at the
Arts Committee will sponsor school.
a gala street festival on the
court square from 3to 6 p.m. Murray State Racer
in conjunction with the na- Baseball team will play Tentionwide Gallery of the Arts nessee Tech at 1 p.m. at
Reagan Field, Murray.
Celebration.

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

50%
to
SAVE
30
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,
BONDED SOLITAIRES!

SAVE $4.99
D. NOW

(
..„411111s...

Women's leg. $18.99

THIS MONTH ONLY,
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFF'

,

'
I d

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHER'S DAY

Save 40' pr.

leather-look uppers. Durable stitched
construction. In black.
S. Easy-care uppers top durable, flexible soles. In
white.
C. Soft cushioned insoles. Stylish scooped wedges.
In beige.
D. Step out in style. Leather wrapped barrel heels. In
bone.
A. Stylish

CHARGE IT!
UP TO 20 MONTHS
TO PAY!
Reg. $300 tc112,000
Pkiw

1 99to $1295

Save Big Save Now
Watch For The Marriage Of
The 80'....Corning Soon To

LAYAWAY
NOW FOP
NIOTHIP'S DAY

.1,--:-.• 1APPLY NOW FOR OUR NEW GOLD CREDIT CARD!
IT ALLOWS YOU UP 10 20 MONTHS TO PAY!
..,.....
jJUST CQME IN OR CALL 753-7695
maws ,,0„" Doi
AND WEIL MAIL YOU AN APPLICATION.
41011:1 MDR CAN"

Bel Air Shopping Center

•

Totlay's Girl
All-Together

Pantyhose
NOW

pr.
Reg. $1.39 pr.
$1.19

•

I.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Copley News Service

• EDITORIAL

Sad SAT
Score Story
A benchmark for scholastic
achievement is the standardized Scholastic Aptitude
Test, given to high school
seniors throughout the country.
Comparisons of SAT scores
from year to year are a
reliable index. The story told
in recent years is a sad one.
There has been a steady
regression in both verbal and
mathematical skills.
Many explanations are offered but none is universally
accepted. The decline affects
almost all schools and all
groups of the population —
those high in academic
achievement in the past are
lower now, those low • in the
past are even lower now.
It doesn't help when public
schools continually report test
scores in terms of the national

We must first recognize that
there is a problem.
We must recognize the problem is serious.
We must stresethen our
commitment to high standards of scholastic excellence.
The decline in SAT scores
must be stopped.
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Mrs. Laverne Edwards Doores has
been appointed as postmistress of the
Kirksey Postoffice.She succeeds Mrs.
V irgie Clark who has retired.
Deaths reported include Pat Miller,
54, G. Harold Ace) Aldridge, and
Mrs. Mary Ann Parker Clark,42.
The Rev. Dr. Wayne A. Lamb,
superintendent of the Paris District of
the United Methodist Church, will
conduct the conference of Temple Hill
and Russell's Chapel churches on
April 18 at the Temple Hill Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Carroll on April 13.
Guest minister at the First Christian Church on Sunday will be the
Rev. David C. Roos of Pembroke.
Vacation Bible School Clinics for
the Blood River Baptist Association
will be held April 19 at Briensburg
Church and on April 21 at First Baptist Church, Murray, according to the
Rev. Earl Warford, superintendent of
the association.

20 Years Ago

Miss Ann Douglas and Miss Gayle
Douglas, twin daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Douglas of Murray, have
Gretna, La. — Sheriff Harry Lee had
received identical fellowships at the
been sweating his 48th birthday, but
University of Mississippi. They are
when it arrived, he found that his battle
both graduates of Murray High School
with the bulge had paid off, making him
and will receive their B. S. degrees in
$4,000 richer.
business education from Murray
Last winter, when he tipped the
State College this year.
scales at 277 pounds, Lee bet a score of
The Vurray Planning Commission
friends $200 apiece that he'd be 47
held a public hearing on proposed zonpounds lighter by his birthday in
ing changes on April 14 at the Murray
August. City Hall with Dr. Harry U. Whayne
Folks
around
here
will
long
rived in Murray at 10 p.m. Monday Commonwealth Room.
"He weighed in at 230 pounds," said
presiding.
T. Colleen Landry, a spokesman for the remember the visit to Murray Tues- night by i.utomobile from Frankfort,
The agents put her schedule some 30. Max Parks and Jamie Potts will
day
of
Mrs.
Lyndon
B.
Lady
Bird ) she knew exactly where she would be minutes ahead when they
sheriff's office on Tuesday."He's $4,000
refused to enter the contests at the Kentucky
richer, and 1 am short $200. That'll Johnson — especially Nancy Adams and what she would be doing every let her o into,,thel,dxar4Arts4wweev- Futtirt-rattritAitteriaa
and
Barletta
Wrather
of the gasdeh .minuteailier40-hourstartMirray. t eod Solon
teach me."
Higgins home, because tion in June at Louisville. They are
nine-MST ifie Murray Woman's
Last Friday,a Secret Service agent, there was no sidewalk leading to the
Lót1wd down his daily
members of the Calloway County
any, lost 15 pounds in the two Club. It was they who tied all the ar- George Hudson, arrived in Murray in front door. They were afraid to take High School Chapter of the FFA.
general decline is thereby pace
rangements
for
the
former First advance of her party for a last-minute the chance of her spraining
weeks before his final weigh-in.
an ankle.
covered up and the schools' "He made the bet back in February, Lady's visit together — an involved security check on her planned She did, however, leave with Births repotted at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
standing — so many percen- but he didn't start really paying atten- and often trying process stretching movements about the town.
librarian Margaret Trevathan two Larry Hawes, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
over
the
past
seven
months.
'
•
autographed books, each with a full- Richard Smith, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
tage points above the pational tion to his diet until about May," she They had every rittht
+++
to kick off
last
struggled
said.
couthe
really
"He
Mrs. Johnson came to Murray from page inscription. One, "White House Clatis Reed, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
average — is made to,%ok bettheir shoes and collapseacross the big
ple of weeks."
Frankfort
after lunch with Ken- Diary," is an autobiography, and the Max Herndon, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
ter than it is.
(Gogalusa News) bed and rust-colored sofa in the Car- tucky's First Lady, Phyllis George other, "A Family Album," is written tRobert Craig, and a boy to Mr. and
dinal Room of Murray State's new
by the late President's mother, Mrs. Dwayne Spencer.
•
University Center Wednesday morn- Brown, in Lexington. She had flown to
Rebecca Baines Johnson.
Glasgow
Prentice
'Mrs.
_
and
Mr.
.
Lexington
from
Richmond,
Va.,
ing minutes after they had seen Mrs.
And, 'While oh the'dOwntown tour, have returned to Murray after spenJohnson and her Secret Service where she had been for 10 days helpMrs. Johnson noticed a white ding the winter in Tampa,Fla.
escorts off to Nashville for their -tug her son-in-law, Lynda Robb's hus- dogwood
pin in the lapel of Mrs. Clinband, in his campaign for governor.
return flight to Austin, Tex.
ton
Rowlett,
and commented about it,
He's
pow
the lieutenant-governor.
Mrs. Johnson had spent two nights
at which Mrs. Rowlett took it off and
The
Secret
Service
agents
with
her
in the room, one of four tastefullyAn award for meritorious service in
presented it to her. She wore it the
furnished guest rooms in the new included one, David Jolly, who has rest
the interest of the polio drive has been
of the day.
been in her security detail for nine of
center.
presented to Ray Brownfield, director
Budget Committee broke ranks (wet"
An AP News Analysis
his 10 years in the service. Both he
of the 1951 Calloway County March of
+++
+++
the size of projected deficits, and the
By WALTER R. MEARS
and one other,Jim Hardin, knew well
Back at the University Center for Dimes Drive by the Kentucky Chapter
The idea for Mrs. Johnson's visit to my Secret Service nephew-byReagan plan was rejected. The.
AP Special Correspondent
adMrs. Johnson arrived just in of the March of Dimes.
lunch,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Whatever ministration calls that a temporary Murray in connection with the Mur- marriage, Dale Wilson. Dale, at the
Deaths repotted include Coleman
sit down among a large group
time
to
the final numbers in the struggle over setback and is redoubling its lobbying ray Woman's Club and city's White House for six years, is now in
Anderson and Mrs. Mary A. Elkins.
beautification program originated, the 40-agent Newark, N.J., office — of students and watch the landing of
federal taxes and spending, President efforts.
The Murray Giants of the Eastern
Nancy said, with Dr. David Earnest, "a garden spot," David And Jim said, the Columbia space shuttle, viewing it
Reagan already has won one point:
Division of the Twin States Indepenthe
of
screen
one
in
huge
the
on
an
assistant
professor ,of 'English at when compared with New York City.
2:240111the debate on his terms.
dent Baseball League have announcground floor lounges.
Murray State and a member of the
There have been setbacks and there
They let Nancy and Mrs. Wrather
ed their spring and summer schedule,
Hair
went
the
.she
lunch,
to
Alter
same department in which her hus- know right off that they were not there
surely will have to be compromise.
House in the Olympic Plaza to spend a according to Clyde Steele, manager of
band,Dr. John H. Adams,teaches.
Even the president's Republican
to provide for Mrs. Johnson's per- few
of those Johnson millions with the team.
After efforts to get the Kentucky sonal needs, only her security. They
allies acknowledge that, despite
"The pink and white dogwood trees
Joiner, who did her hair for the
Jerry
Humanities
Council to fund Mrs. must keep their hands 'free at all.
White House insistence that it won't
in
the yard of Dr. C. J. McDevitt on
program
University
the
evening
in
Johnson's trip to Murray failed, the times.
deal.
Sycamore
Street are blooming," from
Everywhere
auditorium.
she
School
Woman's Club, which had picked up
"If I start compromising before we
Freed Curd, our local state went, the Secret Service men, their the column, "Seen & Heard Around
on
the
idea,
went
to
the
town's
finan- representative, also learned this at
even start, I'm going to look like I
cial institutions — the two banks and the Tuesday night reception when he gold lapel pins prominent, went with Murray" by James C. Williams.
didn't mean what I said," a House
Mrs. Floyd Taylor was hostess for
the three savings and loan firms — tried to give Jolly a book some lady her,even to the beauty parlor.
Republican quoted Reagan as saying.
the meeting of the Harris Grove
•
and
the
Murray
Electric
System
+++
But it is no longer the traditional
for had handed to ,him to get to Mrs.
Homemakers Club held at her home.
help. These agreed to provide for her Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson did a great and
liberal-conservative argument about
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre
transportation
and lodging, provided
spending more or spending less, about
"Sir, you'll have to give it to Mrs. gracious job at the podium Tuesday is "My Blue Heaven" starringBetty
she would come.
expanding or contracting the role of
Johnson," the agent replied. -We can- night, and I got a kick out ofkr reacThus began an almost endless chain not handle anything. Our hands must tion when Smith Broadbent, III, of Grable and Dan Dailey.
the government. Congressional
of correspondence and telephone calls be kept free at all times."
Cadiz presented her with a certificate
Democrats are as firmly committed
to Mrs. Johnson's personal secretary,
as Republicans to the premise that
All the agents wore small gold lapel for "a real, geouine, Trigg County
Carrole B. Bryant, in Austin as the buttons, which actually were tiny country ham."
smaller is better.
trip details were worked out.
She squealed with delight and clapThey aren't buying Reagan's three"And it shall come to pass when
microphones connected to ear-worn
Every base was touched — several hearing devices. They were in con- ped her hands together as if she has your children shall say unto, What
year tax cut, but their one-year altertimes. By the time Mrs. Johnson ar- stant communication with each other country ham at her house about as mean ye by this service? That ye shall
native does include provisions that usseldom as we do at ours. Truth of the say, It is the sacrifice of the Lord's
ed to be pushed by Republicans and
at all times.
spurned bypemocrats.
They maintained a conuwand post matter, she could buy Trigg County if passover." todus 12:26-27
How well do you understand the
The area of debate has narrowed,
By JOHN CUNNIFF at a local motel with an agent there at she wanted to, but she was just that
fundamentals of your faith? Are you
gracious.
Democratic rhetoric notwithstanding.
all times, as well as a second one in
She also almost howled with able to transmit Bible truth to your
The disagreement is over tax forthe room next to Mrs. Johnson's at the
children?
laughter
mulas and budget-cutting targets,and
when County JudgeUniversity center.
there will be ample argument, for
Before they permitted Mrs.Johnson Executive Bob Miller, as only he can
those differences are real and signifito enter her room Monday night, they do, proclaimed that she was "good fon%
cant. The Democrats argue economic
By The Associated Press
checked it out thoroughly, even to the Murray, because since we heard you
orthodoxy; Reagan argues that his
Today is Thursday, April 16, the
extend of examining each piece of were coming there's been grass mowthree-year tax reduction would
fruit in a bowl the Woman's Club had ed that ain't never been mowed before 106th day of 4981. There are 259 days
NEW YORK (AP) — In its 41-year ever had the opportunity to invest, provided along with several floral ar- and places swept that ain't never been left in the year.
enhance productivity and generate
swept before."
revenues without fueling inflation. history, members of Detroit's Mutual they bought among other things 1,200 rangements.
Today's highlight in history:
Democrats call that a free-lunch Investment Club have bought $137,038 shares of Kennecott Copper at $24 a
On April 16, 1917, the Communist
+++
worth of stocks, withdrawn $57,643 share.
+++
theory.
It'll be a long time before we have leader Lenin returned to Russia after
Still, the dispute is not over objec- for other uses, and have a million
O'Hara said the club's figures show- Tuesday morning, Nancy and Mrs. so famous a visitor with Such a great years of exile to assume leadership of
tives. It is over how to get there, both dollar portfolio.
ed a portfolio value of $1,039,000 on the Wrather found Mrs. Johnson up, sense of humor, one so out-going and -the Russian revolutionary movement.
The best is to come,said George A. morning of March 31 (helped along by dressed and ready to go *hen they ar- gracious,
sides agreed that spending and
On this date:
one so full of interest in our
rived at 8 a.m. to start the day's acdeficits should be curbed. The Nicholson, Jr., usually credited with Moog reaching a new high):
In 1906, the Pacific cable was comarea and one as sweet a lady as Lady
arithmetic depends on whether being the father of the investment
"People view stocks as I do — that tivities. She already had fixed her cof- Bird Johnson.She won a tot of hearts. pleted between the United States and
Democrats or Republicans are doing club movement. Nicholson, a stocks are one of the few things that fee in the kitchenette, which is'a part
We are all richer because she came China.
the figuring. The Democrats say they member, estimates that by 1986 the have not risen sharply, and that if of the suite, and had her fruit juice our way, and we can
In 1945, U.S. tro6ps entered
express our
want to cut more than Reagan, and club may be worth $2.3 million.
there are bargains anywhere they're and toast.
Nurenberg,
Germany, during World
gratitude in the one way that would
She was ready to go — to the
balance the budget more rapidly.
most please her — by making Murray War II.
The biggest paper profit in its pre- to be found in stocks," he said in an inWoman's Clubhouse, the tour of
Fifteen years ago, when Lyndon B. sent portfolio of 42 stocks is Moog, terview.
In 1947, more than 500 people died in
the prettiest city in the country.
Johnson was assembling his Great Inc., up more than nine times. Trinity
fires and explosions at Texas City,
O'Hara detects a growing en- downtown, the library, city park and Maybe she would come back.
Society program with the help of lop- Industries has risen seven times, Core thusiasm he feels will lift the number back to the center for lunch in the new
Texas, when a French freighter loadsided Democratic majorities in Con- Industries five times, Air Products, of clubs steadily over coining months.
ed with nitrate blew up.
gress, he set the agenda. The debate AVCQ and Mobil Oil four times. Two In fact, he says,it has qegun. AssociaIn 1972, the Apollo 16 astronauts
Meirray Ledger & Times
was not over whether the government socks have tripled,six have doubled.
tion membership last year fell to
were launched toward the moon from
USPS 300-700)
should do more and spend more on " Critics say the group isn't typical of 3,600, from a high of 14,000 clubs in
Cape Kennedy, Fla.
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
social programs. It became a debate clubs in the 3,900-member National 1970, but it has grown now for six Editor
Ten years ago: President Richard
R Gene McCurcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
over how much more.
By Ken Wolf
Nixon
said the United States would
Association of Investment Clubs straight months to 3,900.
every afternoon except Sunny', July 4,
A word to political conservatives(of not halt air raids in Vietnam until
Now the push is in the opposite because some of its members are proThose figures roughly parallel what Chrialmas Day, New Years Day and Thenkagivdirection. And the conservative fessionals. They concede this, but in- the New York Stock Exchange census ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St., the philosophical sort) from the North Vietnam released all American
Ky.42071.Second Use.Postage Paid at English historian
message of the voters who elected sist nevertheless that amateurs can of shareholders has shown. After Mann,
Thomas Babington prisoners of war.
Medley,Ky.OWL
Reagan and a Republican Senate is be properly prepared to make big reaching a high of 31 million a decade
Five years ago: India announced a
SUBSCRIP170N RATES: 1 areas served by Macaulay (1800-1854):
Many politicians...are in the
not lost on Democrats, even liberal gains.
or so ago,shareownership dipped to 25 'carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in,advance
new,birth
control plan to slow the naBy mien Calloway County and to Benton, Harhabit of layina it down as a selfDemocrats.
million, before growing again to 29.8 din, Mayfield,Sedglia and Farmington,Ky..and
tion's population growth.
Tom O'Hara,chairman of the NAIC million in 1980. ,
evident proposition, that no peoParb. Bachman and Puryear, Tn., PIM Per
• The House Budget Committee has
One year ago: Iran announced the
By Matra Other destintions, $31311 per
ple ought to be free until they
approved a Democratic plan that in- board'Of trustees,tells the story of one - The recor.c1 of The Mutual Invest- ?ear.'
formation of an "Islamic Rvoluyear.
are fit to use their freedom. The
cludes a one-year tax cut, projects of the club's biggest gains. As is the ment Club, though not typical, does
Manner of /Undated Press, Kentucky Press
tionary Army" and called for a Holy'
maxim is worthy of the
lower deficits and includes more spen- custom, members allowed their wives suggest there's something to it, and it Anodation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
War to overthrow the secular governAradation.
fool—who resolved not to go into
ding for social programs and a to pick a stock at the annual meeting. expects to be around for another 41
ment of Iraq.
The Associated Prams is encivaivety entitled to
smaller increase in the defense In 1974 they chose Amcord. The pur- years at least.
the water until he had learned
republish local news originated by The Murray
Today's birthdays: ConductorLedo"&Tinosas well as all ether AP news.
to swim.
budget. The Democrats said thek.--chase Price, said O'Hara, a member,
While two members, retired from
composer
Henry Mancini is 57 years
TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
calculations show the proposal would was
In all fairness, Macaulay was ad- old. Singer Dusty Springfield is 42.
their failtime jobs, now withdraw
BusinesaCtElee
713-111*
er.
In 1979 Ameord shares were repur- $10,000 a year, four
753-1E5 dressing his words to nine-teenthAdvertising
spend $4 billion less than Reagan's
And entertainer Bobby Vinton is 46.
new.- members Clanifkid
MIMI Olney)Advertising
123-1515
budget.
• chased from shareholders at $34. Sud- under age 3.) have joined the ranks (Smoked=
century conservatives. Today's breed
Thought for today: One great use of
723-1511
(1,In the Republican-dominated denly finding themselves with about and are eager to offer knowledge,
Newssad SpirtsDL
753-1010 aren't nearly as hung up on "moral
words is to hide air thoughts —
Senate, three GOP members of.the $54,000, the biggest lump of cash they cash and confidence.
fitness" as their ancestors
Voltaire,French writer (1694-1778)

Funny World

6-4v

Garrott's Galley

It'll Be A Long Time Before Murray
Has Another Visitor Like Lady Bird

or state avera-ge-Offrieclian. A-

Washington Today

30 Years Ago

Federal'Struggle

Bible Thought

Business Mirror

1

t;

Today in Historv

Million Dollar Portfilio

Thoughts
In Season
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• Urban Councilman Claims Police Harassment
APi- harassed by local police and a fourth term in next in the last six months on inLEXINGTON,
month's primary election, toxication charges.
Councilman
plans to file a lawsuit.
Count)
1. rban
The "drunkenness" acJasper, 43, who is seeking has been arrested four times
le Jasper says he is being
tually is a side effect of anticony ulsant medicine he
must take! for epilepsy,
Jasper said.

* W PEN*
Under New Management
JAN'S CAFE
Grand Opening Mon., April 20th

•••••••FREE COFFEE ALL DAY......
We specialize in country ham breakfasts as
well as HOT plate lunches!
Located At
100 Maple St.
Janice Smith:
Owner/ Manager

LEXINGTON, Ky. iAPt —
Anita Madden,a state racing
commissioner and Lexington socialite, was moved
out of St.•Joseph Hospital's
intensive-care unit Wednesday and was listed in good
condition.
She's spilling and in good
spirits," said her husband,
Preston Madden. "She
wanted to get up early this
morning. I didn't think that
was too good an idea, but it
was an encouraging sign."
Mrs. Madden was found
unconscious at. her home
Saturday night and was
hospitalized in critical condition. She remained in a coma
until Tuesday, when her condition was upgraded to

Easters Arrived
In

Jasper, who was found
slumped over the steering
wheel of his car, said he
believed police tipped Blanton and waited for his arrival
before making the arrest.

Joyce"
Mix N Match

"They let me sleep until
they got the cameraman
there," said Jasper, adding
he was napping because the
medicine made him drowsy.

Madden In Good Condition

(Formerly Sykes Cafe)

Hours Of Operation:
4:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Mon. Through Friday
4:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Sat. - Closed On Sun.

The most recent arrest —
Tuesday at 3 a.m. — disturbed him more than the others
because it was filmed by
WKYT-TV newsman B.W.
Blanton, who is a former
police officer, said Jasper.

serious.
Dr. Franklin Moosnick,
her physician, said Mrs.
Madden apparently took an
overdose of prescription
drugs for ollergies and
migraine headaches.

Get in

step with the parade
in beautiful dressy blacks

and sunny corals

WKYT news director Ken
Kurtz said Blanton hurried
to the scene after hearing on
a police monitor that Jasper
was about to be arrested.

New Group of Black Red 8. Camel
Plaids Eci,,y Core Poly -Cotton Blends
FP
11Joyce

Sweaters in all colors

BEDDING PLANTS
TOMATO-CABBAGE
BROCCOLI
BRUSSEL SPROUTS

A

Hoffman's 504 For 6
NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
"TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES

759-4512

SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SUN.
941. MURRAY, KY.

Clothes
Closet

The

Is

South,
,ide Manor Shopping Center
Murray Ky
ti

cc
Prices Good
April 16 1hru
April 22

COW.1011%1T9
Green Giant Whole Kernel

Green Giant Sweet

c
1 7..2/89

.17.i.2/119' CORN

PEAS

Green Gian 'rench Style Green

BEANS

Limit 3

Green Giant Cream Style

2/89'

160z.2189` CORN

BEANS

16 oz.

17 oz.

Green Giant Niblet Whole Kernel

2/89'

Lucky Leaf Cherry Pie'

119

FILLING

CORN

etti

Sugar
1 39

Hyde Park Fruit
'CO(

Hyde Park

Hyde Park Instant
$ I1 89

TEA

3 oz

With ;12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Day Products

Hyde Park

12039

COCKTAIL
TEA BAGS

PEAS

1T oz.

394'

PEACHES

29 oz.

Del Monte Crushed or Sliced

PINEAPPLE

8 oz.

Open Pit Barbecue

Country
Ham

SAUCE

YI

pr

4 Roll Pkg.

be
ju

59'
39'
69'

Hyde Park Tomatc

SAUCE

15 oz.

Libby Whole Leaf

SPINACH

15 oz.

32 oz.$149

Kraft Miracle
$1 29

WHIP

32 oz

Contailina Whole

39'
49c

Super Hickory
Charcoal Sale
5 Lb. Bag

10

Blue Bonnet or Porkay

;

$149
24 oz.

Cheer 70' Off

WI

1
ke
eh

99'

sal
on
Ai
1
fir
lai
fa

Lb. Bag $189

$.
469
20 Lb. Bag ./

Golden Griddle Pancake

SYRUP

br,
ha
je

hii
in

141
/
2 oz.

OLEO

ha
hi
fri

Purchase Excluding
Tobbaco & Dairy Products

1/89'

TOMATOES J

Wi

'

\
With $12.50 Additional

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

180z.

WAYONNAISE..

59

yc
ne

79

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase txcluding
Tobacito & Dairy Products

18oz.79'

Hyde Park Spiced

Harpers Or
Clifty Farms

White Cloud
Toilet

Limit 3

CAKE MIX

$589

DETERGENT

ar
re
fa
ty
ci

SU

5 Lb.

Duncan Hines All Flavor

pr

fa
wi

Tissue

Limit 1 Bog

Libby s Garden Sweet

New Store'llourb`'
MonMhurs.8:08-7-.00
Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00

Doz.

ist g'w*TwiT'

Green Giant Cut Green

bc

Eggs_
49q

Choice of 1
'
With
$12.50 Order

ro
of
• w

We Gladly Accept food Stamps

Hyde Park
Grade A Medium

th
ga
pr
th(

171

out

U. S. Choice
Boneless

U. S. Choice

Round
Steak $1 79
Ah
\i, •

Rump
Roast
$239

WONION SETS
Red

SETS
SEED

oi.

P
R)
OTATOES

HAMS
TURKEY
HAMS ,7
CHICKEN
BREASTS
BACON

U.S D.A. 10-12 Lb. Fresh

Bryan s Boneless Smokey Hollow

or whole
U.S.D.A. Grade A Whole

U.S. D. A. Grade A Chicken

Owen's Best Sliced Slab
3-4 lb. pkg.
U. S. Choice Sirloin

TIP ROAST

Fancy Head

Eckrich Deli Baked

HAM
BOLOGNA
ROAST BEEF
BEEF
SHOULDER
HAM
s39
7 Baby
CHEESE

$89
1 LETTUCE

lb. 44/

Eck rich All Meat

$189
lb.

Owen's Best Deli

lb. $429

Owen's Best Barbecue

$329
lb

Owen's Famous Whole Barbecue
$182O

Owen's Fcimous Pit Baked
/
1
2 or Whole

lb. ho

lb

Kennebre White

DELI

Emge Fully Cooked Smoked

lb.

Pontiac

SEED POTATOES

MEATS

lb.

Golden Ripe

BANANAS
CARROTS
1 Lb. Bag Cello

PRODUCE
39' & 49'
,b.29'
2/49'

Snow White

-MUSHROOMS

$/29
lb. el

Hyde Park Homogenized
$215

MILK "

gal.

Hyde Park

LoCal MILK

. gal.

'215

80z.99` MILK
Hyde Pork Homo

lb.39` MILK

ONIONS
Florida

CELERY

Save More On
Hyde Park Milk

Hyde Park 2°.

New Crop Yellow
lb $219

lb.

69'
69'
15'
15'

10.36

size

39'

7

gal

$1 21

Hyde Pork

BUTTERMILK

21,
/
1
2 gal.

yo
La
en
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Washington Post Apologizes For Prize'Hoax'
By CAROLE FELDMAN
the newspaper Wednesday
Associated press writer
after admitting to her
WASHINGTON (AP) — editors that her story was a
The Washington Post, call- composite and the child ading itself "the victim of a dict she described and
hoax." publicly apologized _plated did not exist.
today for printing a c "The (article) was a
fabricated story about an 8- serious misrepresentation
_year-old heroin addict- that which I deeply regret. I
won a Pulitzer Prize, jour- apologize to my newspaper,
nalism's highest honor.
my profession, the Pulitzer
Reporter Janet Cooke board and all seekers of the
relinquished h
$1,000 truth," Miss Cooke said in a
Pulitzer Prize or feature statement in a frontpage
writing and rë4gned from story in today's Post.

Ppst executive editor Ben- his wife while on leave from
Those at the -Post, the
jamin Bradlee advised the a mental institution.
editorial said, feel "at once
The Post has won 14 other angry, chagrined, misused
Pulitzer board Wednesday
that Miss Cooke would not Pulitzers, ,including one for ourselves, determined to
accept the award, which was meritorious public service in continue the kind of ag1973, when its reporting was gressive reporting Miss
bestowed two days earlier.
The episode triggered con- instrumental in the unravel- Cooke's story only purported
cerns about news media ing the Watergate coverup to be and determined also to
credibility and the way that later drove President maintain and honor the
Pulitzer Prize winners are Richard M. Nixon from of- highest standards of straight
fice.
selected.
and fair reporting."
The Post said today that
"The credibility of' a
Miss Cooke, 26, joined the
newspaper is its most its ombudsman will in- Post in December 1979 after
precious asset, and it vestigate the circumstances working for The Toledo
depends almost entirely on surrounding Miss Cooke's
'
. (Ohio Blade. The Post exthe integrity of its article and his findings will pressed "enormous sorrow"
reporters," Bradlee said.
be published.
for the burden she has
"We apologize," the Post "created for herself and
He continued, "When that
integrity is questioned and said today in an unsigned deep hope that she. will find
found wanting, the wounds editorial. "This newspaper her way out of trouble."
are grievous and there is ... was itself the victim of a
The newspaper noted,
nothing to do but come clean hoax -7- which we then pass- however, that it would be
with our readers, apologize ed along in a prominent "an error and a shame" if
to the Advisory Board of the page-one story, taking in the media critics use the
Pulitzer Prizes and begin readers as we ourselves had "episode as the model of
immediately on the uphill been taken in."
what's wrong with us or as
In the story, "Jimmy's evidence that stories -are
task of regaining our
By Abigail Van Buren
credibility. This.,pe are do- World," published last largely fabrications."
'September, Miss Cooke told
ing."
It also would be a mistake,
University, of watching the boyfriend of the editorial continued, if the
Columbia
which issues the Pulitzers, the child's mother inject incident were used to
accepted the Post's decision heroin into the boy's arm discredit the First Amendto surrender the award and, 'and described his addiction ment guarantees of freedom
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are in our early 20s and plan after a telephone poll of to drugs. The story was of the press, which "were acto have at least one child in the future. We are curious about board members, gave it in- published at a time when an tivated and
called into ser"natural childbirth," where the mother is fully conscious stead to Teresa Carpenter of influx of cheap, high-quality
vice when the conflict
anckis given nothing for pain. Also, the father is present to the Village Voice for her heroin into Washington
led to sharpened between the
coach her breathing and stays to witness the actual birth,
paper and the authorities on
Personally, I wouldn't care to be present in the delivery story about a man who killed a surge,in use of the drug.
room, yet I've heard that the father who witnesses the birth
of'his child feels much closer to the child as well as to his
wife.
-IF...Abby, my parents and my wife's had a total of 11 children
between them. Neither her father nor mine was present
fly pf their children we born,.and none of us seems
rtf.ve suffered 'any dtpriation of love.
Our friends who have experiencednatural childbirth
praise it highly. The whole idea of naturalr-hildbirth,--the
mother's being conscious without taking anything for pain,
and the father's witnessing the entire procedure — seems
repugnant to both my wife and me. Although my wife has a
fairly high tolerance for pain,she would prefer to have some
type of anesthetic, and I really don't think I would love my
child less if I sat in the waiting room during the delivery.
Our friends can't believe that we still prefer the oldfashioned private-type delivery. Is there something wrong
with our thinking?
CURIOUS IN N.H.

Deart,

J7'1 4

Natural Childbirth
Raises Natural Fears

Mil

the quPstion of identification
of sources and the rest."
City officials, publicly expressing doubts about the
story when it was first
published, tried to subpoena
Miss Cooke and editors at
the Post in an effort to get
the identity of the chlld
described in the article. The
newspaper refused
to
cooperate, citing the First
Amendment.
Washington Mayor Marion
Barry, who received an
apology from Bradlee,, said
in a statement, "I am concerned and will continue to
be concerned about the accuracy of information
disseminated
to our
residents from 'the news
media."

Miss Cooke's story
originally was entered in the
Pulitzer's -local reporting
competition but was moved
to the feature category at the
board's April 3 meeting. -It
was thought that it was more
a feature piece and should be
considered with the other
feature nominees.' said
Fred :Knobel, a boa rd
spokesman.
Robert C. Maynard, editor
of the Oakland
Calif
Tribune and a member of the
Pulitzer jury that consider- ell
feature articles, said Mis.
Cooke's story was not amour'
the 164 entries he refiew ed.
"As a juror," he said. -I
find it ,frustrat.ing and
dismaying tlat five ver\
busy editors spent three

ELECT

- Jerry

days carefully reviewinr1c!
subitossms only to have
feature-y.1-mnij prize givi
to a sutant.,sion the jur, ts.iiever
tt* The Jur) had recommenii
ed that the feature priie
awarded tee Miss Carpenter
but was overruled L., the
board.

OPEN
24 HRS.
Free Coffee
11.00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.

Pendergrass

Grocertes
Health Is
Beauty Aids
Gas
Snack Items

Calloway County

SHERIFF
May 26, 1981

Se. Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky.

Your Vote and Support
Will Be Appreciated

Big Sayings Thyu-Out the Store!

DEAR CURIOUS: There is nothing "wrong" with
your thinking, but since you are curious about
natural childbirth, you should learn more about it.
Your doctor, or friends who have praised it, can
provide you with some illuminating literature on the
subject.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: A couple with whom my husband and I had
been very close recently separated.(They weren't married,
just living together.) The four of us had spent many
wonderful times together. To make a long story short, Lisa
has been using my husband's shoulder to cry on. Doug(my
husband) has taken Lisa's side of it, and he is no longer
friendly to Lisa's former boyfriend.
I always had the feeling that Doug had more than just a
brotherly feeling about Lisa, although in the 10 years we
have been married, he hasn't given me any reason to be
jealous.
Doug visits Lisa frequently at her apartment and she calls
him on the phone at home and at work, but she always
includes both of us when she entertains. Should I be
worried?
M.A. FROM MASS.

43% Off! 22-Watt* AM/FM Stereo Receiver
STA-100 by Realistic'

Save $50 Hi-Fi Speaker
MC-2001
by Realistic

Half
Price

DEAR M.A.: Worrying is non-productive. But do
keep your eyes open. It may not be your husband's
shoulder Lisa is afte 2.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: RICHARD, a divorced U S Army officer,
said he was shocked at the number of women who-expect sex
on the first datein repayment for a lovely evening. It's true.
And these women spoil it for the rest of us.
Many men expect women to "put out" or get out on the
first date. I'm talking about professionals — doctors,
lawyers, college students, etc. — who come from good
families.
There are a lot of men who refuse to date a woman unless
they get to know her sexually. Who needs this kind of
garbage and abuse? Sex devoid of love is a form of
prostitution; women are using their bodies for trade and in
the process they're degrading themselves.
Don't worry, RICHARD, there are still plenty of women
out there who believe in romantic love and are real ladies.
I'm happy to see that real gentlemen exist, too.
ONE OF A FEW

•Buy now and get a great hi-ti receiver
at a super low price! Illuminated
tuning meter; tape monitor. 4-way
speaker select switch, 5 LED mode
indicators, more. '22 watts per
Reg.
channel, min. rms into 8 ohms,
279.95 20-20,000 Hz, no more than 0.1%
THD. #31-2089

Each
Reg.99.95
Each

Save15995
$120
10-Digit LCD Desk
Calculator EC-2002 by
Radio

Don't miss this super buy on a floor shelf speaker
system that combines good looks with superb
sound! Features an 8" long-throw woofer for deep
bass 'and a 3" tweeter for clear highs. Genuine
walnut veneer. #40-1987

Cut40%!Take Home This Great
Sounding Stereo System

Shack

$34
9
$23080

* ••

:234s61B3G.

Save

(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply, write to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

Reg.Separate

AZELEAS
FLOWERING & SHADE

TREES
EVERGREEN & FLOWERING

SHRUBS
BEDDING PLANTS

Save $10! Great for
business and personal
use. Slanted display,
4-key memory, percent and square ibot
keys, more. #65-661

Reg.39.95
Batteries extra

Slashed 14%! AM/FM
Cassette Recorder
CTR-46 by Realistic

• Realistic STA-100
Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-2001 Walnut
Veneer Speakers
• LAB-58 Automatic
Changer with
S19.95 Value
Realistic/Shure
R25EDT Cartridge
#31-2089/40-1987/42-2974

Items 579.80

itaattm

VISA
CHARGE IT
IMOS7 S I OR:r

2-Station Wireless
FM Intercom System

Save$10

VEGETABLES

95

a
FLOWERS

Plug 'n Talk • by Reatistic

Save
40%

Mee.-Set.11-5 Sen. 1-5

Jones Landscapui§
Professional Landscape Service
407 N. 12th St./
Murray, Ky. 4207T
Phone 753-1 725

Enjoy AM, FM and cassette tapes
anywhere! Auto-Level, Auto-Stop
and built-in mike:- JaCks-forremote
mike, aux and earphone. AC/battery operation. #14-839

Save time and steps! Lighted
Taik-Bardoubles as a night light. Lock-Bar forhands-free
talking and monitoring. 'Just
plug into AC and start talking!
#43-212

Batteries extra
•

Check Your Phone Book for the Rathe/look Store or Dealer Nearest You

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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Breds End Struggles With 9-6 Win At Vandy
NASHVILLE, TN — A
drought was ended, some
struggling was alleviated
and revenge was complete
as Murray State defeated
defending Southern Conference baseball champion

Vanderbilt yesterday,9-6.
The Thoroughbreds, who
were in the midst of a threegame losing streak, were
trailing, 2-0, after five innings as their home run

famine had reached 57 innings.
But in the sixth, they
awoke with a rush. Ronnie
Scheer led off with a walk
before the bases loaded on a
single by Gary Blaine and

another walk to Keith
Wisniewski.
With one out, Lee Hutson's
grounder to shortstop was
misplayed and allowed two
runs to tie the game. Oakley
then walked to load the bases

and set up the denouement
for the Weds.
Coming to the plate for
Murray was Scott Peck, who
was one of the lighter power
home run hitters on the team
with two for the year. But
this one carried well over the
'right field fence for the
grand slam.
The Breds came back for a
Ain in the seventh when Hutson's double scored
Wisniewski, who had singled, and for two more in the

Cards' Triple Play
Murray's Senior Nucleus Sparks
Could Use A Little
More Explanation 8-6 Comeback Win At Marshall
ST. LOUIS — This is one story that was-not originally intended to be delayed for effect. But now that it has worn
for a few days, its telling should be that much more
preposterous.
For anyone who has already seen a televised replay of
the triple play that happenectin the eighth inning of the St.
Louis Cardinals' opening day loss to the aefending world
champion Philadelphia Phillies last Saturday,the viewing
of it alone could not begin to solve the number of twists
belying it. .
1Forreclik
essbox after the play came in
• .• .•
pie play," as if that was all
there was to it. Others who had watched it busily began
seeking answers from each other about just what had happened or dierely paused with mouths gaping as they
waited for some explanation.
Part of the day's personalenjoyment stemmed from the
realization that, having gone to major league games off
and on since 1965, a triple play had never been witnessed.
In alibi majOrleagire baseball,there are feW moments
as worth waiting for as a triple play or a no-hitter that
one will have to come later,and it was so improbable that
this could have happened in this fashion and on opening
day,len the game really stirs up old feelings.
But, sure enough. it happened. With the bases loaded
and the Phillies holding a secure 5-2 lead, Gary Mathews
struck a low line drive that almost appeared to skip before
it reached Cardinal shortstop Gary Templeton.
Templeton. uncertain whether he had caught the ball or.
not, threw home to catcher Darrell Porter to be sure of at
least one out. Porter then alertly fired the ball to first
baseman Keith_ Hernandei. to _get Mathews or Mike
Schmidt, who had left the base.
Whether Templeton had caught the ball or riot, there
had to be two outs somewhere on the Phillies at that point.
So, Hernandez decided he may as well throw down to second in case he could get another, and, there it was -- the
third out on Bake McBride, who hakalso been caught off
base.
•
However, in what had become such a confusing comedy
skit, second baseman Scott Herr offered an encore as he
threw over to third baserugn Keith Oberkfell, who put a
final tag on McBride".
In all that maze of quick thinking by the Cardinals,
there had been five possible Outs, and it was simply left to
the umpire's ruling how it hail happened.
When Philadelphia manager Dallas Green questioned
what had happened.,the rebuff was that Schmidt and
McBride had the respOnsibility to be aware of the call,
There had been so many versions of the pray that
Templeton maintained his position of not commenting
about it after Philadelphia had held on for the 5-2 win,
perhaps not wanting to provoke any further controversy.
Even Hernandez, as he was being interviewed, first
thought the triple play had come on the forces at home,
first and second and did not realize that Templeton's play
had been ruled a catch.
It had been bedlam in its most delightful form and such
a great relief for the game that still has the question of a
strike at the end of May hanging over it.

DRAFFEN v ..,..*2Ky. —
Through five innings, Murray's' baseball team had
-.been held hitless and could
have been in desperate trouble_ as the ,Tigers trailed
Marshall County,6-0.
But the fact that they were
making contact with the ball
during that time made what
happened in the last two innings more promising.
In those two innings, Murray erupted for all nine of its
hits and stormed back for an.
8-6 win, its eighth. of the
season against four losses,
as Tony'Herndon once again
shut the door on Marshall
County4ni relief and helped

MSU Tennis Team Returns
To Winning Track At MTSU
MURFREESBORO,TN —
The Murray State tennis
team rebounded from two
straight losses as.it won an
Ohio Valley Conference
match over Addle Tennessee yesterday, 7-2.
The win brought the
Racers'season record to 16-9
and their()VC mark to 6-1..„

The Murray boys and girls
tennis teams swept a pair of
matches from Marshall
County yesterday, by scores
of 7-2 and 8-1, respectively.
Murray 7, Marshall 2
Singles Results — Robert Stout lost
to Farnurn, 8-5, Russ Edwards def. R.

I st in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
• Spectacular Color Graphics
and Exciting Sound
• Plug-In Program Paks for
Entertainment, Personal Use
• Write Your Own Programs And
Save Them on Cassettes
• Easy for Beginners to Use,
Expandable for Experts

Use your own color 'IV And cassette recorder or buy ours.

RADIO SHACK PIAS-OTHEFI TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $110.000•
AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.
otm
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b' Southern States

Murray
0000 0 35— 6 9 4
Marshall
2 00 1 3 0-0— 6 8 6 ,David Milton Tony Herndon 151 and
Bruce Taylor; Matt SicklIng, Morton
161 and Mark Sickling. 28 — Taylor _
(Mu) 2, Naughton (MC), Holt (MC(.
HR — Herndon (Mu).
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BULK FERTILIZER
SERVICE
753-0182

EAST SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY.
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ON A HOT STREAK — Terje Persson won his'18th
straight singles match, 7-5,6-4, yesterday.

VA, ,A;'.

Scott, 8-3; Todd Mills def. Adams, 8-6;
Brad McNutt def. C. Scott, 8-0: Shawn
'Parker def. Jones, 8-4; Robert
Hopkins lost to Hendrickson,84
Doubles Results — Stout-Edwards
def. Farnum•Scott, 8-6; Greg MortonMills def. Adams-Jones, 8-3; McNuttWalter Payne def. Scott-Hendrickson,
8-3.
Murray 8, Marshall 1
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Singles Results — Candy Jackson
def. Snow,8-2; Starr Jones def. Hurst,
8-0; Mel Jackson def. Hurlie, 8-2; Mel
Kelly def. Roberts, 8-2; Bub Stout def.
Talbert, 8-4; Greer Houston clef
Crowell,84.
Doubles- Results — Liz OakleyCandy Jackson lost to Snow-Hurst,8-4;
Leslie Foster-Jones def. HurleyRoberts, 8-0; Mel Jackson-Kelly def.
Talbert-Crowell,8-2.
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Rockets Defeat Spurs,
101-96, As NBA Hosts
Generous To Visitors

adoihaeICCOMPU
TRS TERS

A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION

Murray.
..d 0 0 0 0 6 1 2 0 — 9 15 1
Vandy
1 0 0 0 1 00 3 1 —
8 1
Randy- Shively, Ronnie Chancellor
(9i and Jeff Oakley; Marlin Hubbard,
John Y anello 17 4, David Nenad (9)and
Jerry Williams, Greg Allen (91. 28 —
David Scheer I M) 2, Ronnie Scheer
Gary Blaine thl Lee Hutson
Mi.Grrg Wells IV). tER — Scott Peck
Cam Stubbs IV). David Skinner
IV4,

MHS Tennis Teams Win Matches

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
In Texas, the visitin' folks
Alas, what could have been accomplished by going back
the second day? That triple play was as lingering as any still feel right at home.
Wednesday night, for the
romantic dream.
fourth time in six National
Association
'All that did happen the next day was Bruce Sutter show- Basketball
ing the Cardinals he should help immensely through 162' playoff games between
games,as he threw three shutout innings to save a 7-3 win, Houston and San Antonio,
and Porter and Lezcano corning alive for two big hits the hosts we're most
graNns. This time it was
apiece.
Keep those eyes pointed about 200 miles north this sum- the Rockets, who allowed the
Spurs to win 101-96.
mer:
That sends their Western

•

.••••"

• 7

eer,
ed in Hooper for a little igiutoresscored
cushion, Herndon, now 2-0, who had led off the inning
finished his sterling two and with a double, and Blaine
two-thirds innings, in which then singled in Ronnie
he struck out four Marshall Scheer.
Those runs and Ronnie
County batters.
Murray's starting pitcher, Chancellor's strong relief
David Milton, had already job in the ninth inning, stopstruckout eight Marshall hit- ped a Vanderbilt rally that
began with a three-run by
ters in his 4 1-3 innings.
"We were pretty sluggish Cam Stubbs in the eighth inthrough the first five inn- ning,gained momentum on a
ings," Murray coach . Carz sot", homer by David Skinner
Miller said."Once we got the 'in the ninth and reached its
momentum,it carried over. apex with runners at first
"Taylor's pair of doubles and second and one out.
All Chancellor did was
and the home run by Herncome in and strike out the
don really sparked us.
"Milton pitched a strong, first two hitters in Vandy's
game before he sot- a little batting order, Tim Turner
and Joe Stamps, on seven
tired.
"We made some errors we pitches to save the win for
should not have made, and
we had runners /on second
and third with nobody out in
the first inning.
"I think we are playing
better, but we will have to
show some improvement
defensively."

Beal
8151 7, MTSU 2
Singles Results — Mats Ljunginan
def David Nichols, 6-0, 6-4; Terje
Persson clef Mark Tulloch. 7-5, 6-4:
Finn Svvarting def. Danny Wallace, 63, 6-2; Mike Costigan def Graeme•
Harris, 6-3. 6-2. Erik Tisthammer clef
Bates Wilson, 6-4, 7-5; StOve Wille del.
Jimmy Earle,0-6. 7-5.6-2
Doubles Results — PerssonSwartine lost to Tulloch-Harris, 6-3. 62. Ljunginan-Costigan def. WallaceWilson, 6-4, 6-2. Tisthammer-Wilk' lost
to Nichols-Randy Schubert, 3-6. 6-4. 6-

While the Phillies did prove that they still have the ingredients of the team that won the World Series last year,
as Schmidt and Bob Boone tagged home runs against St.
Louis ace Bob Forsch, the Cardinals showed that their
revamping could mean some changes in the order of the
National League's East Division this year.
Although Cardinal manager Whitey Herzog's most
discussed lineup changes, Porter and Sixto Lezcano from
former American League territory, did not produce in key
spots the first day, Herzog was glad that both had stung
had the ball well.

From

catapaWt the surge with a delivered a singii
—
leadoff. home run in the Pace and David McMillen
seventh.
followed with another single
Herndon had plenty of help to scored Hooper.
With the difference trimmthis time, as the rest of the
returning nucleus of this ed to 6-3, Herndon added to
year's team, Bruce Taylor his strong relief work by
and Eddie Requartli also belting his homer.
Taylor then kept the comsparked the attack with big
eback
alive with a double
hits.
before Requarth's single. A
Taylor started it all with a fielder's choice scored
leadoff double in the sixth, Taylor, and a throwing error
followed by Requarth's on Hooper's grounder to
single. Ronnie Pace then shortstop allowed Requarth
singled to score Taylor to cut the margis to one.
before Darren Hooper walkBoggess, dot 4howing any
ed with tw.o out.
.
freshman jitters, then singlMurray's leadoff hitter, ed in Pace with the go-ahead
Mart Boggess, then run.

Randy Shively, who is now 20.
In his eight and one-third innings, Shively struck Out
six batters and walked two
as the Breds raised their
record to 23-15 in preparation for an important
doubleheacier with Ohio
Valley Conference divisionleading foe, Middle Tennessee State, today at
Reagan Field.
"We needed something to
give us a little boost," MSU.
ch
sara
u the win's importance. "Our pitching kept us
in the game until our bats got
hot.
"I don't Chancellor could
have come in and done any
better. His location of the
ball at their knees with his
slider and fastball was the
key. He just went to work
and mowed them down.
"It is nice to have someone
who can come in and pitch
like that."

wooxtinte NVWVPPi

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times
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Peck's Grand Slam Caps Six-Run inning

Division semifinal series
back to San Antonio for Friday night's decisive seventh
game — and the Spurs hope
the homecourt hex will finally vanish.
"We've had such a strong
home-record all season, and
now I hope it comes back to
us," said George Gervin,
who led the Spurs with 26
points. "It's time now for us
to take advantage of our fans
screaming at us to put it
away."
In the NBA's other
Western semifinal, Kansas
City failed to wrap things up,
losing 101-89 to Phoenix. The
Kings lead the series 3-2.
And in the remaining
Eastern - semifinal (the
Boston Celtics won their
series from Chicago in four
sttaight), Philadelphia took
a 3-2 lead with a 116-99
triumph over Milwaukee.
Moses Malone, who had 36
points and 10 rebounds for
the Rockets, saw the game
as "an opportunity to jump
and strut and celebrate
tonight. Things just didn't go
our way. It seems like we've
just got to do things the hard
way."
That's the way it's been all
iyear for the-Rockets, trying
to become the first team in
13 years -to reach an NBA
conference final with -a losing record (40-42) in the
regular season.
Calvin Murphy,who had 20

points, put Houston ahead 9087 with 7 minutes to play, but"
Gervin, Paul Griffin and
Mark Olberding hit successive baskets to put San
Antonio in front to stay. Griffin and Olberding finished
with 12 points apiece.
Suns 101, Kings 89
Truck Robinson scored 15
points and grabbed 20 re-'
bounds to keep Phoenix's
hopes alive."We had to have
that type of effort," he said.
"There was no other alternative."
Walter Davis scored 16 of
his 20 points in the first half,
including six in a 19-2 Suns
burst that gave them a 47-31
lead with 3:42 remaining in
the second period. Kansas
City cut the margin to 10
points in the fourth period
before Robinson led a late
charge that widened it to 20
with barely three minutes to
play.
76ers 116, Bucks 99
Lionel _Hollins and
Maurice Cheeks scored 20
points apiece and Julius Erving had 19 as Philadelphia
moved within one game of
eliminating the - Bucks and
setting up yet another 76ersCeltics confrontation.
Sidney Moncrief and
Mickey Johnson each had 20
points for Milwaukee, which
shaved a 15-point Philly lead
to six points with about 8
minutes to play but couldn't
get any closer.
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John Deere 21 -inch Deluxe Self Propelled
Mowers are now available at Murray Rental 8,
Sales Center. An optional 2/
1 2 bushel rear
bagger can be added to make clipping pickup
newt and easy.
The self-propelleds have 4-hp engines and
rear-wheel gear drive for excellent traction in
ll mowing conditions. All feature steel wheels
with ball bearings. Aluminum die cast deck. And
two cutting height adjustment levers that let you
set the mower in any of six positions — 7/8 to 23/4 inches above ground. See us today.

200E. Main

7531R01
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s, Dodgers Stay Unbeaten

SPORT$ AT A GLANCE A
Major Leagues At A Glance
Oakland Pitchers Starting This Season Where They Left Off
EAsr
'

By llie hasselstrad Piss
AMEMICAN LEAGUE
EAST
'W L
Pet. GB
Dierva
4 1
AM New York
3 2 .600 1
Beltirnorr
2 2 .500 11
/
2
Bolan
2 2 .5111 PA
Milwaukee
2 2 .500 11
/
2
Toronto
2 3 .400 2
Cleveland
1 3 .260 24
WEST
Oaldand
7 0 LOM Chicago
3 1 .710
California
•
3 4 .420 4
Texas
•
2 3 .400 4
Seattle
2 4
333 44
Kansas City
1 3 .150 44
Minnesota
1 5 .167 5/
1
2
Wedandey's Gimes
Boston 7, Baltimore 2
Chicago 5, Milwaukee 4
Texas 8, Cleveland 0
New Wet 6, Taranto 3
Derek 4, Kansas 018, 0
Oaidand 5, California 3
Senile 6, Minnesota 5
Thoradey's Games
Cleveland (Garland a)) at Milwaukee
(Caldwell 10)
•Detroit (Wilcox 10) at Toronto (Clancy
1-0), (n)
Oaldand (Keough RI at Califqrtia
.(

- 11"Je'
Games

•

s
Boston at Chicago
Detrod at Toronto
Baltimore at Kansas City, (n)
New York at -Texas, In
Mirnesota at California, in)
Seattle at Oakland, In)
Only games scheckded

NATIONAL 12AGUE

W L
Pet GB
3 1
750 2 1
W17
3 2 100
M. Louis
1 2 .333 14
Chicago
1 3 .250 2
Pfttelxirgh
1 3 .250
WERT
Lan Areas'
6 0 1.000 Clocionsti
5 2 .714 14
Atlanta
3 3 .500 3
Houston
2 4 .333 4
San Diego
2 5
3116
Son Francisco
2 5 .2116
Wedaredey's Games
Mortmal 5, thicsgo 4
New York 5, SWAM 3
Philadelphia 4, Pithdergh 3, 11 innings
Houston 2, Atlanta 0
Clickinati 16, Sim Diego 1
Uri Angela 4, Sin Francisco 2
llainday's Gams
atimE0 (Cravec 00) at Montreal (Gullickson 00)
Wads (Macon 00) at New York
(Scott 04)
Piteibirgh (D.Rotineon 00) at Philadelphia (Clristenson 0-1), (n)
Only games schedded
Friday's Games
itios
ieco at Atlanta, (n)
(n)
Chicago at Philadelphia, (n)
Pittsburgh at Houston, On)
Los Angeles at San Diego, in)
Only ganIss scheduled

By KEN RAPPOPORT

"I

wasn't concerned

New York
Montreal

at

backmuscle

spasms

last

AP Sports Writer
all," said Martin."I had him week, drove in Boston's first
The Oakland A's pitchers in the No.4 spot in my open- run with a groundout in the
are starting this season ing day lineup, didn't I? He's first inning,then lined a twowhere they left off last year. just been doing great, but so run single in the fourth for
Arid so are the Oakland hit- has everyone. It's been a his 3,110th major league hit.
ters, particularly Tony Ar- team effort. I don't want to
Perez hit his first homer of
mas.
put any added pressure on the season in a four-run first
The A's, who set a major him."
inning.
league record last year for
"I felt all right but I felt
In other AL action, the
complete games with 94, got Seattle
Mariners edged the lost up there," said
another complete game out Minnesota
Twins 6-5; the Yastrzemski."My first time
of a starter when Rick Boston Red
Sox beat the at the plate I almost felt I
Langford went the distance Baltimore
Orioles 7-2; the had never swung the bat. My
Wednesday night in a 5-3 vic- Chicago
White Sox stopped timing was off, almost as if I
tory over the California the
Milwaukee Brewers 5-4; didn't have spring training."
Angels. That's the sixth time the
Texas Rangers rocked
White Sox 5,Brewers 4
in seven games this year the
Cleveland Indians 8-0;
Bob
Molinaro's pinch
that a starter has completed the
New York Yankees beat sacrifice fly in the eighth
a game for the undefeated the
Toronto Blue Jays 6-3 scored Harold Baines to
A's.
and the Detroit Tigers blank- carry Chicago over
Meanwhile, Armas, hoped the Kansas City Royals 4- Milwaukee. Baines opened
ing to match hist season's 0.
the eighth with his third
home-run total of 35, slugged
Armas' towering drive to single of the game, Went.to
his fourth of the season.
"If 7-0 isn't rolling, nothing center field at Anaheim second on a sacrifice by Jim
is," said Manager Billy Mar- Stadium came after three Morrison and took third on
tin. "It's just great. The kids walks and a ground ball .Tony Bernazard's bunt
are excited and we're going broke up a shutout bid by single.
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
home Friday to a sold-out Angel starter Jesse JefferBefore his sacrifice fly,
MONTE CARLO, Monaco CAP) crowd.
I'd take 7-0 any time son.
Molinaro thought he had
Adriano Panetta of Italy moved into
Rick Burleson had gur worked Rollie Fingers for a
the quarterfinals of the $250,000 Monte of the year."
Carlo Open by scoring a 6-3,6-2 victory
Armas obviously has been hits for California. He singl- walk on a 3-0 pitch, but it was
over Paraguay's Victor Pecci.
In other second round matches, one of the catalysts of the ed home the first run of the called a strike. "I thought it
Spain's Jose Higueras overcame bestever start in Oakland game in the third and tripled was
ball
four,"
said
Buster Mottram of Bntain, 34, 6-4, 6to lead-off the sixth, scoring Molinaro. "But I also knew
history.
1; France's Ywutick Noah defeated
"He threw me a fastball on a sacrifice fly by Fred the next pitch would 'be a
.Gabriel*Urpi of Spain 7-5, 5-7, 76, and
Balazs Taroczy of Hungary beat down the middle and I just Lynn. Singles by Tom
fastball, because he couldn't
Christophe Roger-Vasselin of France
was swinging hard," said Brunansky and Butch Hob- fool around with a breaking
6-4,6-1.
In first-roUnd action, Jimmy Con- Armas of his three-run shot son and a groundout extend- pitch at that
point. I was
nors downed Italy's Corrado Barazzutoff Andy Hassler in the ed the Angels' lead to 3-0 in ready and got enough bat on
ti 6-4, 74; Sammy Giammalva
eliminated France's Christophe Casa eighth inning that capped a the seventh.
it to get it to the outfield."
6-3, 2-6, 6-4; Guillermo Vilas of Argen- four-run rally after the A's
Mariners 6,Twins5
tina beat Romania's The Nastase 6-0,6-Rangers 8, Indians 0
0and Gilles Morettont(Febnerdown- had been down.. 3-0.. ."). Ricliie Zisk and Joe Sildp- Al Oliver knocked in three
ed Shlomo Glickstein of Israel 7-5, 5-7, couldn't believe he would son each knocked in two runs
runs with a homer, a double
6-4.
pitch to me so late in the and Jerry Don Gleaton pitchLOS ANGELES (AP)- Topseeded
and a fielder's choice
ed fourhit ball for seven innJohn McEnroe downed unseeded Fergrounder to back the solid
di Taygan 6-1, 6-3 during first-round
ings as Seattle beat Minsingles competition in the $75,000 Jack
pitching of Doc Medich and
nesota. Trailing 2-0 in the
Kramer Tennis Open at the Los
help Texas beat Cleveland.
Angeles Tennis Club.
third inning, the Mariners
Medich, .making his first
In other matches, third-seeded
scored four times to take the
Brian Teacher defeated unseeded
start of the year, scattered
Raul Ramirez of Mexico 24.6-2, 7-6; game with a right-hander up lead for good as Zisk's RBI
five hits in 71-3_ innings
Robert Van't Hof topped Dick Stockton
double keyed the rally.
before he tired in the eighth
14,74 6-2; Walter Redondo upset Rolf in the bullpen. Actually, I
Gehring of West Germany 6-3, 6-3; haven't had
much luck
Red Sox 7, Orioles 2
inning and
yielded
to
Nick SaViano eliminated Terry Moor • against
him before. He
Carl Yastrzemski drove in •reliever John Henry
6-1,6-3; Sandy Mayer nipped Phil Dent
orAustralia 7-6, 7-6; and Stan Smith usually gets me out with his thiee runs in his 1981 debut Jotuison.
outlasted Rick Meyer 6-4, 3-6,6-4.
sinker."
and Tony Perez hit a two-run
The game was costly for
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Armas had a poor spring homer to lead Boston over the Indians, who lost catcher
VILLANOVA,Pa. i AP)- Villanova
University is dropping its football pro- training, but Martin never Baltimore. Yastrzemski, Ron Hassey in a home-plate
gram after 87 seasons, effective im- lost confidence in the native
who missed his first season collision with Bump Wills in
mediately, President John M. Driscoll
Venezuelan.
opener in 21 years because of the seventh inning. Hassey
announced.

suffered an injury tO his left ing out four and alio' wing no
leg and was carried off on a walks.
stretcher and taken to a local
Tigers 4, Royals 0
hospital.
Dave Rozema fired a sixYankees6, Blue Jays 3
hitter in his 1981 debut and Al
Oscar
Gamble's
solo Cowens tripled home a run
homer and iDave
and scored another to lead
two-run single keyed a five- Detroit over Kansas
City.
run fourth inning that car- Larry Gura gave up only
ried New York over Toronto. seven hits as the defending
Rudy May recorded his se- American League chamcond victory in as many pions suffered a two-game
starts for the Yankees this sweep by the Tigers.
season and 10th regularSteve Kemp's first-inning
season triumph in a row sacrifice fly gave the Tigers
since July 22, 1980, when he a 1-0 lead and all the margin
lost to the
Milwaukee they needed. They added two
Brewers. The big left-hander insurance runs in the second
on Cowens' RBI triple Mick
pitched seven innings, strik- Kelleher's single.

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
NEW YORK METS - Acquired
Charlie Puleo, pitcher, from Toronto,
completing an earlier deal which sent
Mark Bomback to the Blue Jays.
Assigned Puleo to Tidewater of the International League.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
MIAMI DOLPHINS - Announced
the retirement of Tim Foley,defensive
back.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
- . MONTREAL CANADIE11&• Anounced the resignation of Claude
Ruel, head coach.
COLLEGE
-DRAKE - Announced the re
-Zed,
tion of Bob Ortegel, head basketball
coach,effective June 1.
EAST CAROLINA - Announced
that George Felton, assistant basketball coach, resigned to take a similiar
position at Georgia Tech.
FAIRFIELD - Named Terry
O'Connor, head basketball coach.
GRAND CANYON COLLEGE - Announced that Ben Lindsey, head
basketball epoch, was taking a year's
sabbatical to be consultant-coach for
the Philippines National team. Named
Jay Arnote, head basketball coach, for
next season.
SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE Named Michael Sandifer, head
basketball coach.
YORK CO1J.FYIE - Named Bob
Beamon head track and field coach.

AP Sports Writer
All baseball players
dream of swinging a hot bat.
On Wednesday in Montreal,
even that didn't help them
make it through the frosty
day.
The record books will show
that the Montreal Expos
beat the Chicago Cubs 5-4 in
their home opener, but the
chill in the players' bones
will be remembered long
after the score is forgotten.
"I prayed we weren't going to play 13 or 14 innings
out there," said Gary
Carter, whose eighth-inning
single capped a two-run rally
that won the game for Mon-

PROPANE GAS

treat.
"I couldn't feel

my hands,
I couldn't feel my ears and
my nose was running,"
Carter said. "I can't wait to
get into the sauna. It was the
coldest game I ever played
The
game-time
temperature was announced
degrees, but third
as
Larry Parrish said

#fiy)
111C

NI Roundup
Some of the players tried
to warm up their bats in the
sauna room, but said it
didn't help because they got
cold again immediately
after going outside again.
Pitchers usually try to save
all their energy for when
they are on the mound, but
Expos starter Steve Rogers
tried to keep warm by riding
a stationary bicycle between
innings.
-

and a two-run triple from
rookie Mookie Wilson, both
in the second inning.
-'
Right-hander Pat Zachry
went 51-3 innings for
seunbeaten.
cond straight victory. He
Chicago had a 4-3 lead go- was bailed out of a jam in the
ing into the eighth inning and sixth when reliever Tom
Cubs reliever Bill Caudill Hausman threw one pitch
had retired 10 batters in a and coaxed a doubleplay
row before walking Rodney grounder.
Scott with one out.
Neil Allen, who has two
Scott stole second and saves and a victory in New.
Dawson then singled off York's three wins, pitched
reliever Dick Tidrow, 1-1, to hitless ball the last three inn-

score Scott and tie the game
4-4. An error on an attempted pickoff throw by Tidrow
sent Dawson to third before
Carter blooped a single to
right-center field.
"I was choking up on the

"It was so cold that you'd bat,just hoping to make conget to the plate and wouldn't tact," he said. "I ended up
be able to feel the bat in your breaking the bat, but the end
hand," said Andre Dawson, result was good anyway."
who singled home the tying
Stan Bahnsen, 1-0, was the
run in the eighth and scored winner in relief of Rogers,
the winner on Carter's hit.
pitching the last two innings.
In other National League
Mets 5,Cardinals 3
action, the New York Mets
New York also won its
defeated St. Louis 5-3, home opener, getting a twoHouston blanked Atlanta 2-0, run single from Doug Flynn

FULL SERVICE

ncro

a Let us help you with your decorating problems
it
we can save you time and money.

k
McLeod Carpets

3
3

Selected styles on sale•thru April 30th
Cobra 6.69 yd.
Mona 12.80 yd.
Amylet 10.20 yd.
Velouro 14.00 yd.

Off each gallon of Moore's Moorglo

and Moorgard Exterior House Paint Thru April
18th.
Strawberry Shortcake Wallpaper Available.
/
We *lank everyone who participated in our
/
grand opening and congratulate the following
door prize winners:
Phil Sparks
Larry Harris
/
Daphne Kimbro . James Boggess
Ralph Kimbro
Mr. & Mrs. J.S. Oldham
Carrico Paint & Floor Covering

Ind

I

1210 W.Main

FLEE
Texgas.

**********\

PROPANE COSTS 40 TO 50 CENTS PER
GALLON LESS THAN GRSOLINE*
•BASED ON CURRENT AVERAGE RRICEOF REGULAR GASOLINE
IN TO-IIS AREA SMALL MILEAGE REDUCTION COMPARED WITH GASOLINE

PROPANE THE CLEANER BURNING FUEL
It ENGINES LAST LONGER
* REDUCES OIL COST
* NO FUEL PUMP NEEDED
* LESS CARBURETOR & OTHER
MAINTENANCE COSTS
* MORE USEABLE POWER

TEST DRIVE
A Propane Converted Truck or Car
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

Texgase

Giants to 16-6. Hooton,'2-0,
got relief help from Bobby
Castillo to win for the 10th
straight time at Candlestick
Park.

Railroad Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Chris Jones
Manager

7S3-1823

OLDS-PONT AC-CADILLAC INC.

GOT PONTIAC'S NEWEST

ings.
Astros 2, Braves 0
Nolan Ryan struck out
nine to pass Bob Gibson for
third place on the all-time
strikeout list and gave up only three hits in seven innings

NIV)
S
w

to outlast hard-luck Atlanta
pitcher Tommy Boggs.
Boggs had a no-hitter for
six innings, but he gave up a
hit to Craig Reynolds in the
seventh and surrendered two
runs with a throwing error
and a wild pitch.
Frank LaCorte pitched the
last two innings,allowing only one hit for his first save.
Ryan now
has 3,118
strikeouts, one more than

We are a

Taint and
(Decoating Stole

$200

So. Coldwater Rd.
Iltamoy, Ky.

THE FREEDOM FUEL

"THE FREEDOM FUEL"

AL Roundup

the chewing tobacco in his Philadelphia. edged Pittback pocket froze and he sburgh 4-3 in 11 innings, Cinfound ice patches on the cinnati bombed San Diego
field. A biting wind made it 10-1 and Los Angeles took
feel 20 degrees colder.
San Francisco 4-2 to remain

Groceries
Health 8.
Beauty Aids
Gas
Snack Items

CONVERT YOUR TRU'

Chill In Players'Bones Will Remain Long After Expos' Win
By WILLIAM R.BARNARD

Free Coffee
11:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.

-301,

Sports In Brief

Transactions'

OPEN*`'
24 HRS.

Murray,Ky.

753-3000

ItIrilltICJIMMICPC111(71001101n

Gibson.

Mlles 4,Pirates 3
Newly acquired Gary Matthews opened the 11th inning
with a home run to -cap
Philadelphia's victory over
Pittsburgh.
Matthews, obtained late in
spring training from the
Atlanta Braves for Bob

t'

Walk, smacked a 2-0 pitch
from Enrique Romo deep
over the leftcenter field
fence for his first homer of
the year.
Jim Bibby took a sevenhitter and a 3-1 lead into the
last of the ninth inning for

PONTIAC T1000!
That's right! This efficient little 3- Or 5-Door Hatchback is now available nght here at(DEALERSHIP

the Pirates,lout the Phillies
tied it on a tworun single by
Keith Moreland.

NAME)

37

Reds 10,Padres 1
Dan Driessen knocked in
four runs and George Foster
and Dave Concepcion eact.
brought in three to back the
three-hit, nine-strikeout pitching of Mario Soto.
Driessen slammed a
threerun homer in the sixth
and Foster added a two-run
shot in the seventh. Dave
Collins scored three times
for Cincinnati, which won its

ninth straight game in Sap
Diego Stadium.
Dodgers 4,Giants 2
Burt Hooton oonthrued his
mastery of San Francisco,

upping his record against the

EPA
EST.
MPG

HINY.
EST.

It has Pontioc's best mileage ratings ever! Use
estimated mpg for comparison Your mileage may
differ depending on speed, diStance, weather.
Actual highway mileage lower.

•

$5.454 00
-

•

That's nght! The
nifty 3-Door Hatchback can be

yours for only $RAM.Plus with both the 3 Door
and 5-Door Hatchback you get a great list ot
standards
•Reclining front
• GM's Computer
bucket seats
Command Control
.• Sport steering wheel • 30,000 miles be• Floor-mounted tour
tween scheduled
speed manual
tune-ups under
transmission
normal operatin'g
• Delco-GM AM radio
conditions
. (may be deleted for
• And extetsive anticredit)
corrossonotection!
t
, So come nghl on in and test-dnve the efficient
Pontiac T1000 today!
.

Olds-Pontiac-C.1611'n

PUR
D01
11
Li
Al

Satisfied Customers A.Our
Maio Concern • -

1406 West Main-753-5315

•••
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Hassan Dehqani-Tafti after an
grave along a dirt road, all of preted as previsioning Jesus.
ide us whole, and with his
t;DITOR'S 'NOTE - This, .1:ountry, was gunned down by
". . .He was wiounded for our
armed group broke into his them shot to death.
'ipes we are healed."
the fourth installment of a hie- soldiers in a late-night storming
tfansgressions,
he was bruised
house, shooting his wife in the
part Easter series about per- of the executive mansion in
"What is happening here is for our iniquities. .upon
TOMORROW: Hope and rehim
hand as she defended him. His impossible but
secutions in the modern world Monrovia that also killed 27
happening,"
Siswas the chastisement that
secretary
two
and
British
misand those of Jesus, deals with others.
ter Maura had written in a letsionaries were arrested, his ter two weeks
the killings.
As small-arms fire crackled
earlier. "Chilson, Bahram, about 20, slain in dren, lovely
through the city next morning
young girls, old
May 1980, and on Feb. 23, 1981, people are being
By GEORGE; W. CORNELL and soldiers burst into homes,
shot and some
the Anglican church was cut up with machetes
AP Religion Writer
a seminary and church offices,
and bodbanned -from functioning in ies thrown by
I: acing the worshippers an anxious group huddled
the road. . . One
Iran.
across the white-draped altar Effort Baptist Church -while'
cries out: Lord how long?. .
-Oh God, we remember not When it
'Antic-4hr archbishop lifted -high Southern. _Baptist missionary.
touches me personally
Bahram,
only
also
murbut
his
will I be faithful?. . I keep
the chalice:
mi- Earl Williams led them in dederers,
because
they
not
killed
saying, -1 want to trust, to besangre derramada por us- votions from James 1:2-3:
•
him in the prime of his youth lieve, help!'"
tedes. Any blood .shed for
"Count it all joy, my breth.
because
through
.
their
.
but
you" A loud shot rang out and ren. when you meet various
Sister Melinda Roper, presicrime, we now follow thy foota large-caliber bullet ripped trials, for you know that the
steps more closely in the- way dent of Maryknoll Sisters, said
through his chest. He staggered testing of your faith produces
of sacrifice," the bishop wrote at a memorial service Dec. 14,
and fell on his back, the con- steadfastness."
in
a prayer dedicated to his 1980, that the four were killed
serrated wine spilling over
In the ensuing days, Tolbert's
because they followed Jesus'
son.
him
son was beheaded, his wife held
.
"The terrible fire of this way, giving their lives for the
A nun who rode in the ambu- in temporary arrest, 13 former
tragedy .. . makes obvious as poor.
lance with El Salvador's-Arch. government officials sum"For living this way and for
never before our need to trust
astaip Oscar Homer° to Poly-- marily shotby a firing squad on
in God's love as shown in the announcing a Kingdom of jusclinic hospital on that fateful a nearby beach at orders of the
cross of Jesus and his resurrec- tice, peace and love to the
March 24, 1980, say s he..niur- new military, council led by
tion . . . Oh God, Bahram's poor, Jesus also was killed,"
inured before his heart stopped Master Sgt. Samuel Doe.
blood has multiplied the fruit of she noted.
beating, -May God have mercy
Hundreds were arrested, the
the spirit in the soul of our
And Jesus had said, "If any
on the assassins."
detainees beaten, bound and
souls, so when his murderers man would come after me, let
The words echoed those of paraded half-naked through the
Adjustable wheels
stand before thee on.the day of him deny himself and take up
Jesus as he hung on the cross streets. About 100 remained in
for 4cutting
judgment.
"
his cross daily and follow
outside ancient Jerusalem, detention at the start of 198,1
heights
nailed to it by troopers who
In Guatemala, where Amnes- me... whoever loses his life
gambled for his cloak as oft- Christian has been ii, j,..parcir
ty International estimates 5,000 for my sake, he will save it."
• 35 tour-cycle agine
In Bolivia, the Rev. Luis Eslookers. jeered, •'Father,forgive for quite a - long time."
have been "seized without war• Remote
y ,8i,othronletige.onu9
them...
rant and killed" and 615 others pinal, Catholic priest-editor of a
Uganda's Anglican Archbishop
$
Romero, 62, a gentle, out- Jamani Luwum and 15 fellow
have "disappeared" since Gen. 'weekly magazine, "Aqui,"
which criticized human-rights
spoken champion of the poor, a bishops said in a letter, dated
Lucas Garcia became president violations byparamilitary
denouncer of violence, left or 'Feb. 10, 1977, to Uganda's thenin June 1978, Catholic Bishop groups and military governright, a folk hero among the dictator 'di
Amin._ It signalled
Juan Gerardi of Quiche shut ment, was kidnapped March
common people .of his strife-riv- Ltiwan'itt,7th six days later.
21,
down his diocese and evacuated 1980, in a green army
en nation, had said shortly bejeep in
-,We ob
buried many who
religious
personnel
on
July
20,
La Paz. His body was found
fore his assassination: have died as a result of being
1980, after four priests were next afternoon in a
"Christ invites us not to fear . shot and there are many more
deserted
slain
in the previous two spot outside the city, showing
persecution because, believe whose bodies have not been
months.
.!
signs of torture and 12 bullet
me, brothers and sisters, he found," the letter said. ". . .Too
An anti-communist ,para- holes in the back.
who is committed to the poor
much power has been given to out the back of the truck like
Of 300 .Baptist.pastors who military group, "Escuadron de
must run the same fate as the members of State Research sacks of coffee," attested for- had been there 200 were
•
left tc,la Muerte," has been blamed • More than 3,000 people
:--- -poor Abil in _El- Salved°,-we i Security police)
to arrest and mer-Uganda -Minister of Health rebuild.
marched it his funeral. A sign
Front-wheel
by
the
church
in
the
deaths.
know what the fate of the poor. • kill at will innocent
"The 29th century may ac- Similar groups operate in sev- declared, "They killed your
individ- . Henry Kyenba after he dechain drive
signifies: to disappear, be tor- uals."
fected to. Britain three months count for more dretyrs than eral
Latin-American countries, body but your ideas live on."
saves time
- '
--tuterl, to be captive - and to
Two days after the letter was later. Luwum had two bullet the sum of proteeting ceh such as "White Warriors" and
As Jesus put it, "Do not fear
and muscle
be found dealt"
delivered to Amin, Luwum,.53, holes in his chest and blood in turies," writes Diana Dewar ir "ORDEN," meaning order, in those
who kill the body but canIt happened in many places:
f1,44p A. Stiallan
a 6-foot-2 churi'hman of kindly his mouth, a nurse said.
a.1980 book, "All far Christ,' El Salvados:, where about 10,000 not kill the
soul."- Thunder
Cti,isthinitv s on trial," but staunch character,
wow
•'Greater love has no man published by Oxford and de- civilians were
was orkilled in 1980, in- craeked, the sky darkened and
Baptist minister and Liberian dered into private meeting
,
,tion wheel adiustrne
with than this, that a man lay down scribing some of them. The toll cluding 13 priests and 21 other the earth shook
as Jesus, on his
president William R. Tolbert
Ariiin on Feb. 16, 1977, at the his life for his friends," Jesus stretches back to many of the religious personnel,four Americross, cried in a
told a church assembly before
d
_said and did.il....15.11iikLawia)---biblisal.pcaphols,404osits-and-r,
y ands, I com•as a sassina
pri
, tebbe.
who died for speaking out for his apostles, all but one of lay missionary.
mit my'spirit" His head sag1960, in a military coup. -Our
them, John, slain for perpetuEarly next morning the state his people.
Bodies of the four, Maryknoll ged. A soldier ran a spear in
labor is for- a better world to radio announced Luwum had
Numerous bishops and ating the faith.
Sisters
Ha
Ford,
Maura
40,
and
his side to make sure he was
the 'glory of God, for under- died in a car accident while church workers fled the counIn the first 300 years of Chris- Clarke, 46, both of New York,
dead.
standing, sympathy, tolerance, being taken to the interrogation try, and Anglican Bishop Jahn tianity, when
it was illegal wi- and Sister Dorothy Kazel, 40,
"He was despised and reju sti ce reconciliation and
center at State Research. Over- Wasikye of Mbale in eastern der the Roman empire, hun- and lay missionary Jean Donojected by men, a man of sorlove." •
whelming evidence came later Uganda was killed by Amin's dreds of believers died in the van,27, bothof Cleveland, were
Tolbert, 72, long-time Baptist that he'd been executed.
security forces on Easter Sun- arena, burned, crucified, found Dec. 4, 1980, in a shallow row and - acquainted with
grief," the prophet Isaiah wrote
leader, former president of the
• 35 HP Brigg, g
"When. an army lorry day, 1979, in the finale to eight gouged, mauled by beasts. The.
long before in a passage interengine with rewind Start
Baptist World Alliance of more brought the bullet-riddled bod- years of slayings and "dm- long line across the centuries
• 20 Cuttmq width
than 30 million Baptists pnd ies of Archbishop Luwum and appearances" estimated at up includes many notables: Jahn
g
• 5 pu,lion wheel aqiusimem
president of the Liberian Bap- the two ministers to the -mor- to 300,000 before Amin's down- Huss, burned;. Archbishop
•
tist convention as well as oLltis tuary, they were simply thrown
Thomas
Becket,
stabbed;
.
Sir
fall in April 1979.Thomas More, beheaded; MarSALE ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT
tiaLtifher King, jailed 19 times
and finally assassinated; about
See 0,, complete mit ot Powerstreak lawnmowers 8, garde,
. Eight Murray physicians ticipate in
idler 5 NOW at your nearest Goodyear Service Store
this program,"
600 ministers jailed and two
others killed in the U.S. civil- have begun to appear on Greg Delancey, WSJP news
WSJP-AM's morning talk director,
rights struggles of the 1960s.
said. "We feel it is
More than 3,000 Christians otow "We Hear You."
a public service for the comwere imprisoned under Nazism,
The doctors are being' munity.
with noted theologians exeWe also thank the
cuted. That also was the fate of featured on consecutive public relations staff at the.
6 million Jews in ...the Nazi Thursdays. All have begun Murray-Calloway
County
death bvens.
their practices In Murray
Hospital
for
their
assistance
the
"If
world hates you, know and have jailied the Murrayin scheduling the program."
that it has hated me before it
hated you," Jesus said. He Calloway County Hospital
"We Hear You,': a public
hung on the cross for three 'staff within the last two affairs talk show, is heard
---- hours, termented, gasping, and
doily at 9:05 a.m. on W-SJP,
soldiers stuck a vinegar-soaked
They
discuss
their 1130 on the AM dial.
sponge at his parched lips.
"Blessed are those who are specialities and specific
persecuted for righteousness' topics of interest - from
sake, for theirs is the kingdom newborns to cataracts.
of heaven."
On April 2, Dr. Dan Miller
In El Salvador, where trucks
headlined
the doctors' aproved the streets of a morning
to pick up bodies of those slain peal-antes by discussing his
overnight in the helter-skelter, specialty - internal
fratricidal conflict there, a U.S. medicine - and factors in-evangelical journal,Sojourners, vtitved in reducing the risk of
describes four men who had
been hung up on the wall of a heart disease.
Dr. Robert Racsik,
church, three of whom died as
their captors jeered:
neonatologist, was on the
"Antonio, do you want some April 9 show.
The remainder of the
water? Do you want a tortilla?"
schedule includes Dr. David
In Zimbabwe formerly Rho- Eberle, urologist, April'16;
desia),before a -white government_handed over authority to Dr. Robert_ ,Williams.
and
vascular
black majority rule under eeneral
CALLO WAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
Prime-Minister Robert Mugabe surgeon,- April 23; Dr. Ray
HWY 94E. - 753-7862 - MURRAY, KY.
on April 18, 1980, that country Charette and. Dr. John
previously had been engulfed in
orthopedic,
a government-guerrilla *war Golberg,
that brought the exiling of Bish- surgeons, April 30; Dr.
op Donal Lamont and death to Phillip
Klapper,
more than 50 missionaries and otolaryngologist, May 7: and
about 3,000 civilians.
William
Hart,
At a mission station oper- Dr.
ating a school and- hospital for ophthalmologist, May 14.
blaoks 37 miles north of Sa"We appreciate the doclisbury, several white Catholic tors taking time out of their
missionaries on the night of
busy schedules to - parFeb.
1977, were watching a
British detective series on television when, at 10 p.m., gunmen crashed into the house and
ordered two priests, a lay
brother and. four nuns outside
and along a dirt road.
"Come on, quicker, quicker,"
one gunman prodded the
ARMY/AIR FORCE
church group along.
HOMETOWN NEWS - Ar-Look, I'm an old lady, I
•
can't hurry," protested Sister my Spec, 5 Nancy S. Brown,
Itbal Country
Epiphany Bertha Schneider, 73, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
from West Germany.
George A. Robinson of Route
At a point where the 12-foot- 2, Hazel, Ky., has arrived for
wide road was bordered by low duty in Wuerzburg, West
hedges, the missionaries were frermany.
halted, and after some disBrown, supervisor of Arcussion among the armed men
in the Shoma language, one my Community Services,
said, "Right, all ready, off you was previously assigned at
go." Rifle shots cut down the Fort George G. Meade, Md.
missionaries, all dead except
the Rev. Dunstan Myerscough,
65, of England,who recounted
the event and who had 'survived
it only by instinctively dropping
to the ground when the firing
began.
Subscribers who hove not
-For thy sake we are slain received their home-delivered
all the day long," said the mis- copy of The Phirisi ledger S Times by
sionary-apostle Paul, "and are 5:30 p.m. Maiday-Friday or by
accounted as sheep for the
3:30 P.m. Saturdays ore urged
AU menu items 1.2 price for children under 12
slaughter."
coil 153-1414 between 5:31 1:11.
when accompanied by an adult.
In Iran, 15 leaders of the to
Bahais, the largest religious pa S p.m., Maley Ars* Friday, or
minority in that Islamic coun- 3:34 p.m. mid 4p... Satarbli.
A circulation department emtry, have been emecuted,-five
murdered and,about 60 impris- ployee is on duty durintj these
oned. Amnesty International time periods to insure delivery
puts executions there at 1,000 of your newspaper. tolls must
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades
since the Islamic revolutionary be placed by p.m. weekdays or.
7:00-S:00 Mon..Fri.
council took power itfebruary
Phbne
Hours: 70012:00 Sot.
p.m. Saturdays to,guarantee
1979. The 52 U.S. embassy hos- delivery.
tages were seized Nov. 4, 1979,
The regular business office
Feoeral Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
inot to be released until 444 hours of The thirret leder I Timdays later, Jan. 20, 1981.
or* 1 a.m. Is S p.m.. Monday
Missionaries fled that coun- through Friday and 1 s.m. to law
•
5
-.5
try; as did Anglican Bishop Saturdays.
•

E, t Murray Physicians
Speak On Radio Show

CORN

S. 12th Murray, Ky. 753-0595
Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
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Advocacy Program Set
Up For MSU Students
A student advocacy program has been established in
the learning and development disorders division of
the department of special
education at Murray State
University.
Student advocates, elected
by fellow students, serve as
liaisons between students
and faculty.
Currently, two student ad
vocates
represent
undergraduate students.
Peg Perry, a senior from
Parish, N.Y., is majoring in
training of the mentally handicapped. She is also an active member of the Student
Council, for Exceptional
Children, an organization in
which she served as vice
president last year.
Miss Perry said the advocacy program should help
trrb erb Cro sib so

"students to bettei. communicate their needs and
feeling to faculty."
Donna LeMaster, student
advocate from Louisville, is
also majoring in training of
the mentally handicapped.
She was recently elected
president of the local council

for exceptional children for
the 1981-82 year.
Graduate students are
represented by Ed Armstrong and Becky Fairbanks, both: teachers who
are currently pursuing
master's degrees in learning
and behavior disorders.

Court Okays Pay Hike .
DANVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Boyle Fiscal Court voted
Tuesday to give the county's
three elected, non-fee officials and most county
employes a 10 percent salary
increase starting July 1.
The court did not give
itself a raise, keeping the
salaries of magistrates at
about $295 a month.

Getting the 10 percent
raise will be the judgeexecutive, county attorney
and coroner, and all other _
county employees except for
some recently hired clerks.
On the recommendation of
County Judge-Executive
Mary Pendygraft, the court
decided against voting a 12.4
percent cost-of-living raise.

rrrtrrirrnrinmy n inn CB CO-0 erre CO crre-ti ro-,

Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurant

001

OPEN NOW

Feast Your Eyes On This!
YOUNG ARTISTS — Students from Murray Middle School recently participated in
an art education-worts-hop Conducted by Murray State University art education
majors. Upper left, Jody Speight, receives help in drawing from Dennis Horn. Upper
right, Jennifer Hamilton, left, and Amy Lackey, are taught the finer points of paper
mache by Sharon Ellis. Lower right, Buffy Fitts, Mandy McCarty and Jackie Boltz
receive instruction in silk screen printing from Jan Jones. Lower left, Trevor Miller
paints a sculpture he has made.

Specializing in fresh Ky. Lake catfish, catfish steaks, 90% boneless and filets. Small,
Large• and "All You Can Eat," orders
available. Prepared and cooked the old
fashion way.

(Photos by Barry Johnson)

Firm Files Suit AgainstStation, Reporter
e
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
The general manager of J. &
C. Inc. and T-K Co. has filed
a $1 million suit against
WLKY-TV and reporter
Mark Koebrich, alleging
libelous repbrting on the two
firms' storage of treated
sewage in Clark County,Ind.

H.W. Thompson, general
manager of the two firms,
filed the suit Wednesday in
Jefferson Circuit Court.
The suit alleges that
WLKY and Koebrich broadcast stories from August 1980
to January of this year that
were "false, libelous and

PLEASE SUPPORT
AND VOTE FOR

MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF
EXPERIENCED, IMPARTIAL, COURTEOUS
AT YOUR SERVICE

defamatory."
According to Thompson's
suit, Koebrich ignored the
truth when reporting from
the scene of a storage site in
Clarksville, Ind., and a second
site
outside
Charlestown, Ind. Koebrich
reported that the Clarksville
site was "filled with sludge
from the sewers of
Louisville," the suit said.
The Clarksville Town
Board ordered Thompson to
close his operation there and
the Clark County Planning
Commission told him to keep
his treated sewage out of the
county.
Thompson argues in the
suit that the material at his
sites was not sludge, but was
"germfree
organic
material" that had been
treated at Louisville's Morris Foreman Wastewater
Treatment Plant.
The suit claims that
Koebrich's reporting was intended V) -Show a pubtte
health hazard, when none actually existed, and cost the

CHAIRMAN ELECTED
NEW YORK (AP) — The
election of Henry S. Morgan
as chairman and Haliburton
Fales U as ,president has
been announcect.by the Pierpont Morgan Library.
Morgan, who had been
president since 1960,
becomes the library's first
chairman. Fales is the
library's fifth president.

Claims made in a law suit
companies business and
give only one side of a case.
community respect.
Open Daily 9-9
Sunday's 12-6

P.11. We have all new cooks this year and
their professionals
at cooking fish.
Phone
Hwy.68& 80
474-2259
Aurora,Ky.
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The Saving Place sm

GARDEN CENTER

Fri.-Sat.
Mon.
Sale Days
Closed Easter

A
HICKORY'
FARM

2.44
Broadleaf Evergreens Hardy, ready-to-plant
evergreens in 1-gal. pot.
— 2 Gallon
588

2 Gallon Evergreens
Blue Spruce, Upright
and Spreading Yews

Choice Bedding Plants
Ready-to-plant flower
and vegetable plants.

20 Lb. Bag
Charcoal

plus
weetIcemeol
IAD' RD Al/Pair

controls
dandelions

W LEASING...
-0

WALNUT PLAZA

Super K Gro
Weed and Feed
20 Lb. Bag. Mayfield
Only

Only 3 Spaces Left...
(1)564 Sq. Ft.(2)855 Sq. Ft.,(3)936 Sq. Ft.
Scott's
Turf Builder
Plus 2
26-3-3

Featuring
*Prime Office Space Built To Your Specs.
*Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
*Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
*Elevator Service",Sprinkler Systems
*Plenty OfParking Available
*Conveniently Located Near Banks & Court House
Cali For More Information
753-4682, 753-5879, 753-8302, 753-9621

12.88
•••••••••i
..•

's•••••-••••••«1

Covers 5,000 Sq.Ft.

24.88
Covers 10,000 Sq. Ft.

THE SAVING PLACE

Lawn Edging
Durable and easy to use
. 20 ft. roll of edging (black
only)

Landscape Timbers
. 3"x4"x8' . treated hardwood timbers.
While
Quantity Lasts.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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High School
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT — The Columnbian Blues stage band from Calloway County
High School
Murray
The
18.
(above) will perform frpoits 1:15 to 2 p.m. on the Main Stage Saturday, April
to a
according
festival,
arts
two-day
the
-- Chorus (below) is also scheduled to provide entertainment during
.
spokesman.

We At Peoples Bank
of Murray, Kentucky Applaud
The Eff9rts Of Our Local Artists.
We Urge You To Attend Their
Celebration This Friday & Saturday,
April 17th & 18th
in Downtown Murray

•

PEOPLES IBANK

•
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Mime To Perform At MMS
and the

up the minds
Nat Warren-White, the open
imaginations of the parMime-in-Residence in AcEach workshop
tor's Theatre of Louisville., ticipants.
will "creatively" solve a
will perform and conduct
particular problem that parworkshops at Murray Middle
ticiparkts suggest.
School April 23.
A native of Maine, Nat
attetlided
His performance is ten- Warren-White
tatively scheduled at 10:30 Wesleyan University and the
a.m. He will conduct National Theatre Institute.
workshops at 1 p.m. and 2:la He has been a student of
p.m.
Tony Montarpro, founder
and director of the CelebraMime is the ability to extion Mime Theatre and Monpress one's self clearly, eftanaro Productions:
fectively and spontaneously
Warren-White played the
through the use of the body title role iii the Celebration
instrument. The art forth Of Trio's production of "Pinocmime is passed on by word chio" for three seasons. He
of mouth and gesture. co-wrote and acted as a
Warren-White's teacher, storyteller in the Trio show;-..,
Tony Montanaro, was a stu- "Tricksters 'n' Numbdent of Marcel Marceau.
skulls."
The workshops WarrenMost recently he has workWhite will conduct Thursday
as an Artist-in-Residence
ed
afternoon in Murray wiii
in several northern Aline.
consist of a brief discussion
'schools, as a director for the
of mime, a warm-up period
Young People's Theatre of
to loosen up and a character
, Maine and as an
Brunswick
study to see how people difInstructor in Mime/Theatre
fer from one another.
at the College of the Atlantic
The warmup also includes
in Bar Harbor, Maine.
some-storytelling to help

RESTAURANT
Located By Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray, Ku

Friday Lunch Special
*Egg Roll
•Egg Drop Corn Soup
*Chicken Saute
*Beef W/Chinese
Vegetables
ONLY

'295
—We Also Serve American Food Everyday—
Onior To GO-753-44U
Braddast 6-10:30
Opole 7 Days
brach 11-2
A Week
Dinner 4-10
•
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Starting Saturday April 4th thru Friday April 17th every dollar you spend with participating downtown merchants during this week, you will receive in return Murray
Merchant Bucks for your purchases.
an aucOn Sat. April 18th in the New Mini Park in Downtown Murray at 2:15 p.m.
Mertion will be held letting you bid on donated retail items using your Downtown
chant Bucks. Grand Prith item to be auctioned will be an -RCA Color Track T.V.
valued at $550.00. This is on display at both Banks, Downtown.

Murray Downtown
Merchants Association
Members
Allison's Cards

Gifts

Sank of Myrrav
Beale Hardware
Boales loc.
tright's
Corn Anti'
Cross /waiter*
Family Slates
Graham Jecksom
Noland Dregs
Nese Federal Sevisos
NookinsWIle Federal Snipes &Ism

The Merril ledger rows
,Sandy & Wholesale Electric
Marty)
National St.,.
Po/Boils
Parker Ford
Parker's Soper Market
Peoplo's Bank
Pardon's
Settle Wockasen •
m.swift.ci":1
Theron homage.*
Twig Laos Office Proems
Was Dregs

Wardj&kis
Witellester Print*,
W5-WAAW
PIMP Risslo

•

_ .
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Several Faculty Jazz Recitals
Hosted y Music Department
lurray

te Music
has hosted
acuity recitals,
g from Jazz to Baro-

On April 5, a recital of'
Baroque music for cello and
harpsichord was performed
in the Farrell Recital Hall,
located in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Complex.
Guest artist was Dr. Joan
Mack, Associate Professor
of Music at Brescia College
in Owensboro, Dr. Mack was
joined by Mrs. Marie Taylor,

FINE ART STUDENTS — An art exhibit will include many recent petTwinners.
Students Will also demonstrate many of the art processes they are learning. From
left are Suszn Kurz,Leigh Furches andteacher Betty Scott.

Associate Professor of Music
It Murray State University
as they performed works by
Handel, Marais and Bach.
The University Jazz
Ensemble, a 20 member student organization, performed on April'6. The Jazz
Ensemble, -dis ected by Ray.
Smith, Associate Professor
of Music at Miikray, gave an
hour concert in Lovett..
Audttorium.
Selections played by the
Ensemble were: Doin'
Basie's Thing by Sammy
Nestico; Us by Thad Jones;
Secret Love;-Dimwit by Ray
Smith; Check it Out by

April is being celebrated as Gallery of
the Arts month in Murray as the community participates in a national
celebration of the arts.
The American Association of State
Colleges and Universities has encouraged institutions to participate in a
celebration of the arts for one week in
April: Murray State and the MurrayCalloway County Community Arts Committee have decided to focus on the arts
for the entire month.
AtTTtFëithëdld iñThêpCIat- —
art exhibits, theatre and orchestra,
productions, concerts and visiting lecturers.
According
.. to Dr William_ - Parsons,
dean of the College of Creative Expression, the wide range of cultural
events demonstrates that, "Murray is
the cultural center of West Kentucky." ,

Direct
From Disc
In Your Own
Home For

10 a.m.-rp.m.
lgocation given by
10-11 Children's Art
avid Roos, President of the
Workshop sponsored by
Morray-eallawar—eunnty— Murray oitYSeTiodIS.
tivities scheduled for the Ministerial Association. • —11-12 MSU Sock and
Gallery of the "Arts Month
—3:05-3:30 Fourth Grade
Buskin
sponsored by the Communi- Latin-American Festival
—12-12:30 MSLi String Proty Arts Council and Murray sponsored by Murray City
ject Performance
State.
Schools.
•-712:30-2 Portraits painted
Some highlights of the two- —3:30-4:00 Eight Grade
of —thilliii-V-MStrift—
day celebration will be per- Drama Presentation sponstudents
formances by the-Square-A- sored by Murray City
There will also be arts and
Noders and an awards Schools.
. craft booths set up on both
presentation for the High • —4:15-4:45 Murray High
days. The artists and their
School Art Competition.
School Jazz Band
works are listed below:
The Square-A-Naders, a
—5-5:30 Square-A-Naders . Bobby
Wilson—Woodsquare dance group, per- —5:30-6 Front Porch Sw-work, ceramic pins, pillows,
forms April 17,at54a.m and
paper,
tole;
Lille
again on the 18th at 11 a.m.
Boren—Dolls, handpuppets;
Children's Area
Square-A-Naders
The
Debbie Woods—Country
April 17
were formed in 1959 and conpainting on wood, metal,
3-6 p.m.
sist of approximately 36 area
_etc.; Dan Woods—Knives;
—3-1:30 puppets and•
couples. The .couples prac-Connie - Engle — Soft
tice the western style of Stories. at Murray-Calloway sculpture dolls; Priestly
square dancing twice a county Library. — 3: 30-4:30 Makeup Scott—Wood items: bread
month at the Woodmen of the
boxes, potato bins, -etc.; •
World Building in Murray. , Workshop by Community Marta Manning—Jewelry;
Theatre
Everyone is welcome, to
—4:36.5 Children's Corn- Petty Harrell—Sugar eggs;
observe the practices free of
-pasty— of the Community" Barbara Snyder—Tole paincharge..
ting on wood; Sherry Crit'
Member Sid Jobs saysthat Theatre
tendon—Macrame
;
—5-5:30 Puppets and
square dancing provides
Weaving and spinning; Joy
Stories
from
Murrayentertainment and exercise
Thomas — Portraits; Senior
along with forming lasting Calloway County Library.
:30-6 Children's 'Art Citizens — Group crafts
friendships.
display; Joe Ribsby — Por- • •
Workshop
sponsored by
The Awards Presentation
traits
in Conte; Bernard
begins at 2 p.m., April 18. Murray City Schools.
Downey,,Jr. — Quilts, wall
Main Stage
Tuition grants will be awardhangings, pillows, emApril 18
ed to those high. school'
broidery;- Keith Halley
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
seniors who place first, sePottery; Dorothy Cook —
—10-10:30 MSU Speech
cond and third in the art
Macrame, painted wood,
competition. Certificates of Team
etc;
Gene Knight —
—10:30-11 Community
merit will also be presented.
Blacksmith;
Emily Wolfson
The art competition, spon- Chorus
loom weaving; Pat
Belt
—
—11-12Square-k:Naders
sored by the Murray
-Candle dipping;
—12-12:45 Young Actors Miller
Calloway County Arts ComMurray
Art Guild —
mittee anti the Department Guild of the Community Displays and auctions; Oils, ni
of Art at MSU,will be judged Theatre
acrylics and watercolors;
—12:45-1:15
Murray
by the Art Scholarship ComDennis Weeks — stained
Woman's Club Chorus
mittee at MSU.
glass; J. C. & Inez Goodman
—1:15-2
Columbian Blues
Additional events are:
— Panting; MSU Art Class
—2-3 Awards Presentation
Main Stage
J. Speight) — Paintings &
Children's Areas
April 17
April
18
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
A downtown celebration
for adults and children, Ap

David Baker; Donna Dance semester they performed .a
by Rick Cornish; Time facidty-- concert for the
Check by Don Menza; and University and in February
did a 3-day tour of Kentucky
Spain by Chick Corea.
Still to be performed the and Indiana schools to promonth is a Faculty Brass mote the University's Muske
Quintet recital. The recital Department.
The Quintet will perfo4itit
will be in the Farrell Recital
variety - of selections:710t
Hall, April 21 at8:15 p.m.
Members of the Faculty eluding Frere - Jacques.aiBrass Quintet are Assistant ranged by John Iveson, Plop
Professors Bob Kidd, Bass _ Plop; Fizz - Fizz arranged
Trombone: Elden Matliek, by Michael Dorean, Suite
French Horn; Ray Conklin,'No. 1 for Brass Quintet by .
Trombone; Richard Farrell, William Schmidt,Small Talk
Trumpet; and Instructor by Lowell Shaw,and otherS.
The recital is free of
Jim Alsop,Trumpet.
The Faculty Quintet is not charge and open to the
new to this area. Last public.

Frigidaire
Washer
eavy Duty
• 2Cycles, Regular
& Quick
• 3Temperature
Combinations
• 2Way Extra
Surging Wash
Action
• lint Fitter

Cook top lifts up and
anchors for easy
cleaning
Continuous cleaning
oven
Window in block
glass door
Full width storage
drawer

ANTED

True country
Cooking Lovers
Every Saturday tillight\ti;
5 p.m.- 9 p.m.
Country Cookin Buffet
•

Big 12 Cu. Ft. capacity
• 3 Refrig. Shelves
2 ore sliding
• Spread Compartment
and egg storage $398
• Reversa-doors

ONLY

• 2Detergent
dispensers

BRigidaire
D

-2ZH

• Heated dry
energy saving option
• 4cycle
aperation

•'1 Sliding shelf
and step divider
• Efficient foam
insulation
between liner &
cabinet shell

98
ONLY$2

Join The Celebration
This Friday & Saturday
April 17th & 18th

PLUS

Oven Browned Potatoes,
Fried Apples, Pinto Beans,
Kale Green's, Cora On The Cob,
And Assorted Cakes and Cobblers
Featuring Assorted Ky. Cheese

ONUS REWAR'
Enfoy The Covetry,Sweed OE

Benny and Dave
Waisted buS States For
Real Down Nemo Pickin

Come One - Come

KENLAKE DINING ROOM
474-2211
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HEALTH
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No longer rings the bell

i
ik
z
or
.„

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D
DEAR DR
LAMB
Before my prostate operation
.1 - had plenty of women after
me Since my operation I
can't seem to hold a steady
gtrIfrterti There were two i
wanted to marry They
dumped me after I had sex
with them I want to know if it
is because I m shooting blanks
and they get no feeling from
me No one will tell me why,
only that I should find someone else, and that I should
cool it with them.
1 m a perfect specimen, in
good health very good build 5

WATERBED

spleg
turfImmo

Visit Our New Store
Location - 215 Poplar

*"TEXAS BASIC"
Big brawny king size.
Heater - safety liner
mattress - complete

Ready to paint, stain or
upholstery.
Reg. $309

$249"

*Super Single six. $199
•••••••••40:1••••••

*"CAMPAIGNER"
Style - Queen Size.
Sharp. Brass trim.
Rich_ituitique
Heater, lop seam mattress, liner, fill'n drain
kit.
geg. $449

feet 9, 173 pounds, with my
head of hair and my own
teeth. I'm clean cut and good
looking
They won't tell me but I
believe they .all dump me
because I don't ring the bell
anymore Why can't they
transplant a prostate like they
do a heart so you can have a
'100 percent climax Incidentally. I'm 63 but I look 55.
DEAR READER — With
all those good credentials, I'll
get a lot of mail from women
who would like to meet you.
You don't sound like you are
doing too bad
I suppose we would all like
to stay young forever and
enjoy the pleasures of youth
without its frustrations and
problems You really do not
know that your responses are
because of prostate surgery
It isn't unusual for a man to
slow down a bit at your age
And maybe you would do a lot
better with women who realized That you are 63 and not
28 . Your letter should give
encouragement to many men
who wonder if there is sex
after prostate surgery. How
you do depends some on the
'type of surgery and your general medical status. It is true
that retrograde ejaculation is
the rule But that should not
diminish the overall sensation.
To explain this more fully
to you, I am sending you The
Health Letter number 15-6.
Prostate Gland Problems
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped. self-addressed envelope for it to me. in care of
this newspaper. PO 130x
1551. Radio City Station, New
York NY 10019

In middle age and older, too
much prostate gland is the
problem, so I doubt there will
be much enthusiasm about
transplanting one. It wouldn't
• prevent the retrograde discharge anyway, that is related
to valves at the outlet of the
bladder Be happy and enjoy
your good looks, youthful
appearance and the fact that
you are still attractive to
women
DEAR DR. LAMB — What
is Paget's disease? Is it
untreatable? I noticed the
additional notation on my
doctor's statement. but I was
given no new medications I'm
76 years old. I have been jerking and itching. Is that part of
Paget's disease',
DEAR READER — Paget's
disease is a disease of the
bone. Mostly the bone degenerates and then regenerates.
The changes cause the area
involved to be weak.
It occurs in many people
without causing any symptoms at all and may be an
incidental finding in an otherwise long life. In other
instances it produces symptoms that vary according to
which bones are damaged. If
the vertebrae are involved,
that may cause pain from
pressure on the spinal nerves.
If the skull is involved it may
cause headaches.
During the last 10 years a
lot of progress has been made
in treating Paget's disease,
even though we still don't
know what causes it. Calcitonin, a hormone that inhibits
bone resorption, is one of the
agents used in many cases.
There-are other medicines as
well. Often these will stop the
pain if that is a feature of the
involvement.

Memorial, Benton
To Give Concert
$39900 Choirs
The combined choirs of

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••
•

*"SALEM" Bookcase
Style. King Size.
Storage. hesidboard,
lop mattress, liner, deluxe heater, liner, fill
kit. Double sharp.
$49900

Reg. $549
••••••••••••••••••
WAVECREST

"GENERATION III"
Fluid Stabilized Waveless
Gel Mattress.
King or queen.

Special$

1 499

Reg. $179.95

215 Poplar — Paris
642-4724

The concert will also be
Memorial Baptist Church, presented at the First MisMurray, and First Mis- sionary Baptist of Benton,
sionary Baptist Church,Ben- Thursday, April 16 at 7 p.m.
ton, will present a sacred Linder the direction of Janes
concert Friday, April 17, at 7 D. Raney, minister of music
p.m, at the Memorial Baptist First Missionary Baptist
Church.
Church,Benton.
The concert will be under
The public is invited to atthe direction of Miltor ..0i.tigV*a church spokesman
Gresham, minister of music said..
of Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray.
The music
usic to be presented,
for the Church
Triumphant," will be
cenWred around the Easter
The Murray-Calloway
thetfre":"
County Shrine Clown Club
will sponsor a dance on
Saturday, April 18, from 8
p.m. to midnight at the
Relatives and friends of Jaycee Building on Highway
persons interested in the 121 North.
upkeep of the Long Creek . Music_ will be by the
Cemetery near Golden Pond Caroysels from Benton and,
in the Land Between the the cost will be $10 per couLakes will meet Saturday, ple. This is open to the public
April 18, at the cemetery for and persons may see a
the annual cleaning.
Shriner for a ticket.

Shrine Clown Club
Will Sponsor
Dance On Saturday

Court To Decide Who'll Pay Damage
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Jefferson Fiscal Court will
decide whether to approve
an agreement that specifies
who will pay the costs of
damage from Louisville's
Feb. 13 sewer explosions.
The agreement was
unanimously approved Tuesday night by the Louisville
Board of Aldermen.
president
Aldermanic
Michael Carrell said the
agreement specifies that the
city, county and state will
each put $500,000 into a pool
that goes toward street
repairs and interest on a
loan MSD will get for sewer
repairs.
The sewer company expects to borrow between $2
million and $5 million to
repair damage from the explosion, which occurred in
the Old Louisville and
Parkhill neighborhoods.
Carrell said that $500,000 of
the local money will go
toward street repair and $1
million will be used to help
pay interest on the sewer
company loans.
The city-county-state pool
will make up 25 percent of
the total cost of the repair
project, he said, with the

U.S. government supplying
the remaining 75 percent. He
said he expects the federal
money to be "forthcoming."
Alec Van Ryan, press
secretary t.i; Louisville
Mayor William Stansbury,
said executives from Fiscal
Court have already given initial approval to the agreement. He added that the
county is expected to
"legalize" its part of the
agreement sometime within
the next two weeks.

Governor John Y. Brown
signed the state's part of the
agreement March 31.
Some officials have said
that a lawsuit against
Ralston Purina Co. to
recover damages for the
blasts will be filed by the city
before the end of the week.
Van Ryan and Carrell both
indicated city attorneys
could file an action involving
the sewer blast damage yet
this week, but neither would
specify the target of the suit

sue MSD over the incident.
Ralston alreadi faces
dozen
more than half
lawsuits connected with the
explosions, including one in
excess of $11 million filed by
15 residents of the sewer
blast area. •
The latest estimate of total
damage caused by the blasts
is set at $23.1 million.
In 1917, the United States
changed from a net exporter
to an importer of oil. And, in
1950, oil surpassed coal as
the main US.energy source.

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT
BRILLIANT HAND SET DIAMONDS VALUE PRICED'
YOUR CHOICE OF YELLOW OR WHITE GOLD

330% OFF
)1

REG. $1200
$Noy IF iv

.r.

1

'•••• 110
•• :-

•

FULL
CARAT

CTRUA.T

rep),

THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE!
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR.
MURRAY, KY.

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS

Giant Wallpaper Sale!

Only At

Shemin
Williams
Stores

off
mg price

Wallpaper & Woven Woods!

Save!on

Save! Over
1000 Fashionable
Wallpaper
Patterns!

Custom Window
Fashions!

Cemetery In LBL
Will Have Clean-Uo

21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner
$369

or the amount to be sought.
If the city were to recover
any money through a
lawsuit, said Van Ryan, it
would be used to pay back
the governmental units participating in the agreement.
The sewer company has
charged that Ralston's Soybean Division plant is
responsible for the explosions because the plant emitted hexane gas that allegedly caused the blasts.
The city has said it will not

3070-50
30%

Beautiful patterns
found only at
Sherwin-Williams
Stores!
Choose from
ten exclusive
books.

off

Over 90 Perfect Touch"
Custom Woven Woods Patterns.

off
Over 200 Beautiful Colors in
Stylish One-Inch Metal Blinds.
0
(all window decor installation extra)

(wallpaper packaged In double and triple rolls)

Polypropylene
Grass.
Indoor/Outdoor
Pile.
(Tuff Turf)
100% PatiOn.

SALE!

Polyester Pile.
100% Trevira Song)
(Night
Saxony.
Nylon Pile.
100% DuPont' RefleCtions)
(Fall
Cut'n loop.

We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.
Offer expires: April 19, 1981

2S'TYLES:
Only

Special Carpet
On Sale

$ 99$Q99

Nylon Pile.
100% DuPont'
(Witchery)
loop.
Cut'n
Reg. $12.99 sq. yd.
Polyester Pile.
100% Trevira'Wind)
Saxony.(East

Sq. Yd.

Values from $7.99 — $14.99 Sq. Yd.

Reg. $14:99 sq. yd.

(padding and installation extra — not available at all stores)

, One of Jerry's Best
Sale ends May 9
•

itS®

Southside Shopping Center

RESTAURANTS

South 12th St. Murray, Ky.

So. 12th St.

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available

753-3321

ii

•

•
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Pre-Dental Club
To Sponsor
Poster Contest

ft.k

POSTER CONTEST — "Candy Bar vs. Apple Andy" is the theme of the poster
contest sponsored by the Pre-Dental Club of Murray State University. The contest is open to students in grades one,two and three.

'The Pre-Dental Club of
Murray State University will
sponsor a poster contest for
students in grades one, two
and three. The theme of the
contest will be "Candy Bar
Kid vs. Apple Andy."
Entries shoulebe brought
to the Cumberland Room of
the University Center from
2-2:30 p.m.Sunday, April 26.
Announcement of winners
will be made at 4 p.m. on
that date. A trophy will be
awarded to the winner in
each grade with ribbons to
the first, second and third
runners-up.
Members of the PreDental
Club
will
demonstrate
proper
toothbrushing and flossing
techniques and stress the importance of good nutrition
for good dental health.

Memberships Okayed By Club

so' o Ashiancl G

OPEN
24 HRS.
Free Coffee
11:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.
HOUSE FIRE — A two-story Coldwater house, located on Highway 121, was
destroyed by fire early Wednesday morning, according to a Calloway County FireRescue Squad spokesman. The squad received the call at 8:36 a.m. but the house,
occupied by, Christine Williams, was engulfed when the'firefighters, with two
trucks, arrived at the scene. No injuries were reported in the incident, the
spokesman said. loiter on Wednesday, the rescue squad extinguished a field fire
one mile south of Midway. The fire started when intentional burning got "out of
hand," the spokesman said.

Lutheran Church
To Celebrate.
Passover Seder
The Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, will celebrate a
Christian Passover Seder at
6:30 p.m. tonight ( Thursday
at the church, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Jay
Brigham.
-The -Passover Seder is
the observance by Jewish
People of the deliverance
from boundage out of Egypt,
Christian
and
the
observance follows the samesymbolic steps as the Jewish
observance with the addition
of the comparison of each
symbolic step withothe
and death of Our Lord
Jesus?'the pastor said.
• The celebration of Holy
Community will be held as a
part of the service„ and the
public is invited to attend,
said Rev. Brighani.

_
Seven; new memberships ships had been approved for volves,the practice area just
Mrs. Richard
Anie)l
— four family and three Ben T. and Andrea Hogan- off College Farm Road east Knight is the secretary and
singles —I were approved camp,1715 Plainview Drive, of the main entrance.
rules chairman, and Mrs.
Monday night by the Murray and Gene and Martha SamIn the past, practicing Clyde (Marilyn) Adkins is in
Country Club board of direc- mons, 1103 Olive Street. golfers could
hit their shots charge of ladies' activities.
tors at its regular monthly Hogancamp is in the con- and then retrieve
Baker is in charge of
the balls.
,meeting.
struction business and Sam- This no longer is the pro- swimming and tennis; Dr.
The family memberships mons operates a local cedure. Practice
balls, 45 to Jim Frank, golf; Gary
were those of: Dr. John R. bakery.
50 in a bucket, may be pur- Haverstock, membership;
Quertermous, Jr., and his
In other action, the board chased at the pro shop for $1, Gene McCutcheon, the past
wife Terry
,
it 2, Mut:
,
.
token to the range, hit_ and_ps.cslde.nL h o usg
. further discussed a proposal
.
ray. He is a Murray physi- for providing snack bac.ser- left there to be
picked up by grounds, and James C.
cian.
vices and took under con- course personnel and recyd. Williams, budget and
David L. and Oveda sideration a request from ed through
the rental pro- finance.
Severns, 1201 Main Street. some of the ladies in the club cess.
J.H. Shackelford is the
He is with Home Federal who work during the day
Golfers wishing to use treasurer, and Jimmy
Savings & Loan,and
that the tennis courts be their own practice balls may Sullivan the clug7- profesHoward and Freda.Steely, reserved for their use each do so in the area
between the sional.
Route 7, Murray. He is with Tuesday evening.
first and third fairways.
the Bank of Murray,and
Mike Baker, the director
The club's 1981 budget,
Dr. Bill Whitaker and his in charge of the swimming adopted by the
directors at
wife, Cheryl, 1700 Audubon. pool, announced that new their March meeting,
totals
Rep. Carroll Hubbard and meeting at Kenlake State
He is an assistant professor concrete will be poured in $122,000.
Dr. William R. Madisonville
Mayor
in the Department of the wading pool area and (Bill)
Wilson, Murray physi- Charlotte Baldwin will be Park.
Engineering Technology at around the outer areas of the cian,
Wendy Walker, chairman
is the president, and among the speakers SaturMurray State University.
of the 23'2-county district,
main pool during the week of Jerry Grogan is the viceday at a Kentucky Young said the speeches will follow
The single memberships April 20. The completely
president.
Democrats First District morning registration and a
were those of: Donnie Win- renovated pool, he said,
chester, 211 North 13th should be ready with new
noon luncheon. Hubbard will
Street, self-employed; diving board, ladders and
taalk about President
Rebecca Ann Dublin, South •'handrails by May 1. It ofReagan's economic policies
12th Street, bookkeeper at ficially opens for the season
and Mrs. Baldwin, who
Purdom Motors; and Byron Saturday, May 30, Memorial
became Madisonville's first
V1W
M. Forbus, 507 South llth Day.
woman mayor four years
Frances Drake
Street,local pharmacist.
ago,
will speak on women in
A newly-adopted manageFOR FRIDAY,APRIL 17, 1981
Earlier family member- ment change at the club inpolitics.
What kind of day will tomor- respect for wisdom.
Among other speakers will
row be? To find out what the PISCES
be State Sen. Helen Garrett,
(Feb.
19
to
Mar.
20)
stars say, read the forecast
D-Paducah, who will talk
You may make a resolution
given for your birth Sign.
to keep your spending within
about women in state
G. CORN,JR.
limits, only to find later that
government, and Sean
ARIES
you break your own rules a
Simla, in charge of polling
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) ir
An uneventful time, yet a bit. Don't feel guilty.
and planning for the state
"Perfection is attained by
NORTH
4-16-A
partnership or business matYOU BORN TODAY are
•10 7 5 3
Democratic Party, who will
slow degrees; it requires the
ter may weigh on you. Avoid often found on the creative
lif 1062
hand of time." — Voltaire.
speak on coordination of
*AQ75
impuLsivenesi as a means to side of business. You'd make a
political campaigns.
•Q 7
good financial consultant,
break a deadlock.
The meeting is open to the
WEST
EAST
though in , your personal life
TAURUS
public
for a $10 registration
•K 6
•QJ94
fortunes
your
tend
flucto
(Air- 20lo May 20) tiktie
Neither declarer nor West
Q J 9543
•A K 8 7
tuate. Advertising, publishing, fee, Ms. Walker said.
Pay
attention
to
your
apcould lay claim to perfec- •4
•6 3
pearance. The usual routine reporting, banking and
+985
tion after the play of today's •K 10 6 3
may be somewhat boring, but brokerage are some of the
competitive dogfight. Both
Spun'
persistence
will pay off in the fields in which you'll find suc•
A
8
2
missed the opportunity to
cess. An interest in reform Federal-State Market News Service
long
run.
shine on play, but only West
movements attracts you to April 16, 1981
GEMINI
OIEJ119112
was forced to pay the price.
Purchase Area Hog Market
4A.142
(May 21 to June 20) 11
4
547 politics and government ser- Kentucky
Declarer ruffed West's
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
You're
vice.
to
inclined
also
Too
much
worry
about
a
Act. 429 Est. 450 Barrows &
Receipts:
heart queen and led a trump
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:
relationship can make you ir- the arts, but you want finan- Gilts .25-.50 higher Sows steady to .50
to dummy to ruff a second South. The bidding:
ritable. Face facts squarely cial gain for your efforts. lower
heart. Another trump was
$39.00-39.50.
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
and resist the temptation to Overcome a tendency not to US
$38.75-39.25 2 210-250 lbs
led to dummy and the South West North East
finish what you start. You are US 2-3240-260 lbs.
rationalize.
111
I*
$37.75-38.75
2.
3,1
finesse of dummy's club 4+
411
sometimes erratic in behavior US 2-4250.270 lbs.
Pass
Pass
CANCER
queen went to West's king. 5.
Sows
Pass
Pass
Pass
(June 21 to July 22) .41 and output. Birthdate of: US 1-2 270-350 lbs. .
$30.00-32.00
West punched declarer with
$31.00-33.00
Your have your hands full Thornton Wilder, playwright; US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
another heart and declarer
Opening lead: Heart queen
$33.00-35.00
1-3 450-500 I bs
with domestic concerns. Harry Reasoner,TV commen- US 1-3900-690
cashed the spade ace fol135.00-36.50
lbs.
Khrushchev, US
$30.00-31.00
lowed by the ace and jack of club toward dummy's Social life" picks up soon, tator; and Nikita
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
leader.
Boars 28.00-30.00
clubs, dummy discarding a queen. If West took the king, though you may have to Communist
spade. Declarer's last club two of dummy's spades postpone a planned date.
LEO
was ruffed in dummy and a \ would go on declarer's
clubs (July 23to Aug.72),
spade went to West's bared and if West refused
his club
Social contacts are helpful
king. West was stuck with king, the defense
could to your career. You tend to be
the lead when he couldn't score only two spade tricks.
too serious at present. Shrug
use it and the forced ruff
At times, two wrongs do off worry. Be more optimistic:
and discard gave declarer add up to one right.
ACROSS
3 Young sheep
VIRGO
his mis-played game.
1 The sun
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
4 Stir
22)
Si
Sept.
Wk
(Aug.23to
West could have defeated
4 Leann
5 Colorful
Bid with Cora
Don't be penny-wise and
9 Ogle
winged insect CCU MCC CM*
the game at several points.
UM MOO COCO
pound-foolish. You tend to be 12 Man's name 6 Danish land
After winning the club king, South holds: 4-16-B
COULIOU DUD CU
division: Pl.
erratic about finances now. 13 Report
West could have exited with
UM ULM OULI
Don't be careless with 14 Man's nick- 7 Also "
•QJ94
his king of spades. Lacking
name
CUM GIOU IOU
8 Tuetonic
valuables.
A K 87
that, he certainly should
15 Scottish cap
deity
DUO MU MOM
•6 3
LDIRA
have seen the coming end
16 Man's name 9 Guido's high
UC COULMIUU OD
+98 5
(Sept 23to Oct.22) AEI 1.7 Partner
play and he should have
note
[MUM CUD MU
A desire to get things done 18 Boxing
10 Still
dropped his blocking spade
VIC DUO MOO
matches
11 Female
puts you in a Spartan mood of
king when declarer played North South
DUO UM CUM
sheep
self-denial. 'Ater, you will 20 Pronoun
CU DUD UOULIOU
IV
his ace of spades.
10
Editor's abbr. 17 Apportioned MOO
rebel against your own strict 21
UOLIO
On the other hand, declar- 2+
23 Compass pt. 19 Bone .
CUM MOO UM
regimen.
er should have cinched his
24 Courage
20 Males
game by choosing a differ- ANSWER: Two no trump. A SCORPIO
28 Male sheep 21 English
streetcars
ent line of play. The bidding slight stretch but game'is a (Oct.73 to Nov.21) nie* 30 Mistaken
31 Fish ANS
17 Ordinance
32 Arabian gar- 22 Clerical cellar 33 Declare
48 Mature
and the lead made it obvious possibility. If not, the hand
An introspective mood
rents
24 Abases
37 Wine cup
49 Negative
that the top heart honors .might play as well at nc makes you shy away from the 34 Preposition
25 Tipster
38 Mine excava- 50 Man's nickwere with East and that trump as in a minor suit.
2601 the moon
madding crowd. Don't brood. 35 May flies
bons
name
West most likely had the
Instead, concentrate on 38 Short capes 27 Composition 42 Thus
52 Time period
Send bridge questions to The Aces
king of clubs. Instead of P0
39
Chinese
29 Lion's
45 Girl's name 53 Write
serious mental work.
Bo: 12343. Dallas. Texas- 75123
finessing dummy's club with self-addressed. stamped
Pagoda
46 Jog
55 Sun god
envelope
SAGITTARIUS
.0
0
1
40
Vaporous
queen to West's king, declar- for reply
(Nov.22to Dec.21) "
41
Possessive
er should have led a low
A party may be more staid
pronoun
than you'd like. An elder of old 43 Railway
(abbr.)
friend may be somewhat
stodgy. Learn to accept people 44 Tantalum
symbol
as they are.
45 In action
CAPRICORN
47 Path
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) 3410 50 CAd
You're all business now,and 51 Corded cloth
will make some progress 54 Time pone by
towards success. Being too 55 Hindu queen
56 Native metal
IIPI1',Pd For
wrapped up in your work can 57
Damp
relaxation
make
difficult.
58 Collect
Commcr,
idin
AQUARIUS
59 Malts Into
"•••
leather
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll obtain some s4 und
advice now, though you may DOWN
1 Pow,
rebel against what you call a
2 Martha
know-it-all attitude. H9ve

Hubbard, Baldwin Slated To Spealt

Your Individual '
kL"7PLA
Horoscope

THE ACES®IRA

Hog Market

424z

Danny M. Dunn's
Ekaric
Call 436-2372

—
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LEGAL NOTICE

Groceries
Health 8,
Beauty Aids
Gas
Snack Items
So. ColiwoOor IL
• 40arroy,Ky.

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

1980 UNPAID CITY OF MURRAY
PROPERTY TAXES
Theterein below list constitutes a list of individuals, firms and corporations, which
have failed to pay 1980 City of Murray property taxes. The amount set opposite the
taxpayers name is the amount of delinquent taxes, and includes penalty, interest and
publication cost. If not paid promptly, legal action will be conunensed to collect full
amount of bills and any unpaid taxes will become a lien upon the described properties.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
Name,Bill Number,Map Loc., Address
Amount Due
Allen, Kenneth, 108, 9-5-19,506 Pine Street
$16.49
Bailey, Charlie, 215, 10-26-16, Pool Town Hill
9 79
• Bea ugard,Georgia,348,Spruce Street
6 39
Berry Rental Property, 400, 10-8-3A
152.57
Berry Rental Property, 401, 10-8-3, 304 South 4th
162.77
Blakley,George,457,9-19-10, Cherry & Walnut
15.21
Blantin, Virginia/Luke,483,9-30-15,Spruce St.
98.18
Bolen. Lee,516,9-9-2
36.99
Boyle, Marvin/Verta,602,2-2-11
63.34
-Brighanz-Joy ynn,684,5-214, Dawi vig its
297
Bukler, Loyd,724, 11-12-29, Plainview
181.64
Burkeen, Ricky D.,792,6-5-24, 1004 West Main
118.58
Burkeen, William E.,796,4-7-8,314 Irvan
87.99
Cain,CrE.,838,9-4-10,6th and Main
104.97
Campbell, Willis R.,890, 7-6-16, East side of 10th
103.61
Causey,0. T.,984, 7-12-12,414 So.8th
101.07
Cavitt, Theresa,990,9-30-11, 100 Spruce
16.85
Cavitt, Theresa Ann,991,9-15-6,Spruce Street
67.06
Cavitt, Theresa Ann,992,9-31-9,Spruce Street
23.40
Cayce, Myrtle Lou,994, 1-8-7, Coldwater Road
137.60
Clark, Lynn W. 1079, 7-9-1, 907 Vine Street
184.53
Coats, Terra,1105,9-17-4, 1st Street
9 79
Colbert,John W.,1147, 7-1-7, 1009 Main Street
98.18
Crass,Joseph H,1307, 11-11-17, Plainview
Crider, Rowland L.,1332,9-15-14,212 No. L. P. Miller
36.99
D & B Properties, 1416, 41P-27,Stadium View
344.41
Dodson,Doyle,/539,42P-7-10, Canterbury
23.50
Dodson,Doyle,1540,42J-2-2, Meadow Wood
346.35
Drew,Barry Wm.,1610,7-9-4, Vine & So,9th
111.78
Forbus,Fay D., 1989, 114-12
248.61.
Foster, Willie Lee,2012, 9-24-2,411 No. L. P. Miller
58.42
Fritz, Charles W.,Jr., 2041, 1-72-8,9, Olive St
818.90
Fuson,Sam C.,2075,1-2-1,905 No. 18th
189.45
Gammons,L. D.,2125,9-30-1A
6 39
General Silica Prod.,2199,9-32-3,4, Industrial Road
9 79
General Silica Prod.,2200,9-32-3, Industrial Road
287.16
Gilbert, Vernon,2245,9-23-2, Railroad Street
13.20
Graves, Linda Joyce,2334,9-28-4, N. 1st & CST
77.79
Hale,0 L ,2446,41B-4
73.23
Hall, Rudy,2473,8-8-28, Circarama
139.99
Harding, Bert,2508,9-31-16A, No. L.P. Miller
842
Harrell, Norma Lassiter, 2536, 7-19-14, Broad Street
70.98
•
Hopkins, J. L., 2858,5-27-3, Holly Bush
524.51
Hopkins,J. L.,2859,41P-50,Stadium View
183.75
Hopkins, Ronald E.,2867,7-5-4, 1105 Mulberry
50.52
Hubbard, Louise,2948,9-39-7,105 Pine
33.60
Hubbard, Louise,2949,9-27-3, 1st Street
8 42
Hudspeth,Danny 0.2954,10-19-13B,200 Cross Street
60.78
Humphreys, Ann,2997, 3-10-8, 211 No. 13th
60.78
Humphreys, Ann,2998,9-9-13
173.14
Humphreys, Ann,2999,9-9-14
104.97
Humphreys,Leslie, 3008, 1-19-9, No. 16th
240.81
Humphreys,Leslie,3009,74-3, 1109 Vine
170.94
King,J. P.,3456,9-9-20, 406 5th
77.79
King,Jerry D.„, 3457,9-30-2,209 East Pine
23.04
Little, Paul G.,3732,41-71,72, Old U.S.641
127.51
Lowry,Jerry D.,3785, 11-17-1, Crestmere
400.74
McCallon,Joe Pat,3948, 2-10-7,Sunset Court
215.97
McGeehee,Desiree,4063,9-29-1
26.79
Murray Silica Sand,4456,9-32-1A,3,Industrial Road
560.53
Parham,John,4760, 10-26-10, Pooltown
47.19
Payne,Eusheki,4906,9-24-3,409 No. L. P. Miller
8 42
Perry, Willie, 4955,9-24-4, 407 No. L. P. Miller
19.99
Perry, Willie, 4957,9-29-8,408 1st
26.79
Pikey,Paul, J.,5000,9-9-25,502 No.5th
111.78
Puckett, Lucious,5080,9-14-3, Ash & No. 4th
.152.57
Ramsey,Richard,5135, 10-31-16, Roberts Indus
42.50
Goldberg & Landolt,5316, 10-25-1,IA,East Poplar
580.93
Robinson,Danny,5341,2410,1615 Miller Ave.
9138
Robinson, Donald E.,5342,3-15-14
206.96
Rutledge, Havanna,5518,9-27-5,405 No. 1st
6 39
Rutledge,Havanna,_5519,9-23-8,503 No. L.P. Miller
6 39
Rutledge,Pete,5521,7-7-15,312 So.9th
205.43
Rutledge,Pete,5522,9-23-9,501 No. L. P. Miller
16.59
Scott, Larry,5636, 1I-21-7C, Plainview
223,97
Skinner,John W.,5817, 10-26-14AS,Pleasant Hill
14.56
Skinner, Mary Jane,5819,9-30-18, 120Spruce
36.99
Smith,Rob,5895,4-11-1, 1303 Vine St
138.98
Sparks, Maggie Martin,5975,9-29-4,400 1st
7 08
Spencer,Jesse,5983, 11-12-11
193.37
Stockwell,Ralph,6079,44-12, 104 So. 13
213.77
Sinter,Thomas E.,6151,4-2-20,Sycamore
227.36
Taylor, Anna Faye,6228,6-8-19A f
346.63
Taylor,John Tom,6239, 10-21-1,301 So. 4th
576.16
Taylor,John Tom,6240, 10-12-1A,303So.4th
576.16
Taylor Motors,Inc.,6245, 10-15-1,Improvements Only
31.57
Taylor,Tommy D.,6249, 10-12,5A,So.4th
27.48
Taylor,Tommy D.,6250,10-15-1,301 So. 3rd
60.78
Taylor,Tommy D.,6251, 10-15-8
54.00
Taylor,Tommy D.,6252, 10-12-2,304 So.3rd
35.61
Thomas,Kenneth,6281,42M-2-1, Gatesborough
159.03
Vaughn,Jerry,6561,8-13-16,Broad St. • 84.57
Walls,Harold,6672, 10-2540,So. L. P. Miller
70.98
Walls,Harold,6673, 10-25-11,401 So. L.P. Miller
11.62
Walls,Harold,6674,10-25-8, Old Concord Road44
..19.99
Walls,James,6675,9-23-13, No.Cherry
137.43
Walls, Widter,6679,9-24-1, Bishop View
23.40
Warnick:liobert D.,6727,3-2-2,915 Waldrop
263.58
Watson,Garry M.,6759,1-9-14, No.18th
(
111.78
Wells,Billy,6799,41-178A
115.86
Wilford,Bernice,6910,41-53
193.38
Williams,Tommy,6971,7-1-17, 112So. 10th
222.96
Witherspoon,Joe Pat,7071,7-14, West Main St.
253.76
Wofford, Louise,7377, Pleasant Hill Add
570'
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2. Notice

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

BEDDING
PLANTS

9. Situation Wanted

6 for 901
and

llowers
vegetables.

Handyman will do the odd
lobs you have'been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 7624352 after 5 pm.
L & B Cleaning lervice. Spring windows, reasonable
rates, references offered.
436-2784 or 436-2292.

JERRY
PENDERGRASS
Calleivey Crafty
SHERIFF
Noy 26, 1981
Tear Vita and Support WM
Be Apprecieted

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
Sew Ceocord, Ky.
436-5353

Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy 759 4600

BIBLE CALL What Mast I Do to be
Saved? 759-4444. Bible Story -759-4445.

111

We do passports,
resumes, visas etc

Carter Studio
--

304 MoM

Moving Spring cleaning"'
Have items you don t want?
Call- New Concord Auction
Barn We will pickup sell
and mail you a check. Call
436 5353
•
Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olyrnp

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olymp, 10:o

Leather Vests
Now $49.95
Reg $100.00
Open 9 tam. to 9 pAs.
753-7113

P-010

PAWN - BUY SELL - TRADE

5. Lost & Found

Opep 9 o ;p to 8 p Ti1
753-7113

1

Found near Stella. 2 bird
dogs, Pointers. R.B.
Morgan. 489-2352.

Diidge Colt. good
t-iindition. exep.
gas
clean, good
mileage. $1750 for
Quick Sale! 767-4441.

74

.6. Help Wanted

SHOE
BIZZ JR.
Children's SitataS
Bel-Air
Shopping Center

Danny Todd would like to
announce my support for
lames L Johnson for Cr
curt Court Clerk
Saddles, English &
Western Sales Repairs • Custom
Work • Tentrandloat
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
116 S. 6th Mayfield
1.247-3934

TROPICAL
FISH HUT
Pets for Easter - FISH
• HAMPSTERS • BIRDS
- BABY RABBITS and
CHICKENS
327 E. Wood St.
Paris, Tenn.
642-4772

Lady for general restaurant
work, part time, Friday,
Saturday. and Sunday Call
Cypress Springs Resort,
436-5496 for appointment.
ygpchanic Opening for a
ceitifi-ed- rnettaiiit. NtiSr
preferred need own hand
tools Good pay. good
benefits, good working con- damns Call for an appointment, Service Department,
Murray Datsun 753-7114
NEED A JOB? Qualifications
1.6-21 years of age. No H.S.
diploma or G.E.D.
Unemployed. A school dropout for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker, Job Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard,
Counselor. 753-9378 or
753-3033Calloway. County
YETP Program.
Hair dresser,
Needed
licensed operator. Call 7538282 or 1-246-6504
Salesmen - See our ad
under Business Opportunities Snap-On Tools Corporation
Wanted Someone with a
trailer to live on lot and
take care of yard and
garden. lots, stock barn.
_ pond and lot ',All rent free
436-2405

SLOW

Log Homes, Factory Direct,
Dealership Available. Investment
Required,
Unlimited Income Potential. Call Mr. Stacey 1-800438-9528.
Snap-on Tools Corporation
has a dealership available.
If you can meet our
'qualifications, you may be
awarded a territory in the
Murray-Mayfield area. There
is no charge for a dealer--ship, but it is necessary to
maintain -an inientory. This
is your chance to become
an independent business
man and have the advantage of a strong proven
-sales program behind you.
Interested parties should
already be in the $25,000$35,000. income bracket
with qualified Sale.s.-experience. For further infor.matidri contact: Deans
Driver. 611 Idlewoori Drive,
Clarksville, TN 37040.(615)
647-9292.
, Western Auto has an excellent opportunity for a
store in Fulton, KY., Prime
location, nominal investment with partial financing
available from Western
Auto. Full details available
from Floyd Hanna at 618993-5392.

11. Instructions
Guitar lessons in my home
Have references 753-3686
from 9AM to 3 30PM
Monday-Friday.
If your name is Mr. John
Hyneman of Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, Murray, KY,
you are a winner of a free
classified ad! Call 7531916 today!

13. For Sale or Trade
You are a winner Mr. Ben
Nix of Rt 2, Murray. KYI
Call in today for a 'free
classified ad. 753-1916.

Used swing set in good condition, for 3 year old. 1538076.
Used heavy duty wheelbarrow_ Also want a radio scanner. 753-7422 or 492-8565.
Want to. buy Used card
table Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm
Wanted to buy' Few acres of
timber, must be accessible.
753-5493 9am-2:30pm.
Want to buy trailer lot off of
94 East, about 10 miles
out. 753-4473.

15. Articles For'Sale
22,000 BTU Sears airconditioner, $200; Stayrite
well pump, $175; Sears
white washer and dryer,
$400. If interested call
437-4836.
For sale: Easter rabbit. Call
753-3723...Paul Bailey, Utterback Road.
For sale Equipment for International cub tractor,
hogs, 1974 LTD Ford Call
436-5844
Galvanized clothes line
posts, 2"x84", holds 7
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a smallcoffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
Moving sale! Refrigerator,
small deep freeze, Pt.
horse Sears boat motor, us311
ed tires and other small
-iterns-'951780 tecan
seen at 641 South, Midway,
David toyd's Used Cars
Spaghnum peat moss, 4 cu.
ft. hole. $8.19, Dogwoods 5
to 6 feet and Silver Maple 8
to 9 feet, $9.95, Holly, Boxwood, and Juniper, $8.50.
Coast to Coast Hardware,
Central Shopping Center.
Typewriters for ale. IBM
Executive Model D; Royal
5000 Selectrix; IBM Selectrix Corrector. Lile Real
Estate, Aurora. 474-2717.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes, white, A-grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.,
for- sate-. Used furniture,
odds and ends. Phone 7533029.
For sale: 36 or 40- electric
range in good condition
with head and blower, $75.
Phone 753-0315.
Kelvinator refrigerator
freezer. 66 $250. Call
489-2330

JAME5
)
:
7
5-1-REcr
ELEMENTARY
50400L.
,
•
....

5C HOOL
CR055tN6
•

Will break and disc
gardens Call 753-5463 Of
753-0144
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751

10. Bus. Opportunity

753 8298

M3E 303E3E30

14. Want To Buy

J

ilk
F.

/1414

/4 •
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••
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HELLO

HELLO,IRMA,HOW IS YOUR
COLD?

19. Farm Equipment
70 Acre farm (55 acres
tillable); 24 Acre farm (16
acre tillable): 30 Acre farm
(25 acres tillable); 1
Massey-Ferguson square
hay baler; one 165 MasseyFerguson tractor; one New
Holland haybine; one
hayrake. Phone 753-8274.
All cash sales.
For sale: 19,10 Case 870
with duals and weights,
$6000; 1969 John Deere
95G with floating cutterbar
and 28L tires, $6000; 1969
Ford F-600 truck, 2 year old
hoist and bed, new motor,
$4500; 11' Shultz chisel
plow, high clearance, extra
heavy, 2 years old, $1400;
John blue anhydrous . applicator, 9 shank, 21',
hydraulic fold, 1 year old,
$3500; John Deere 14' BWA
disk. $500; International 66" semi-mounted plow,
$2500. Call 753-4003.
Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire & Service.
Call 753-8500.
1973 8600 Ford, 830
hours, 161
/
2' disc, five 16"
plows. 502-424-5237 after
9 pra-or_before lam:
For sale: WD45 Allis
Chalmers tractor. 753-0521
or 436-2165.after 6 pm.
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
_Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds.
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
446-16 Hp Case lawn and
garden tractor. Call 7534699
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engine,
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Farm Equip.

1000 and 1415
gallon NH-3 Nurse
tanks, with or
without wagon and
flotalon tires.
ToolWars 5 to 9
row and 15 to' 21
foot widths. A
complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and 11I1-3
accessories, James L. Kellett Co.,

20. Sports Equipment
Ladies bike sale! 26- 3speed Huffys, only $89
while supply lasts. Get a
new bike, new warranty,
from your authorized Huffy
Service Center. Coast to
Coast Hardware, Central
Shopping Center.

24. Miscellaneous

Remington 243, scope and
case, $190. Kenmore:
range, $125, washer and
dryer, $300. Call 753-6910
after 4:30.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration ,or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-111. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
houseplants, fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, 901 Johnny
Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Snapper mower blades,
25", 26", 28", 30" or 33',
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
VW engine and trans axle,
good condition, $375
Phone 436-5869
Woods mower, 60" cut with
3 point hitch. Call 753'4699.

22. Musical

26. TV-Radio

Hammond L12 organ with
147 R.V. Rissile tone.
cabinet. 753-6605 after 4
Prn.

New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
PIANO. Excellent Spinet Console.,May be seen locally. Party with good credit
can make payments at big
savings. Write immediately.
Midwest Piano Co., 1713 E
Sunshine, Springfield,
Missouri 65804.
you could play
• organ? But bore
no organ? Wel furnish tins-organ in
beam at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons.
CLAYTONS
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market, 4354171
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9, $3.98
lb.; Berkley McMahon
swivels, $2.45 per 100:
Mustad hooks 1/10,
$11.50 per 1000. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
Expert front end alignment,
$15. Economy Tire & Service. Call for appointment,
753,8500.
Four heavy duty life time
shocks, installed, $49'complete. Where? Economy Tire
& Service, 753-8500.
Firewood for sale, $15 a
rick you haul. $20 a rick
delivered Call 437-4731
Lawn mower batteries. 1Z
volt, 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris

"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6. Box
325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
41 -5894
Oregan bars for Homelite,
Poulan; or Echo chain saws.
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris

The City of Murray wi
THEN NE ALWAYS COMES
BACK AND 616145 MIMSELF
UP FOR ANOTHER I-IITCF-1

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air conditioners. Brandon
Dill, Call 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Rental space for retail
Dixieland
store
in
I Shopping Center on
Chestnut Street next
to
Murray
State
University. Coll 75330 1 8.

a

34. Houses For Rent
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
1 bath, large great room,
nice size kitchen, $250 per
month, Panorama Shores.
1.924-5421 or 1-924-5307.
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
gas heat, nice yard, good
- neighborhood. 753-8895.
House for rent, close to
Kentucky Lake on 94 East.
3 bedrooms, living room,
and 2 baths. $200 per month. Call 354-6678.
Nice 2 or 3 bedroom house
on Poplar. Appliances, good
location and neighborhood.
Call 759-1020 evenings.

WE

CONTROLI

eTERMITES

and outdoors1

FOR DEPENDABLE

through Friday. All bids must be in
by 5 p.m. April 23rd at the City

-NOTICE
WA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sole two tracts of
standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing on
estimated 799,666 board feet of sawtimber and 1,218 cords of
poletimber. The two timber sale areas are in Land Between The
Lakes located as follows:

MU ARIA 64 sole contains an estimated 254,793 board feet
of sawtimber and 507 cords of poletimber and is located approximately 8 miles west of Dover, Tennessee, in Stewart County, Tennessee.

WE NEED A
RIDE,„ HEY,,
HERE COMES
A CAR"

12160 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, located Murray DriveIn entrance.
Two bedroom furnished
trailer, central heat and air,
$75 security deposit. $150
per month rent. No pets.
Call 753-4808.
Two bedroom trailer.. .in
Riveria Courts. Phone-1594592.
12x60 Two bedroom, furnished, garden. spot, $140
- month plus deposit.
Located 5 miles north of
Murray. Call 753-4661.
Two bedroom water furnished, $90 a month, $50
deposit, Highway 121
South Call 753-5405
Two bedroom trailer for
rent, furnished, clean, in
Murray. No pets. Call 41892118.

Hall, 8 a.m. til 4 p.m., Monday

WOW ARIA 55 sole contains on estimated 544,873 board feet
of scrivtimber and 711 cords of poletimber ond is located approximately 10 miles northwest of Dover, Tennessee, in
Stewart County, Tennessee.

KEEP
RLiNNINO
(PANT
I'1'
•, BEAT

28. Mob. Home Rents

Also household,lawn, bedein

right to refuse any or all bids.

CAN T

For sale: 14x70, 1974
Challenger. furnished,
reduced. price to $7500. If
interelted call 437-4836.
1974 Mobile home. 12x60,
2 bedrooms, furnished,
$5,500. Call 753-1378.
12x70 Mobile home, $1500
ON. Call 753-0219 from 9
to 5.
12x70 Mobile home. 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath, pole,
blocks and lurch. In good
--condition. Atretectric: 4988732 after 5 pm.

Apartments for re4, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Apartment for rent Tor summer. Call Mark, 753-8644.
Duplex available for retired
individual. No pets. Call
753-3913 or 759-1616.
For rent: 2 bedroom
townhotge apartment,
carpet, range, refrigerator,
disposer, dishwasher,
washer-dryer hookup, central heat and air. Call 7537559 or 753-7550.
Furnished apartment, 1 or
2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apart-ments, South 16th, 7536609.
Garage apartment, 2
bedroom, wall to wall
carpet, water furnished,
yard mowed, garden
privilages. 753-5733.
New 2 bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, outside
storage,
references,
deposit. No pets. 753-0814.
One bedroom furnished
apartment,----- newly
redecorated,. private entrance, near University. Call
753-7418 after 3 pm.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, central heat
and air,-4ow otiltties,Nnear University, $120 per month.
753-7114.
Two bedroom apartment for
rent.
Range, oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. 1 year lease. $225
deposit required. $225 per
month. Call 753-2622 or
753-3865.
Two bedroom duplex, all
appliances furnished. And
1 bedroom furnished apartment. Call 753-2967 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom duplex, fully
carpeted, close to M.S.U.,
airelectrre
heat,
conditioned. Call 753-2792.
Two bedroom apartment,
208 South 15th. Days call
753-1953. nights call 4892854.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment, near University.
753-4684.

Vehicles may be seen at the City

Akxir
taLgEe
ToriaoRmow

27.Mobile Home Sales

32. Apts. For Rent

three (3) 1979 Buick police cars.

mittee and Chief of Police have the

(
e7‘
1 fg77-

Pioneer Centrex stereo and
speakers, cassette deck,
[SR turn table, AM-FM
tuner, $175 Call after 5
pm, 764-2548
Wanted. Responsible person to take up small monthly payment on 25" color
t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.

Mint
Warehouse
Storage Space
Far Reat
713.4732

se mg

Clerk's Office. Public Safety Com-

I CAN REEL
BETTER

30. Business Rental

20. Sports Equipment

e

•••74•E
etI-I- 6/re-

NE TAKES Ti-EM HE PLAYS
ON THEIR
FOR A WALK,
SENSE OF
TELLS
ALL THE
PATRIOTISM
ADVANTAGES
AND GOOD
FELLOWOF ARMY
SHIP
LIFE...

Kenmore electric range, 2
years old. Call 753-5618.
New shipment!! Oak and
pine bedroom suites, bunk
beds, dinning room, and living room suites. Cash and
carry and even save morel
'Carraway Furniture, 105 N
3rd St., 753-1502
Washer and dryer. Coll 7538960 after 5 PM

Sikeston
Mo.
63801. Call 1314-471-0988.

•
•••••".••• -1-•••••••.‘,

16. Horne Furnishings

Sealed bids will be received by the Forest and Open Land
Monoginvionf Section, Land Between' The Loess, Tennestee
Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 o.m.,
Control Daylight Time, May 7, 1981.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m. to
3130 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and detailed information may be obtained from the Forest and Open land
Management Section, land Between The lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 12231, telephone number 502/921.5602.

Professional Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control;Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Noshwnd Dr., Murray, Ky.

1, 2 and 3 bedroom .
urlits. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Appty leten.-Frl. 11 cm.to 1

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity

•

•

+nr
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34. Houses For Rent
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, kitchen
dining combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, concrete patio and
grill.
Excellent
neighborhood, on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year
lease required, _5400 per
month. Available June 1.
1981. Call 753-5805 after
5:30 PM.
Two bedroom, unfurnished,
highest heat bill. $30.
References and deposit.
$185. Inquire at 1501 Belmont.

35. Farms For Rent
15 Acres farm land for rent.
Close to Cherry Corner Call
753-6564

37. Livestock-Supplies
Mr. Max Underwood of Rt.
8. Murray, KY is a winner of
free classified ad! Call 7531916 today!
Rabbits for sale. Call 4928205.
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
your good mares for 1981
breeding season. Three
stallions. 753-6126.
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 Or
753-6100.
Visitors
welcome.
Registered saddlebred colt.
11 months old, chestnut.
753-9521.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKCCeirriari -Shepherd puppies, 28 champions, 5
generations. - Registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153.
AKC registered Poodle pup;
pies for sale, very small,
reasonable. Call 492-8974.
Dog obedience classes for
AKC competition or more
obediant pet. Boarding covered runs. 436-2858.
Ducklings and parakeets.'
Paradise Kennels, 7534106.
Irish Setter pups, 7 weeks
old, $50. Call 753-6497
after 5 pm.

-40. Produce
Plants, variety of garden
and sweet potatoe plants,
wholesale or retail, half
mile north off 94 on 121
and Pilot Oak. 376-5155.

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale
Four party carport sale! Friday and Saturday, 8-5,
1607 Locust, off 16th St.
Air-conditioner, ctothes,
child's chair and table set,
toys, and miscellaneous
items.
Garage sale. 1531 London
Drive, Friday, 7 AM. Swing
set, training bicycle,
children and teens clothes.
Garbage sale' One man's
trash is another man's
treasure! . We
have
something you want! Come
and see! 510 N 5th St., 8
AM Saturday. April 18th
Gigantic yard sale. Saturday
only, 8 til 5, 809 North
19th St Canceled if rains.
Neighborhood yard sale,
1600 Catalina Drive. all day
Saturday
Rummage sale, Friday and
Saturday, April 17th and
18th, 9 AM to 4. Highway
280. Bonner's Grocery.
Uniforms, formals. weight
set, odds and ends. ,
Two party garage sale: 2.6
miles past railroad Gn New
Concord Highway, Friday
and Saturday. 8am-5pm.
Yard sale the 15tt; 16th,
and 17th, 21
/
2 miles north
of Almo Heights on old 641,
from 9am-5pm.
Yard sale! Furniture,
clothing, bedspreads, and
lots of miscellaneous items.
Friday and Saturday. April
17th and 18th. 94 East,
Pottertown Road, about 4
miles from Bank of Murray
.ctovArtown.
Yard sale, April 17th and
18th, 910 Coldwater Road.
Yard sale: 1205 Main, Friday,and Saturday. 17th and
18th. Biggest yard sale in
Murray, something for
everyone!
Yard and plant sale, 737
Vine Street, 8 AM Saturday
morning. Tomatoe and cabbage plants. In case of rain
will hold following Saturday.

AUCTION
Friday, April 24
1:30 p.m.
Codiz
Restaurant
Location: Hwy. 68 East in Cadiz, Kentucky. Owner: Willie
C. Fort. Auctioneer: •
M.J. Kurtz Wiliam:.

KURTZ

Carport sale, Thursday and
Friday, 8-4, 4 miles North
on Air Ford Road.
Miscellaneous; clothes,
. men's 32 long pants, suits
and shirts, some girl and
baby clothes; horse trailer;
drapes and spreads; tools.
489-2869.

AUCTION AND
REALTY CO.
Aactiompor And Liconsad
R. Estate Broker
113 N. Main St.,
Marion, Ky. Phone:
Day 965-2220. Night
545-3550

We're banking on you. America, with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands
, nc. can receive assistance for:

$
$
$
$

Farm Purchases
Livestock and Machinery
Farm Refinance
Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150,000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
American Midlands, Inc.

2945 S. 132nd St•Omaha. NE 68144

•

With offices in Los Angeles, Dallas,
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

437Rial Estate

43. Real Estate

OWNER SAYS SEW

3 bedroom brick, 518
Brood St. Fireplace insert stays with bouse,
natural gas heat, very
nice lot -and more.
Shroat-Woldrop Real
Estate, 759-1707.

ThreatWaldrep
teal Estate

1.2

1.0 Carom

75•1707

Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the ilium of a private
-estate- within the city
limits. From the en‘r,
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a charming library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact kitchen
with storage in. every corner. On the second floor,
you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
its own fireplace. This
home has the charm of
yesterday, the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs,
Realtors.

1K RR
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

753-1222
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING
Attractive
3
bedroom, 2 bath'
home approximately
one year old. Located
in small subdivision
halfway between
Murray
and
Mayfield. Offered in
the mid $40's with
assumable loan.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for
Real Service in Real
Estate!
4-UNIT APARTMENT
BUILDING
Good rate of return
on this 2 story, 4 unit
rental property.
Priced in the $50's.
Assumable loan and
owner financing
available,
reasonable terms.
Phone 753-1222, Kop.rud Realt
S

THE BEST THINGS COME IN
SMALL PACKAGES. Small
price, big value!! In town, 2
bedroom, $18,500. South
of town, remodeled, 2
bedroom, $21,300. East of
town, 3 bedroom with
acreage, $17,100. Near
lake, 3 bedroom with 1
acre, $13,500. Look them
over. Now's the time to
buy! Call Spann Realty
Associates, 73-7724,
13 Acres *of good
farm land, well constructed 3 bedroom
house with full basement located only 2'/2
miles from town.
Owner must sell!
Three bedroom home
on 80 acres, full dry
basement, central
heat and air; completely remodeled. 33
Acres of tendable
bottom land,40 acres
of good.timber. Priced for quick sale!

1111

Allierray, Ky. 421171
•36-5436
io•MS

Motive DANA - 7S7-5723
Wise Sam - 7E7.2401
thilsi, WAWA- 70.3143
Tem Shisammier Aweareic
7114774
RAT A. Reress.beker
TEMP

ESTATE AUCTION
Looking for a cottage near the lake on approximately one acre of land? Call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724. This house
and lot and personal property will -be offered at Public Auction, Saturday, April
25th. For more information call Helen Spann
at Spann Realty Associates.
Don Miller, Auctioneer

4 Bedroom, 2 bath,
brick veneer, close t
town with a separate
24 x 30 garage
workshop on a 9/1
cre lot. Colema
cal Estate, 753898.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

BEAT THE
HIGH INTEREST
This 3 bedroom, 1
bath frame home on
2.3 acres North of
Coldwater has an
assumable V.A. Loan
at 83,4% interest,
Rayments only 148.00
monthly. House is
spacious, needs some
decorating, but
owner says sell.
Their loss-your gain.
Only 19,900.
SPIC AND
SPAN
Easy to care for
Alum. sided 3 Bdrm.
home. From livingroom a good view
of the lake. Fireplace
in LR, modern kit
chen. Elec: beat.
Basement rec. room
has new wood stove
which heats entire
house'. Attached
garage. Located in
Lakeway Shores. Only $32,500.

753-911190

•
1111AI "0411

& PROPERTY MANACEMEN

Pardon & Thermo.
lowness &

IDA

Estate
Serstbsed• Court Sq.

Mierray, Keatacky
753-4451

44. Lots For Sale
Beautiful lot, Anderson
Shores, must sell. $1700
502-886-6358
Alarm's Newest
Exclusive Sareavision
Woodside Estates
Paved streets, curbs
and gutters, city
water and sewer, R-1
restrictions. Located
on Johnny Robertson
Road. Financing
available.
Crealtwood
Devalopars Inc.
753-4091

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered

1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
black, less than 3000
miles. $1800. Call 7594749 after 4 pm

Searay 700, 52", 100
horse Mercury, and Pamco
trailer, in very goodtondition. 52500. 474-2708

40. Auto. Services

53. Services Offered

Hutching Sales Route 5.
Box 2221 The only factory
authorized dealer for Fitter
Queen sales and service in
this area. Days 753-6068
nights 436-2367.
Handyman will do the odd
lobs you have been putting
off Call 753-3058 Or 762
4352 after 5 pm
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust ancl.chips
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319

53. Senrices Offered
Professional painting In
tenor and exterior 14 years
experience Free estimates'
Call 489-2139 after 2

I

ROOFING

Bolff4p & Shingles
BEFORE you buy your next' ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Reforests'. All work 1
set of tires. CHECK our or vinyl siding and trim
se•reat••d.
Fr..
prices! Economy Tire & Ser- Aluminum trim for brick
estimates.
houses. Jack Glover, 753vice. 753-8500
Call 759-1851 Sr
1873.
7534581
429
Engine
and
transmission, still running Aluminum Service Co.,
Warning! Don t read this
in car, $150 firm. Call 753- aluminum and vinyl siding,
unless yokire in need .of
custom
trim
work
0219 from 9 to 5.
roofing
carpentry, or elecReferences.
Call
Will
Ed
Three truck ,fuel tanks and
trical work New Or repair.
Bailey,
753-0689.
camper topper for long
All guaranteed Call Joe
wheel bse truck. Call 492- Asphalt driveways and park753-9226 for free estimate
ing lots sealed by Sears, For
8204.
Wet basement? We make
free estimates call 753wet basements dry. work
49. Used Cars
2310.
completely guarenteed Call
1975 Buick LeSabre, $850 Bob's Home Improvement
We repair damaged pc
or write Morgan Contore frames old or
Call 753-7521
Service. Remodeling, painstruction
Co. Route 2. Box
no-. Con 'rut glass any
1973 Datsun, one owner, ting; cement work, general
-409A Paducah. KY 42001
goodlas mileage, good con- home maintenenace and in- •
or call day or night. 1-442Carter Studio
spections. Free estimates.
dition 753-0840
7026.
753-4501.
•'104 Main
7 5 3 8298 II
For sale: 1975 Ford Gran
Will do lawl‘mower, garden
Torino Elite. Power steer- Carpenter Service_ New
tiller and chain saw repair
ing, windows, brakes, air, homes. remodeling. Licensed electrician and Quality work, pickup and
installation,
heating in-and cruise control. Call cabinets, decks, anything gas
delivery available Call 753with, wood, quality work. stallation and repairs. Call 4162 or 753-9952
7.53-3376.
anytime.
753-7203.
Phone 753-0565.
1973 Pontiac, excellent
Willie's
interior
exterior
and
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
condition, $800 firm Call Call BILL'S
painting, 13 years exCommercial
UPHOLSTERY
and
residen753-0219 from 9 to 5
for your furniture needs. tial. Also patching, sealing. perience tree estimates
1980 Pontiac Phoenix 1.1, Choose from thousands of and striping. For estimates PhOne before 8 AM or after
5 PM, 759-1867
5-door, 18,000 miles, AT, durable scotchguard cloth5 call 753-1537.
ps, pb, ac, AM-FM stereo and naughyde vinyl. Behind Need work
Will
mow yards. 15 years
on your trees?
cassette player. C.B. radio, Dairy Queen. 753-8085
experience.
Call 753-6564.
Topping pruning, shaping
4 cylinder, good mileage, COLDWATER
complete removal and
LAWN
&
Small engine and
22-28 mpg, $6250 firm. GARDEN
SHOP. more Call BOYER'S TREE
mower repair.
Call after 5 pm, 753-6869.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers SERVICE for professional
5.641 Shell
1963 Studebaker Lark. chain saws, expertl) tree care, 753-8536
S 12th St
Must sell! 5600. 2115 repaired
Pickup and _Professional painting,
r
2
Galaloiouiti. 71346211_ delivery availabier 489panning.
759-1504
1978 Toyota wagon. 5- '2853,8 AM to 5 PM.
Commercial or residential.
speed. Call 753-6379.
Concrete and block. brick 20 year experience. Free
YATES ROOFING. Shingle
work.
Basemen.ts. estimates! 759-1987.
roofs. new or re-roofirig. old
driveways, storm cellars,
roof removed, replaced. or
Oldsmobile
1981
porches. 20 years exCutlass
LS Sedan,
perience. 753-5476.
l
itsport car and home repaired: hot asphalt built
up roofs: metal roofs
Driver's
car.
Ed
area repair.
Dale Spencer's portable
painted: roof coatings, and
Special price!
SOUND
OF
WORLD
sand blasting and painting
roll roofing: All types roof
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
222S. 12% St.
repir. References furnishPURDOM
753-5865
ed. 18 years experience, all
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWwork guaranteed Call -The
OLDSMOBILE
ING. References. Free
PONTIAC
estimates. Call Mike at 753- Sharpen hand saws and Professionals- 753-4596
or 901-642-0158 collect
CADILLAC
8877.
skill saws Call 753-4656
753-5315
Experienced carpenter, Will haul driveway white 18 Years experience in
remodeling and additions. rock and Ag lime, also have bathroom and kitchen
brick
work
Will consider other any type of brown or white work
50. Used Trucks
fireplaces.
ceramic tile
miscellaneous
work. pea gravel. Also do backhoe
1971 Chevrolet van, long References. Call 759-4815.
'work. Call Roger Hudson, Take advantage of fixing
wheel base, manual shift.
your home while the -craft is
"'FLOOR SANDING. Staining 753-4545 or 753-6763
Call 753-4184.
available. Call James Ray
and finishing. Call 354Hamilton 753 9400
AI'S Super Shell
1978 Ford F-150 Derumxe, 4- 6127.
wheel drive, 351 motor,
free Column
South 4th Street
Murray
rails, sliding window, super Fence sales at Sears now
Complete
Auto Mr. Steven Graham of 1316
tuner Pioneer stereo, Call Sears, 753-2310 for
Duigiud Dr . Murray, KY you
Repair. Free tube with
28.000 miles, $4100. Call free estimate for your
a wiriheru Call 753are
needs
753-0195 after 4 pm.
oil and filter change.
1916 today for a tree
753-7896.
plumbing.
air1973 Ford pickup, short For
classified ad!
bed. 6 cylinder, straight conditioning, painting, roofshift, good condition. ing. and carpentry. Call
51250. Call 753-9181 a 753-9822.
753-8124.
Guttering by Sears, Sears Saturday, April 18th, 630 p.m. New Concord Auc1979 Ford F-350, 1-ton, continous .gutters installed
tion Born, Highway 121 and 444. Phone 436long wheel base, white, 400 per your specifications. Call
5353.
V8 engin 12' steel bed Sears 753-2310 for free
Another barn full! Several porcelain music
with shrt construction estimate.
boxes, crockery pitchers, copper pitcher, electric
sides, witi hoist. Parker General home repair.
service boxes, 24" electric stove, old refrigerator,
Ford, 753-5273.
Carpentry, concrete work. furniture and other odds and
ends too numerous to
1979 Ford Bronco, red with plumbing, roofing, siding, mention.
sport stripes. loaded, one window and door inTerry Shoemaker, Auctioneer
owner, sold originally by stallation. Free estimates.
Bob Belson, App. Auctioneer
No job too small. Call 474Parker Ftrick 153-5273.
2359 or 474-2276.
1978 Ford BroncliXLT, dark
brown and white, loaded Heating. refrigeration, and
with lots of options, new electrical repair. Bob's
Service.,
Michelan mud and snow Refrigeration
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
tires. Real sharp! Local Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or
Specializing in Senior Citizens
trade-in. Parker Ford, 753- 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
5273.
WEST
Open Hours
1978 GMC short wheel base
KENTUCKY
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
ASPHALT
shift, topper. AM-FM
8-12 753-3685
cassette stereo, good gas
For Appointment
7 5, till
mileage. $3300. Phone
901-247-5439.

For sale 2 half acre lots in
Murray, nice residential
area 753-4186
Nrce;tevet talcrtt iril4fne
For sale commercial office Bluff Shores in Calloway
building with four private County. Has water and elecoffices, large reception tricity. Price $1000. Call
room, conference room: 753-8014.
storage room, one and a Panorama Shores overlookhalf baths. garage, good ing lake. Water and septic
location; zoned for business tank in. $6750, 4750 down
(82). Ken Shores Estates, owner finance balance .at
1111 Sycamore. 753-7531 10%. Call 753-5405.
or 753-0101.
45. Farms For Sale
Hey! Hey! Want a garden 10 Acres near Blood river
and a place for a horse? We lake, has access to public
have it! A 1".2 tract with 3 road and water. 436-2427.
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced 46. Homes For Sale
pasture. An additional By owner: 3 bedroom brick,
feature is assumable VA 2 - baths, lots of storage.
loan with small equity and central heat and air,
low interest rate. Let us carpeted, 1721 Keenland.
show you a great invest- Call 753-4965 for appointment. You'll be glad you ment.
did. Priced in the 540's. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loret- By Owner 3 bedroom, 2
ta lobs, Realtors, 753- bath brick home. Wooded
lot/garden area, attached
1492.
greenhouse, and deck. Well
No 190 Hoene has a bedroom iniulated, central air, gas
and a bath, kitchen, hying room. heat,
and wood stove. 753electric heat, window air conchboning, insulation, carpeted 1362 before 5 or 753-9866
floors, deck. Family room. Slop- after 5 pm.
ing lot is 100x100 and has pine
trees. Fronts gravel road, 12 By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
miles from town, on mail route. bedroom brick, large den,
jPuestrfect
onefor
pe a fnirsthom
12 le
esofrrorn
for built-in kitchen,
combinauniversity. You're the owner for tion living room, lots of
$15,000. Terms.
storage, fully carpeted.
STROUT REALTY
Must see to appreciate. Call
Joe L. Kennon Broker
753-2378 or 753-9818.
1912 Coldwater Rd.
i Anytime i
For sale by owner 2
753-0186 .
bedroom brick duglex, cenTHE PRICE WILL NEVER BE tral heat and air. gas heat,
LOWER for lake front pro- stove, refrigerator washer
perty. Owner will finance and dryer hookup, near
28 acre tract, at just 11%. shopping and church. Low
Build your own private 540's. 753-8631.
retreat in this beautiful
lake setting or take advan- For sale: Brick duplex,
tage of an excellgrit invest- located 400 S 6th St. Call
ment. Priced to sell quick-) 1-247-1459.
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann Moving out of state, must
Realty Associates, 753- sell: 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
7724.
brick home. Large kitchen
with built-ins, economical
central gas heat and air, attached garage, redwood
deck in back. In nicer subdivision in Southwest
753-1222 school district. $43,500.
51. Campers
753-9259.
28 Foot travel trailer, selfGOOD INVEST- 47. Motorcycles
contained. Call 753-8072.
MENT
1972 Honda 125 street and
Three bedroom brick
trail, blinkers, mirror and 1967 Stepup van converted
within walking
horn. Excellent -condition, into a camper. Will sell or
distance of, the
less than 5000 miles. 85 trade. Call 753-6206.
University.
This
plus mpg New tires. 489FOR
house could be good
2825 after 3:30 pm.
investment property
SALE
Honda Goldwing GL-1000,
as a rental, or would
Tapper for abort bed
wind jammer III, cruise
be ideal for a young
track and 18,000 BTU
control,. saddleseat, 2 sadcouple's first home. dle bags, luggage rack,
air.
. caedltiemor. Cal
Price, just lowered
aluminum spoke front
753-9381
$3000 to $32,000.
wheels, tires real good.
Phone 753-1222, KopMust see to appiebiate!
perud Realty.
$2175. Parker Ford, 753- Crownline 14'
pleasure
THE OLD
5273.
boat, 65 hp Mercury motor.
COUNTRY STORE
1972 Honda 350 for $400. 489-2602.
Lots ofgood property
436-2450
15 Foot Crosby bass boat
and lpts of good
Kawasaki 175, on and off with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
memdies go with
the road, less than 250 motor. May be seen at
this unusual listing.
miles, $425. Kawasaki 80, Darnell Marine,94 East'.
Turn of the century
on and off the road, 225. MARINE
SERVICE. Evinrude
General Store with
753-9521,"
- Johnson - Mercury, OMC
all the old display
Suzuki 185 street bike, Sterndaye and Mercruiser.
cases,and many old
electric start, luggage rack, Murray Sport & Marine,
furnishings included
sissy bars, 1500 miles, 718 South 4th, 753-7400. .
in sale. Located in
$550. Call Steve 767-2978 ._23 P s.s. prop for 150 outold Alm°, property
includes a full city
board Mercury. Will trade
650 Special, 1979 model. for 19 to 21 s.s. prop. Call
block. Ideal for
Call 437-4341
901-479-3429.
restiwrant or any
. ,
type retail business
1979 Yamaha XS-1100. IV
Do:ken/ft IS 'hp
including its present
Special. Low mileage, must
Mende Bator, and
use as a General.
sell. Call before 6 pm, 492les• time 10 Mars.
Store, $39,500. Phone
8507.
NATCNER
Kopperud Realty,
1979 Yamaha 1100
- AUTO SALES
753-1222 for all the
Special, $2600. Call 753deCtils,
753-4961
3272.
4

753-8080

Allerrey-Calkway
County R•alty
(502)7534146
304N. 12flt St,

(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)

Member NAFCO

43. Real Estate

Shoals and Motors

•
,

111,

AUCTION

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

0

,1

REGISTERED NURSES, AT UNIVIIRSITY HOSPITAL

It's your time...
its your choice!
•
•
-•
- WEEKEND STAMM PLAN, work two 124vour shifts in the inpatient claim,area of your choice and receive up to a FULL
WEEK'S SALARY. Choose AM or PM shift.

•••WEEKDAY ISTAPPiNG PLAN, work a 404vour work week
In the
in
clinical area of your choke on•Monday to Friday

schedule. You'll receive full beneftte and have every weekend
off.

•••NURSING REGISTRY PLAN, wort the days
you pre-wiect In the
*oaten( clinical area of your choice and receive•premium
salary. Work only two weekend shifts per month.
At UnfwalsKY Hospital we recognize that all Regietered
Nurses
cannot work a 40-hour schedule. Today's lifestyles are demanding
of your time and that Is why we have developed optionerstaffing
plena for you to practice cwofeeeional nursing. Paid orientation
provided for each plan. Choose ihe plan that is best for you and
join the action team at UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
inquiries are welcomed,for infonhation or spaiscalion contact.
Jeanne E Ellust R N
Personnel Office, University Hospital
323 East Chestnut

. Louisville. Kentucky 40202
Can collect(502)588-6965 or(502)589-0263

University Hospital

Louisville. Kentucky

An equal opportunity, affirmative
action employer
r Male/temaleMandicancied
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Two TVA Board Members To MeetItion
TFtENTON, Tenn.(AP) — year for a maximum of five
With Director Richard years or until the utility
Freeman vacationing in the decides to start mining the
Middle East, the Tennessee area. The contract would
Valley Authority's other two cover drilling, exploration
Puneral services for
• Word has been received of board members meet • and development costs..
Myers of Paducah,
TVA new uses about 1.6
death of Dr. Edward J. tonight at Gibson County
the
_formerly of Calloway Counchairman of High School.
million
pounds of uranium a
ormer
f
tarter,
ty. will be held Friday at 10
Education Department
p.m. meeting, year at the Browns Ferry
7
the
the
At
a.m.. at the--Sinking Spring
State College, who Chairman David Freeman nuclear power plant near
liaptist Church with the Rev. of Murray
morning at a and Director Bob Clement Decatur, Ala., and at the SeTuesday
died
Billy Turner officiating. The
Greenville, N. C. will consider a staff recom- quoyah nuclear Rower plant
in
hospital
music will be by the church
Dr. Carter, a resident of mendation ,,that the Agency neap-Chattanooga.
_Au.iir with Mrs. Otto Erwin
The board also will conEast Rock Spring Drive, spend up to $1.25 million to
1207
organist.
N. C., was a develop uranium land it sider approving contracts of
Greenville,
Danny
Pallbearers will be
educator of Green- owns in Wyoming.
up to $250,000 to maintain
Morton, Joe Morton,Charles retired
had" resided
utility already TVA's mineral Wts on
federal
he
where
The
ville
Jackson, Billy Nance, Billy
leaving Murray in 1950. has a large supply. of other uranium lands in
Hargis, Terry err, Ted since
survived by his wife, uranium to run.its nuclear Wyoming.
is
He
Cooper, and Thurston FurUranium currently sells
Booth Carter, reactors and owns mining
Anette
Mrs.
follow
in the
ches. Burial will
son, David E. rights to another 70 million for about $25 a pound on the
one
and
church cemetery with the arspot market, which is
Greenville, N.C.
pounds.
rangements by the Blalock- Carter,
services are be, But the TVA staff has ask- cheaper than what it would
Memorial
Coleman Funeral Home
today at the St. ed that the agency negotiate cost TVA to mine and prowhere friends may call until ing held
United Methodist a contract with American cess uranium from its land.
James
the foneral hour.
Chursh, Greenville. The Njoclear Corp. of Casper, put the Wyoming uranium
Mr. Myers, 88, died
Wilkerson Funeral Home of Wyo., to develop and main- land could prove to be a
Wednesday at 5:30 a.m. at
is in charge of the tain the Peach -Mining Pro- hedge for TVA against
Greenville
Lourdes Hospital, Padiicah.
arrangements.
ject, about 50 miles south of future high prices.
He is survived try „two
requests that Riverton, Wyo. TVA staff
The board also is to confamily
The
•
daughters, Mrs. Martha
sympathy analysts say the project sider:
of
expressions
Paschall, Murray Route 2,
the form of -contribu- could- produce as much as 4 - —Approving almost $11
and Mrs. Harold Gilbert, take, to the-, American million pounds of uranium. million in improvements for
tions
Paducah; two -sons,
The contract could cost the Paradise steam power
Society", P. O. Box
Cancer
Adolphus tSkeet I Myers,
N.C.27834. TVA as much as $250,000 a
Greenville,
377,
Hazel Route 1, and Tellus
Wright Myers,Paducah; one
ot ...locks of local interest at 11
sister, Mrs,
Michigan Corp ,of Murray
Paducah; one brother, Nix
-0.54
Industrial Average
Myers, Dallas, Texas; seven
45+".
Air Products
grandchildren; eight great
American Motors
grandchildren.
Ashland

Stock Market

Holy Week Services
Set At Episcopal Church
Special Holy Week ser- said.
_The Choir " will practice
vices at St. John's Episcopal
and
the Women of the church
Main
West
Cluarch, 1620

WASHINGTON ( AP) —
'Twenty-nine percent of all
high schoolseniors would try
to avoid either military or
civilian service if one or the
other Were required by law,
according to a new survey
for the .National Center for
Education Statistics.
The Survey of seniors
released April 14 showed
that 18 percent wOuld accept
military service, 23 percent
would chose civilian work
- and 30 percent were undecided.
_The-samearuiin
1972, 3.4 perceuL 9hiui to
- enlist in one of. the armed
services after graduation,
.. but that figure includes more
poor youngsters, more
-woman and more blacks
than before.

lonight (Thursday), Friday,
and Saturday, April 16 to 18,
at6:30 p.m.,according to the
Rev. Custis Fletcher, Interim Vicar.
The Maundy; Thursday
Corrunemoration of the Institution tonight will be
preceded by the Institution
of Lay Readers, Nancy
Schempp and Elizabeth.
Whitmer, who recently completed a course of instruction
and will receive licenses
issued by the Rev. Bishop
David Reed of Louisville.
Claudia Moore, who was
not present for the previous
installation, will also be formally installaTAt-the close
of the service the Altar is
stripped and the cross
draped for the Good Friday
Liturgy, the Rev. Fletcher

Will Be Drawn On
Friday. April 17th
at 8:00 P.M.

service.
On Saturday night the
Blessing of the NewFire and
the lighting of a new Paschal
Candle will be held at the
church. The candlestand has
been made by Warden Larry
Doyle.
Easter -Communion and
Renewal of Baptismal Vows
will be held at 9:45 a.m. on
Sunday. The traditional
Easter Egg Hunt for the Sunday School will follow.

1A)ULSVIL1.E, Ky. 'App { USDA Estimated. receipts cattle and calves
100; not'enough of any class for
curate price test: few commercial
cows 43.60: utility and cutter 40.0046.75; slaughter bulls couple grade 2
960-1345 lb 51.25-51.50: slaughter
vealers good and choice 160-300 lb
70.00-85 00; feeder steers medium
frame 1-2 300-575 lb 64.50-73.25: large
frame 2 Holsteins 393 lb 60.00: 860-1080
lb 50.50,51.25; heifers medium frame I2315-550 lb 55.00-62.50
Hogs 500: compared to Wedaesday's
close barrows and gilts mostly 50-75
lower, instances 2.00 lower on No.3 offerings: 4-2 205-250 lb 40.00-40.50: 2205240 lb 39.504000; 2-3 225-240 lb 38.0°39.50; 240-305 lb 37.25-38.00: 3330-435 lb
34.80-36.00; sows under 450 lb 1.00-2.00
lower, over 450 lb. poorly tested; 1-2
300.350 lb 33.00.34.00: 35,0-400 lb 34 0035.00: 400-450 lb 35.00-36.50: few 480-5(.15
lb 39.10-39.75; boars over 300 lb :12.7533.75.
Sheep untested.

American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F
General Dynamic.
General Motors
,enera irr
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
-Heublein
1 B.M
Jerico
Kinart
Kohn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wenclv's

EASTER SPECIAL
All Baskets

., Fri.
O,/Thur.,
Off
25%
Only

Ainmission

13'.• 33•

BYRON'S

'I
l8' unc
331 2 uric
. 597,.'.,
..251). 25'ia
1, •

DISCOUNTPHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza ?753..2380

ocalagtiosistiow Or1.1 Di.41C

Divi tigintairama

34'i unc
37 - '1
18b. 18' la

"E.F Fund

14 44

Account Opened To
Collect Donations
For Rhanda Key

Aspirin With Maalox
100's

The People's Bank has
opened a savings account to
collect contributions for 18year-old Rhanda Key who is
suffering from leukemia, according to Patty Winfield, at
the bank.
A junior at Calloway County High School, Key currently is in Seattle undergoing
treatments.
Anyone wishing to contribute to the account can
contact the bank.

*ft
Effective
• Treatment
For Athletes
Foot Et Jock Itch

The annual spring concert
of the Calloway County High
School and Calloway County
Middle School will be held at
2 p.m. Sunday, April 26, in
the high school cafeteria, according to Lavaughn Wells,
choir director.
Groups to be featured will
be the seventh grade choir,
the eighth grade choir, the
freshman choir, the concert
choir, the Chamber Singers
and Columbia Blues.
There will be no admission"
charge. The public is urged
to attend.

We Honor
PCS,Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky.Public Assistance
Prescriptions and
Workman's
Compensation

cAO °It)
.4I))
(

Off
On Any Film
Just in time for Easter!

For Baby And You
Sun Bathers
Johnson's

Baby Oil
$1

79

hieli one of these will
be the lucky winner?
Sandy Gallimore
Sara Fittm
Chip Sr David Greene
Alexia Shempp
Shannon Camper
Gregg Pritchard
. Dana Maurer
Jayson Key
Gary (;laini
Bryne McKinney

Most Owensboro City
Sanitation Employees
Are Back On Job

the dock was committed by
law" and therefore no hearing is necessary.
Ruehling -held ot hope,
however, saying that "the
senator's request, we feel,
has not been turned down,
and the door has not been'
closed on our request for the
hearing."
—Increasing from $8.3
million to $15 million the
amount of a contract with
Technology for Energy
Corp. of Knoxville,for radiation monitoring systems for
the Yellow Creek nuclear
power plant under construction near Corinth in
Northern Mississippi.
TVA provides electricity
for 2.8 million customers in
Tennessee and parts of Kentucky, Virginia, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi and
North Carolina.

1
.
,
551
urn

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH*
GENUINE GM PARTS.

B.B. Hook Jr.
Leanntt Belcher
Kelly King
John David Poynor
ltyan Cunningham
Roger Hudgon
Pamela Brown
Sherry Fowler
Mark Davidown
Bry de McKinney

Mike Ruehling, Ford's heard."
plant in Western Kentucky
and $2.77 million- in im- press aide, said that Ford
No decision on Ford's reprovements for the John wrote a letter last Friday quest has been announced by
Sevier steam plant near asking for the hearing. the corps,although Ruehling
Rogersville.
Ruehling said that Ford noted that district engineer
—Rejecting all bids for hasn't taken sides on the Col. C.E. Eastburn said in a
coal barge unloading equip- issqe, but "he believes that return letter that TVA's
ment for the Paradise plant the'people have a right to be "determination of need for
and allowing the Utility's
staff to negotiate a contract
for equipment to prevent a
delay in the 1983 opening of
the plant's coal unloading
facility at the plant.
All coal used at the plant
must now be brought in by
truck and pass through
unionized
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) accounting firm.
heavily
City Commissioner John
MuhJnberg County, Ky. — All but about a dozen of
said there was no
Medley
city
91
court
sanitaOwensboro's
a
challenging
is
TVA,
for layoffs, and
plan
definite
order which stopped ship- tion employees were back on
were layoffs
there
if
that
a
the
Wednesday
after
job
to
coal
the
ment of non-uniclh
civil
plant because of violence protest earlier over feared they would not affect
a
but
All
employees.
service
between non-union coal job layoffs.
workers
few
sanitation
the
of
Mine
workers
sanitation
The
United
and
aulers
-h
had refused to man the gar- are civil service employees.
Workers pickets.
Bruce
spokesman
bage trucks Tuesday until
TVA
Cadotte said the negotiating City Manager William Sewould be undertaken "-with quino reassured them that
full knowledge by all con- job cuts were not irrunenent.
The scare came after the
cerned that the corps permit
city commission released a
forthe dock is pending."
Meanwhile, the Army study March 25 that said the
Corps of Engineers has been sanitation department's curasked to hold a public hear- rent 220,000 man hours of
ing on the proposed coal- work per year could be cut
unloading facility. Op- by 50,000 man hours.
ponents of- the plan -asked 'Mesh*was done forthe
by Riney, HanSen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,to
cock and Co., an Owensboro
intercede in the matter.

lnp

1979 Pontiac Trans Am
Gold w 'gold interior; power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, AM/FM
cassette, Tilt wheel, cruise, 1-Top. 38,xxx
miles.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Et Coupons
Good
Thru April 22nd

From Color Print 3.19

5x7 $1.19 From Color Print $2.19
Get.beautiful color
enlargement from your C41 negative
Coupon Must Accompany Order

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE— SAV

X;$

